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Abstract
Traditionally, evolutionary theory has attempted to predict the success of
traits through their effect at the cell-level. Virulence traits, when expressed in
parasites, act to decrease the fitness of the host, and thus indirectly of the
parasite itself. To explain the success of such traits, current evolutionary
models must therefore assume a positive correlation between virulence and
parasite transmission. Parasite virulence can be selected for as long as
debilitation of the present host is compensated by an increase in the number
of new hosts becoming infected. Here, I test the ability of such models to
explain the apparent success of a plasmid-borne virulence trait
(postsegregational killing (PSK». In contrast to expectations of cell-level
models, PSK did not enable host cells, or host plasmids, to replicate more
frequently. Despite this, in some environments plasmids encoding PSK were
more successful than isogenic ilPSK counterparts. To explain this finding I
present an alternative, 'competition' model. This model proposes that PSK
systems are selected at the plasmid-level, by inhibiting the reproduction of
competitors, without the need to contribute to cell-level fitness. A
mathematical model was written to formalise predictions of this model.
Experimental test of these predictions were consistent with the proposal
above. I also demonstrate that the competition model can explain the
accumulation of PSK systems to the genomes of plasmids. Other commonly
plasmid-borne traits (e.g. antibiotic resistance) may also form de-facto PSK
systems, rendering a cell 'addicted' to an otherwise dispensable element. If
so, an understanding of how plasmid-level competition influences their
selection may be essential to models hoping to predict their success and
evolution. In support of this interpretation, I demonstrate the ability of
plasm ids to undergo plasmid-level competition in environments inhibiting celllevel reproduction.
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Chapter 1: Theoretical and Experimental Support for
Models Explaining the Selection of Parasite Virulence

PARADIGMS OF PARASITE VIRULENCE
Virulence, a measure of the degree to which a parasite causes a fitness cost
to its host (Levin and Svanborg Eden, 1990; Read, 1994; Turner et aI., 1998),
has had a troubled time of it, trying to justify its existence to the satisfaction of
the all-seeing theory of natural selection. How is it that a trait, by definition
detrimental to a parasite's metabolic lifeline, can be selected? Until the early
1980s, virulence was gener:ally considered an artifact of the recentness of the
host-parasite association under study (e.g. Palmieri, 1982). Debilitation of the
host was expected to also harm the parasite, hence avirulence was the only
long-term alternative to extinction (Palmieri, 1982; Wilson, 1975). This
'conventional wisdom' (May and Anderson, 1983) has now largely been
replaced by the so called 'enlightened view' (Levin and Svanborg Eden,
1990). proposing instead that virulence follows from selection maximising a
parasite's reproduction within the particular ecological system it finds itself
(Levin and Pimentel, 1981). Virulence is not only tolerated, but selected for, if
debilitation of a current host is offset by gains in transmission to new hosts.
From this perspective, individual host-parasite systems are the unit of
selection. Now this view too has come under attack. Increasing model
sophistication (Nowak and May, 1994; van Baalen and Sabelis, 1995) and the
results of some empirical studies (Bull et aI., 1991; Bull and Molineux, 1992;
Herre, 1993; Turner and Chao, 1999; Turner and Chao, 1998; Turner et aI.,
1998), suggest that within-host, parasite-parasite competition, can also
influence the selection of parasite virulence.

To explain the success of any trait, a model must consider three ecological
aspects: robustness, maintenance and initial viability (Axelrod and Hamilton,
1981). 'Robustness' pertains to the ability of a trait to succeed against a
diverse range of strategies employed by competing traits. 'Maintenance'
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refers to the ability of a trait to resist displacement through competition with
like traits once it has become 'fixed within a population (Le. the trait represents
an evolutionary stable strategy (Nowak and May, 1992». 'Initial viability'
requires a trait to be successful as an initially rare mutant amongst like
competing traits. Satisfaction of all three conditions is required of models
seeking to explain the evolution and subsequent selection of a given trait.

Here I give a brief introduction to current models of parasite virulence and
discuss the basis of their support in the context of the above considerations. I
then examine predictions of each and analyse tests of these with reference to
recent experimental studies.

Group Selection: "Conventional Wisdom"

Until the early 1980's it was held almost universally that parasite-host
relationships co-evolved towards commensalism, if not mutualism (e.g.
Palmieri, 1982; Wilson, 1975). Highly virulent parasites were considered
poorly adapted, a result of new host-parasite associations. Justifying this view
was the expectation that parasite-host relationships not co-evolving in this
direction would end in host, and thus parasite, extinction (Lenski and May,
1994). The only evolutionarily stable parasite strategy was considered to be
avirulence.

In support of this a priori expectation, both rational and empirical arguments
were advanced. Rational arguments were based on appeals to group
selection, which predicted that the most successful parasites would be those
best protecting their host resource ("From the view point of its survival and
species perpetuation, it would be deleterious to the parasite to cause the
death of the host." Palmieri, 1982). Little analytical attention was given to how
long-term cooperator parasites might become established, or even
maintained, in the face of competition from 'exploiters' (May and Anderson,
1983; but see Wilson, 1975). A schematic representation of a group
selectionist account of the evolution of avirulence is shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Process of group selection. Organisms of type 'A' are avirulent,
organisms of type 'B' are virulent. Intra-population frequency of each
organism type is shown under each population (star), average frequency of
each organism type between both populations is shown in bold. Panels I-iv
represent a progression in time. Within each population '8s' fare better than
'As' because of their greater host exploitation (i.-ii.). However, because the
population with a higher 'A' frequency undergoes more total reproduction,
between populations the opposite is true (i.-it). If population mixing (iii.),
followed by a round of unbiased replication is allowed (in.-iv.) before
population reformation, the greater success of the high 'A' frequency
population becomes represented within both populations (iv.).
(Figure adapted from Wilson 1975)
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In spite of the paucity of rational analysis, apparently convincing empirical
evidence supports the idea of group selection influencing the evolution of
virulence. Two examples in particular are often cited: the direction of myxoma
virus evolution after introduction to an exotic rabbit species, and the fate of
non-coevolved ruminants following exposure to trypanosomes. Myxoma virus
is naturally parasitic to, and is presumed to have coevolved with, the South
American rabbit (Sylvi/agus brasiliensis). Within this host it is only mildly
virulent and causes low mortality (Levin and Pimentel, 1981). However, when
infecting the European rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculis) mortality rates in excess
of 99.8% were initially reported (Levin and Pimentel, 1981). Furthermore, this
mortality rate was observed to decline (to 90% one year after virus release
(Levin and Pimentel, 1981». These observations are in agreement with the
expectations of group selection models (Palmieri, 1982; Wilson, 1975). Also
consistent with conventional wisdom is the high virulence of African
trypanosomes following infection of introduced, relative to indigenous, hosts
(Levin and Svanborg Eden, 1990). Other cases include the often dramatic
effect on humans of parasites thought to have coevolved with other species
(Levin, 1996). For example, the consequences of HIV infection is invariably
fatal to humans, but relatively benign to its coevolved host (Gao et aI., 1999).
Group selection theories therefore make a provocative prediction: less
virulent HIV strains will evolve or humans will become extinct.

To these confirmatory instances a number of systems inconsistent with the
view that reduced levels of virulence are selected during coevolution have
been recognised. Perhaps most striking of these is the virulence of the
malarial parasite, Plasmodium falciparum. Even though distortion of (relatively
slowly evolving) host genetic polymorph isms suggest this host-parasite
relationship to be ancient, untreated malarial infections are still often lethal
(Levin, 1996). This finding is unexpected if the degree of parasite virulence
was selected to decline over time. Of course, conventional wisdom can
always be rescued from such inconsistencies by the assumption that the
length of the parasite-host relationship has simply not been long enough for
virulence equilibrium to have been reached (Levin and Pimentel, 1981). Given
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time, by threat of extinction, Plasmodium parasites will evolve to become less
virulent.

Whether or not the above 'rescue' is valid is secondary to the realisation that
such ad hoc qualifications can be applied to any observation potentially
falsifying a group selectionist account of virulence evolution. 'Conventional
wisdom' would consider Bertrand Russell's infamous falsifying black swans
(Russell, 1961) simply as swans not yet turned white. Moreover, avirulence in
a recently formed host-parasite system is unlikely to be detected without
concerted effort. Without reason to suspect the presence of a parasite this
effort is unlikely to be made. (Observation of invisible swans is not an easy
task.) In short, while the predictions of the conventional theory may be
intuitively appealing, and even succeed in explaining the evolution of
virulence on some occasions,_ it seems unlikely they can ever aspire to any
degree of Popperian rigour.

Between-Host Evolution: "The Enlightenment"

Following increaSing dissatisfaction with the perceived vagueness of the
group selection approach, a new formality was introduced to models
(Anderson and May, 1982; Bremermann and Pickering, 1983; Levin and
Pimentel, 1981; May and Anderson, 1983). Most of this new crop of models
undertook to predict the optimal level of virulence in a host-parasite system by
recourse to selection acting at the individual level (Anderson and May, 1982;
Bremermann and Pickering, 1983; Levin and Pimentel, 1981; May and
Anderson, 1983). Competition here is between individual parasites, differing
in the efficiency with which they exploit their host to optimise between-host
transmission (Levin and Pimentel, 1981). Selected parasites are those
successful locally in the short-term rather than those with an eye to the future.
The aim within this paradigm is simply to understand how the virulence of an
individual parasite might influence its frequency within the next generation. To
achieve this, particular host-parasite systems were analysed via a simple
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equation relating a parasite's effect on its host to its degree of infectious
transfer and thus its ability to spread within a host population (Anderson and
May, 1982). This equation measures fitness as the intrinsic reproductive rate
of the parasite, Ro, dependent on ecological parameters as:

Ro

rJN / (a+b+v)

Where rJN is the number of secondary infections produced per unit time (i.e.
transmission), v is the rate of parasite caused host morbidity (virulence), b is
host recovery from parasite infection and a is parasite-independent host
death (Anderson and May, 1982). Intuitively this equation can be understood
as relating a parasite's fitness to the number of new hosts it is able to infect
within the average time a host remains infective (Frank, 1996; Levin and
Pimentel, 1981).

By definition, those parasites best able to manipulate this relationship to
increase their frequency in subsequent generations will have been selected
(Williams, 1970). The question is, of course, how best is this to be done? If
the parameters determining Ro are independent of one another, the most
successful parasites would be: infinitely transmissible

WN~OO),

incurable

(b=O) and avirulent (v=O). If two or more parameters are coupled, this
prediction might change. For example, if a degree of virulence is a requisite
for transmission, the favoured parasites will likely retain a degree of virulence
(Lenski and May, 1994).

There are two ways in which parasite transmission might be expected to
depend on some degree of virulence. Virulence might be an inevitable
consequence of intra-host parasite reproduction, or, it may be directly
selected by increasing either intra-host reproduction or between-host
transmission. Empirical observations consistent with direct selection of
parasite virulence include a correlation between transmission-facilitating host
lesions and virulence in myxoma virus (Levin and Pimentel, 1981), coughing
enhancing transmission of respiratory pathogens (Bull, 1994) and diarrhoea
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induced by Shigella and Vibrio spp. apparently enhancing their success
(Ewald, 1993). Conversely, virulence can be selected as an effect of parasite
success. Here, virulence is an unavoidable consequence of parasite
utilisation of host resources, higher reproduction results in higher virulence.
Increasing intra-host reproduction is likely to increase between-host
transmission. A degree of virulence optimising gains in transmission, relative
to a decreased infectious period, will be selected (Frank, 1996). Experimental
observation of the bacteriophage f1 (Bull et aL, 1991; Bull and Molineux,
1992; Messenger et aI., 1999), the microsporidian parasite Edhazardia aedis
(Agnew and Koella, 1997), the malarial parasite Plasmodium chabaudi
(Mackinnon and Read, 1999b; Mackinnon and Read, 1999a), and of the
plasmid pB15 (Turner et aI., 1998) have correlated increasing host debilitation
with higher infectious transfer. Because virulence in these cases appears
manifest only as a decrease in host growth, it seems unlikely to have been
selected by directly increasing parasite fitness.

Virulence-transmission trade-off models, unlike group selection models,
therefore provide a framework in which to attribute not only successful
maintenance but also robustness and initial viability to virulence phenotypes.
Perhaps more importantly, knowledge of the ecology of a particular hostparasite system allows prediction of the most successful level of relative
parasite virulence, and thus test of the virulence trade-off hypothesis (e.g.
Agnew and Koella, 1997; Bull et aL, 1991; Ebert, 1994; Kover and Clay, 1998;
Mackinnon and Read, 1999b; Mackinnon and Read, 1999a; Messenger et aI.,
1999). The trade-off theory predicts that parasites exploit their hosts to
maximise the virulence-transmission trade-off. Those best balancing the
opposing effects of virulence on increased transmission and reduced host
infectious period, will be most successful. For this reason, at high susceptiblehost densities high transmission will lessen parasite dependence on the
current host allowing high virulence to be tolerated. At low susceptible-host
densities, dependence on the current host will select reduced virulence
(Abedon, 1989; Bremermann and Pickering, 1983; Levin and Pimentel, 1981).
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Deriving from these simple ecological models, have been more sophisticated
evolutionary models, considering the effect on parasite strategies of changing
the environment in which they were selected (Lenski and May, 1994; Upsitch
et aI., 1995; Lipsitch et aI., 1996). For example, evolutionary models predict
the following succession after introduction of a parasite to an uninfected host
population. Initially an abundance of uninfected hosts will advantage highly
virulent strains, exploiting their current host to maximise horizontal (intragenerational) transmission. As uninfected hosts become rarer, parasites
come to replicate vertically (inter-generational transmission) more often than
they do horizontally. Here, parasites optimising vertical transmission by
reducing virulence become selected.

Probably the most serious criticism of between-host selection models is the
assumption virulence is inexorably coupled to a parasite's potential for
transmission (Levin and Svanborg Eden, 1990). This assumption is usually
justified on the grounds that mutations enabling increase in transmission
without a concomitant increase in virulence will quickly be fixed within a
population. Once such cost-free mutations have been exhausted a parasite
has no option but to follow the transmission-virulence trade-off. A caveat is
created: between-host selection models apply only to host-parasite
associations old enough to have exhausted cost-free beneficial mutations
(Lenski and May, 1994). How between-host selection models propose to
distinguish host-parasite systems not sufficiently coevolved for the
transmission-virulence trade-off to apply, from those to whom it will never
apply, is not clear.
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Within-Host Selection of Virulence

Under the 'enlightened' model, parasites are selected to best utilise their
current host, in order to further the pursuit of new host colonisation. Parasite
success is therefore predicted on the basis of the host-parasite relationship.
Ostensibly in the interests of clarity (e.g. Anita et aI., 1994; Lenski and May,
1994), the influence within-host competition may have in determining
successful parasite strategies was ignored (Lenski and May, 1994; Levin and
Pimentel, 1981; Lipsitch et aI., 1995; Lipsitch et aI., 1996). Hosts are either
infectious, susceptible or dead. Parasites are selected solely by their
influence on these host categories. While considering at an individual level
discrete host-parasite systems, the parasite population per se is considered
homogeneously. Thus, 'conventional view' group selection between hostparasite populations has been revisited as parasite level group selection
(Levin and Svanborg Eden, 1990). The assumption is that within-host parasite
competition would not act to the detriment of parasite between-host success
(but see Levin and Pimentel, 1981).

Within-host parasite competition models recognise the 'short-sightedness' of
parasite selection (Bull, 1994; Levin and Bull, 1994). Parasites which have a
local within-host growth advantage will be selected even if the optimum
transmission-virulence trade-off is compromised. Thus, explanation of
parasite success derives from the nature of the parasite-parasite level
interaction. If virulence is indeed an inevitable consequence of a high growth
rate, within-host competition can select increased parasite virulence, despite
decreasing between-host fitness (Nowak and May, 1994; van Baalen and
Sabelis, 1995). Another trade-off is created: virulence-mediated success in
within-host competition must be balanced by the need for transmission if the
parasite is to avoid immediate extinction (Frank, 1996; Levin and Bull, 1994).
A better known mechanism, having an effect analogous to that of within-host
competition in subverting selection to choose apparently less fit individuals, is
the phenomana of sexual selection (Darwin. 1871). Here also, competition
between organisms for the potential to reproduce is expected to lead to the
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selection of traits not contributing to the adaptedness of the organism with
respect to the environment (e.g. Wiens, 1999).

That within-host competition may playa part in the selection of particular
parasite virulence strategies is thought to rest on three conditions (Levin and
Bull, 1994; Nowak and May, 1994):
(1) Parasites responsible for increased virulence are distinct subpopulations,
either arising within the host by mutation, or by secondary parasite infection
(see also van Baalen and Sabelis, 1995).
(2) Increased parasite virulence is solely a consequence of within-host
advantage.
(3) Increased parasite virulence is selectively advantageous only locally, i.e.
does not confer an advantage in between-host transmission.

Condition 1 is a necessary prerequisite for the existence of within-host
competition, conditions 2 and 3 distinguish predictions of within-host
competition from expectations of between-host competition strategies.

Levin and Bull (1994) cite three examples in support of their within-host
model: bacterial meningitis, polio and AIDS. Usually, infection by either the
bacteria commonly responsible for bacterial meningitis, or by the polio virus,
is asymptomatic (Levin and Bull, 1994). Rarely though, when either parasite
reaches the central nervous system (CNS), disease is caused. Because in
both cases the site of pathology is distinct from the site from which
transmission occurs, the disease states probably do not increase the number
of new hosts infected. Virulence is therefore unlikely to be coupled to an
increase in transmissibility. For this reason, the evolution of virulence in these
parasites is unexpected by between-host trade-off theories. In contrast,
within-host selection theories consider the diseases an artifact of selection for
success in within-host competition, resulting in parasite niche expansion
(Levin and Bull, 1994). By virtue of expanding their within-host niche (to
include the CNS), and because this expansion is unlikely to increase
transmission, conditions 2 and 3 are satisfied. Moreover, that meningitis
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pathology is usually caused by descendants of only one of several differently
marked introduced bacteria, suggests that condition 1 holds also (Moxon and
Murphy, 1978).

Levin and Bull (1994) also consider AIDS to be a consequence of within-host
selection. Following host infection with HIV, an initial viremia ensues during
which most transmission to new hosts is thought to happen (Levin, 1996;
Levin and Bull, 1994). Next, a variable but relatively long asymptomatic
period, correlated with a reduced viral load, occurs. Although the cause of
AIDS onset is unknown, it has been suggested that continual HIV mutation
and selection could be responsible for the pathogenesis (Mitler et aI., 1995;
Nowak et aI., 1991). In any case, that the symptomatic state is not thought
relevant to viral transmission suggests AIDS is a consequence of within-host,
short-sighted competition, not an adaption to increase HIV success (Levin,
1996; Levin and Bull, 1994).

Coincidental Selection of Virulence

In each of the above paradigms, virulence is considered to be coupled to a
directly selected trait. However, it is also possible that virulence could be the
result of coincidental selection through serendipitous association with an
advantageous trait. The possibility of coincidental selection of virulence warns
of the danger in assuming the most dramatic of a trait's phenotypes is the
reason for its success. Virulence could instead be selectively neutral, or
selected for in an environment where its expression is asymptomatic. Such
environments might be either a distinct within-host niche or occur in a more
typical host. For example, the pathogenicity of Campy/obaeter jejuni in
humans is likely coincidental to the success of this organism. Though the
diarrhoea it induces in humans is thought to increase transmission in the case
of some parasites (e.g. Shigella, Vibrio spp.(Ewald, 1993)), evidence for
human-human transmission of C. jejuni is lacking (Altekruse et al. , 1999).
Instead, it seems likely that the determinants responsible for virulence are
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selected in the more common avian host where their effect is unknown but
asymptomatic (Altekruse et aI., 1999).

Levin and Svanborg Eden (1990) also offer the example of Escherichia coli
adhesins, responsible for symptomatic urinary tract infection, as a case of
coincidental selection. These authors argue that adhesin expression in the
urinary tract is non-adaptive because it provokes a host inflammatory
response resulting in the elimination of all bacteria. Selection for adhesins is
instead thought to occur in the gastrointestinal tract where they may playa
role in colonisation. The virulence phenotype is coincidental to this selection.
Coincidental selection therefore differs from within-host competition selection
in proposing a virulence-independent selection for the maintenance of shortsightedly virulent traits.

PREDICTIONS AND TESTS OF MODELS EXPLAINING
SELECTION OF VIRULENCE
The examples cited in the above sections as evidence for the existence of
each type of virulence selection have largely been retrospectively fitted to the
appropriate theory. As such, they have been chosen specifically for their
consistency with a particular model. Thus, although demonstrating the
plausibility of each model, they are unsuitable as a test of anything more than
the chooser's perspicacity. In many cases this criticism is exacerbated by a
dearth of detailed knowledge of the life-history of the particular host-parasite
system (Frank, 1996). Below I present and analyse experimental attempts to
test falsifiable predictions of these models.
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Group Selection: Gregarious or Gaia?

Group selection models are of two kinds (Mahner and Bunge, 1997). In
models of the first kind, selection acts at the level of the individual organism,
but the success (fitness) of the individual depends on it being in a group of
like individuals (Axelrod and Hamilton, 1981). Nevertheless, the unit of
selection is the individual. In models of the second type the unit of selection is
genuinely a group of individuals. Selection depends on the presence of a trait
emergent from a group of organisms which is absent from any individually.
Individuals composing the group indirectly benefit from the group as a whole
being selected.

Both type 1 and type 2 models predict the necessity for a minimum number of
like individuals to be present for a 'group' trait to be selected (Axelrod and
Hamilton, 1981; Mahner and Bunge, 1997; Mayr, 1997; Wilson, 1975).
Therefore, to determine if a particular trait is the subject of true (type 2) group
selection, it is necessary to prove that the selected trait is present in a group,
but not the individuals which make up this group. This determination is
hampered by the difficulty in recognising, at the individual level, a trait only
selectable at the group level. For this reason, pragmatically, it is necessary to
demonstrate that the success of a particular trait is not explainable by
individual-level selection before resort to group-level selection (Miralles et aI.,
1997; Wilson, 1976). Evidence of group selection is therefore limited to
instances where group and individual-level selection act in opposite
directions. This assumption of individual over group selection is justified on
grounds of parsimony (Axelrod and Hamilton, 1981).

Recognising this requirement, Miralles et al (1997) undertook to test the
influence of group selection on the evolution of virulence during serial
passage of the RNA vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV). Because RNA viruses
have a high mutation rate it is expected that selection for an individual also
selects mutants able to be derived from that individual (Holland et aI., 1982).
Thus, in effect, selection is of this whole ensemble of variant types, known as
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a "quasispecies" (Nowak, 1992). This phenomenon is considered likely to
predispose RNA viruses to group-level selection (Miralles et aI., 1997; Nowak,
1992). Miralles et al (1997) based their study on two key assumptions: that in
the continual presence of susceptible hosts, individual selection would favour
maximally virulent individuals, and that group selection would act to reduce
virulence to intermediate levels. Thus, individual and group selection were
expected to act in opposing directions. To test this hypothesis, VSV lines
derived from a common ancestor were passaged through three different
regimes, employing artificial selection to exaggerate (but not create) the
influence of natural selection on virulence evolution. The regimes were as
follows:

Regime 1. A baby hamster kidney (BHK) cell culture was infected with VSV
and incubated to allow the formation of plaques. VSVs from the smallest
plaque (having the lowest Ro and therefore the lowest virulence) were
isolated, diluted, and used to infect a new BHK cell culture. This newly
infected cell line was incubated to allow plaque formation, and the cycle
repeated, i.e. propagation carried out on a smallest plaque to smallest plaque
basis. This selection was expected to antagonise the effect of individual
selection and exaggerate the effect of group selection.

Regime 2. Propagation carried out on a largest plaque to largest plaque
basis. This treatment was expected to exaggerate the effect of individual
selection and oppose the action of group selection.

Regime 3. Propagation carried out on random plaque to random plaque
basis. This treatment was designed as a control for the expected detrimental
effect of Muller's ratchet acting to reduce VSV virulence (Chao, 1990).

Throughout each regime the growth rate of derived VSV was compared to
that of the ancestral strain. A decrease in the growth rate of derived VSV
particles was considered a decrease in virulence (according to the
transmission-virulence trade-off).
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Specifically, Miralles et al (1997) predicted that VSV within regime 1 would
exhibit lower virulence than the control regime 3 population. Regime 2,
exaggerating individual selection, was expected to evolve to higher or equal
virulence than regime 3. That is, virulence of regime1 < regime 3::; regime 2.
Consistent with this prediction, evolved virulence values of 0.26±0.5,
1.20±0.45, 1.23±0.26 relative to the ancestral strain were observed for
regimes 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The authors interpreted this result as
evidence that group selection was active not only in reducing virulence in
regime 1, but also in inhibiting an increase in virulence above the level
dictated by Muller's ratchet in regime 2.

The validity of this interpretation relies on the assumption that the artificial
selection created by each regime would exaggerate, but not direct, natural
selection. However, because RNA viruses have mutation rates as high as 10-4
per nucleotide replication (Holland et aI., 1982), even plaques founded by
optimally virulent VSV are likely to abound with genetic heterogeneity (Chao,
1990; Miralles et aI., 1997; Novella et al. , 1995; Nowak, 1992). For this
reason, the conclusion that observed change in virulence was the result of
selection for plaque (group) success, rather than that of an arbitrarily chosen,
a-adapted, mutant, seems at best precarious. Instead, the most parsimonious
interpretation may be that artificial selection of smallest plaques simply
selected low-virulence mutants, without regard to VSV fitness as the product
of natural selection. Furthermore, no consideration is given to how selection
might favour any group (plaque) in the absence of group-level interaction.

Going some way to counter these criticisms is an elegant competition
experiment by Chao and Levin (1981). This work studied the nature of the
selection for colicin anti-competitor toxins, common amongst many isolates of

Escherichia coli (Feldgarden and Riley, 1998). Colicin-production can be
considered a virulence trait because it imposes a fitness cost on host cells
(Adams et aI., 1979; Chao and Levin, 1981). Chao and Levin (1981) found
that in a well mixed liquid culture, colicin-sensitive cells were more successful
. than those producing colicin. Dilution of colicin to sub-effective
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concentrations, combined with the slower growth of colicin-producers, was
considered to account for this result. When the competition was repeated on
solid media, allowing producing and sensitive cells to grow as discrete
colonies, a very different result was observed. In this environment the relative
frequency of colicin-producing cells quickly increased. Microscopic study
suggested that the reason for this increase was the increased resource
availability to colonies composed of colicin-producing cells, due to the
inhibition of colicin-sensitive cells in their vicinity. Ostensibly, colicinproduction is thus selected at the group (colony), but not individual (liquid
culture), level. However, colicin-production is a phenotype of individual cells,
not an emergent group property. It is individual cells which are selected even
though a group may be necessary before selection can occur. Colicinproduction is thus an example of type 1, individual-level, group selection as
defined previously (Mahner and Bunge, 1997; Mayr, 1997; Wilson, 1975). A
subsequent study, in which success of colicin-producing cells was modeled at
the cell-level, supports this interpretation (Gordon and Riley, 1999).

The Enlightened View: Under the Spotlight

At heart, the enlightened view predicts a trade-off between parasite virulence
and parasite transmission. The lower the opportunity for transmission to new
hosts, the more a parasite is penalised for virulence towards its current host
(Lenski and May, 1994; Levin and Pimentel, 1981; Lipsitch et aI., 1995;
Lipsitch et aI., 1996). In the most extreme case, consider a parasite which can
be transmitted both vertically, from parent to daughter, or horizontally,
between same-generation cells. When susceptible hosts are plentiful, the
enlightened view predicts increasing horizontal transmission to be the most
successful strategy, even if the concomitant rise in virulence abrogates
vertical reproduction. In contrast, in times of susceptible host paucity, the
most successful parasites will be those best preserving their current host
association (Le. decreasing virulence), even at the expense of significant
horizontal transmission.
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As an explicit test of these predictions, Bull et al (1991) studied the evolution
of the phage f1 in response to the availability of horizontal transmission. For
several reasons the life history of f1 is particularly suitable for these tests. (1)
Phage production occurs continuously, without killing the host bacterium. (2)
Infected cells grow more slowly than non-infected cells, permitting plaque
assays. (3) Infected cells exhibit a surface exclusion phenotype, having a
100-1000 fold increased resistance to infection relative to non-infected cells
(Bull and Molineux, 1992).

In the first part of their study Bull et a/ (1991) propagated f1 by serial passage
through either of two environments, differing in the availability of susceptible
hosts. f1 phage isolated from an environment constraining replication
predominantly to vertical transmission were termed HPF (high partner
fidelity). Phage isolated from an environment providing opportunity for
horizontal transmission were termed LPF (lOW partner fidelity). Consistent
with trade-off expectations, a reduced inhibition of host growth observed in
the HPF line was correlated with a reduction in horizontal transmission. In
LPF isolates, increased inhibition of host growth was coupled to an increase
in horizontal transmission. Thus, measured as the effect of f1 on host growth
rate, virulence was reduced in the HPF environment and increased during
LPF selection.

In the second part of the study, evolved phage variants were forced to
compete for replication in environments differing in the extent of horizontal
transmission allowed. The enlightened model predicts that the less virulent
phage, HPF, should be selected in the absence of opportunity for horizontal
transmission. If opportunity for horizontal transmission is allowed, the LPF
strategy should dominate. Competition outcome was consistent with these
predictions. Thus, not only was a trade-off observed, but it was in the
direction expected if between-host selection determined parasite success.
The authors interpreted these results as evidence that "... co-operation
between a parasite and its host evolve according to opportunities for
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horizontal transmission." (p. 880 Bull et aI., 1991). A subsequent study
employing a more natural initial selection regime produced similar results
(Messenger et aI., 1999).

Though providing strong evidence that opportunity for horizontal transmission
can influence the evolution of virulence, the nature of the selection deciding
the winning virulence strategy is less clear. Specifically, the part within-host
selection may have played in determining the outcome of HPF vs LPF
competition was not considered. Within-host selection models predict
generally that the existence of within-host competition will increase optimum
parasite virulence (Nowak and May, 1994; van Baalen and Sabelis, 1995).
Therefore, selection of an almost avirulent parasite as occurred both during
the evolution of the HPF line and in the HPF vs LPF competition suggests
that within-host selection was not influential. However, in a more detailed
analysis of the variants that evolved in the study described above, it was
noted that resistance to superinfection had increased 10-100 fold in each of
four independent f1 lines selected for vertical transmission (HPF) (Bull and
Molineux, 1992). This finding suggests that abolition of within-host
competition, perhaps the ultimate in within-host success, may be a necessary
pre-condition for the evolution of reduced virulence in this system. If so, all
eight HPF lines isolated in a subsequent study would be expected to also
exhibit increased resistance to superinfection (Messenger et aI., 1999). In
summary, the conclusions reached in this study may be contingent on the
absence of within-host competition.

Serving to illustrate this are observations of Turner et al (1998). In this study,
the influence of horizontal transmission availability on plasmid pB 15 virulence
evolution was measured. The authors found that although evolved virulence
followed the expected transmission-virulence trade-off (increased plasmid
transmission was associated with a decrease in host fitness), the direction
was random with respect to the presence of uninfected hosts (Turner et aI.,
1998). That is, there was no correlation between the change in a parasite's
virulence and the environment in which it had evolved. This result is counter
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to between-host selection model prediction, but can be explained with
recourse to within-host selection.

Let us suppose that in environments where within-host competition occurred,
this competition may have been the selection most influential in deciding the
(plasmid) winner. The trade-off between virulence and total horizontal
transmission would then occur secondarily, dependent on both the availability
of susceptible hosts within the environment, and the nature of the success in
within-host competition. For example, a plasmid successful at within-host
competition due to increased surface exclusion might be expected to
decrease virulence (as for HPF f1 above). A plasmid whose success was due
to decreased susceptibility to surface exclusion would be expected to be
further selected to increase horizontal replication, by corollary increasing
virulence. In either case the virulence phenotype could not be predicted via
knowledge of the environment alone.

To test the hypothesis that within-host, rather than between-host, selection
had been the more influential during plasmid evolution, evolved and ancestral
plasm ids could be competed in an environment otherwise identical to that in
which the evolved plasm ids were subject. Given the assumption that withinhost competitiveness was transitive, the finding that the most successful
plasmid in this competition was not predictable from knowledge of horizontal
transmission or virulence alone, would suggest within-host competition had
been an influential selection during plasmid evolution. More generally an
analysis similar to that employed by Travisano et a/ (1995), distinguishing
between chance and adaption being the cause of a trait's occurrence, could
be performed. If virulence was an adaptation to the environment, it would be
expected to exhibit low variance between replicates, otherwise its value would
vary randomly with respect to the environment.

Until these possibilities have been experimentally addressed it seems
premature to assign between-host competition as the preeminent selection
responsible for observed virulence during evolution of phage f1.
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Within-Host Competition: To Have or to Hold?

Within-host competition has been predicted to favour selection of increased
virulence (Levin and Pimentel, 1981; Nowak and May, 1994; van Baalen and
Sabelis, 1995). This prediction is based on an extension of the transmissionvirulence trade-off to the within-host context. Parasites having higher rates of
reproduction are assumed to be the more virulent. Increased virulence is a
corollary of an increased reproductive rate (condition 2), therefore successful
within-host competitors will be more virulent, though ultimately less fit
(condition 3) than the parasites they displace. Reduced fitness is a
consequence of altering the optimum between-host virulence-transmission
trade-off equilibrium.

I am not aware of any studies explicitly setting out to determine the extent to
which within-host competition might influence virulence evolution.
Nevertheless, there is some experimental evidence for its existence. A recent
study by Turner and Chao (1998) measured the effect of sexual
recombination in reducing the accumulation of deleterious mutations during
serial passage of the RNA phage

~6.

To do this,

~6

was propqgated in two

separate environments. In one environment, each host cell was infected on
average with only one phage before adding to a lawn of sensitive cells to
allow plaque formation. In the other environment, each host cell was infected
on average with 5 phage before being added to sensitive cells. These
environments were termed low and high moi (multiplicity of infection)
treatments, respectively. Propagation was controlled for the effect of Muller's
ratchet (Chao, 1990). Fitness (measured as Ro) of the evolved phage relative
to the ancestral phage was monitored throughout.

In these environments predictions of between-host and within-host models of
virulence selection differ. Between-host selection models expect a continual
increase in

~6

fitness in both high and low moi treatments. This increase

depends on the generation of mutants better able to optimise the virulencetransmission trade-off. There is no formal basis by which to anticipate
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different fitness trajectories between the two treatments. Models of within-host
selection in contrast, predict fitness to decrease as within-host competition
selects increasing virulence. Because treatments were initiated from clonally
derived phage, this effect will begin after a lag during which variants, needed
for within-host conflict of interest (condition 1) arise through mutation.
Prediction of evolution in the low moi treatment, where within-host competition
is not expected to occur, is ceded to between-host selection models.

Within the low moi treatment Turner and Chao (1998) observed a continual
increase in

~6

fitness (as expected by between-host models). However, within

the high moi treatment, a very different outcome was observed. In this
environment the fitness of evolved

~6

relative to the progenitor followed a

parabolic trajectory, increasing steadily before leveling off and then
decreasing slightly (Turner and Chao, 1998).

The observation that fitness relative to that of the ancestral phage increased
steadily in the low moi treatment is consistent with both models. However,
only within-host models of virulence selection are consistent with the
parabolic fitness trajectory observed in the high moi treatment (condition 3).
Subsequent experiments confirmed that phage evolved under the high moi
regime were better within-host competitors than the ancestral phage (Turner
and Chao, 1999; Turner and Chao, 1998), satisfying condition 2.

Turner and Chao (1999) noted that the dynamics of phage competition
conformed to a prisoner's dilemma matrix. Prisoner's dilemma models
organise organisms by replication strategy, in order to predict the pairwise
outcome of each type of interaction (Axelrod and Hamilton, 1981; Nowak and
May, 1992). For example, in a contest between two types of replication
strategy, a 2x2 matrix describes the outcome of all possible interactions. In
this case,

~6

was organised according to the type of competition strategy

employed. Successful within-host competitors were considered as 'defectors',
exploiting 'co-operators' who prudently use host resources to optimise
between-host replication. By applying an experimentally determined 'pay-off
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(fitness) to the outcome of each interaction type, predictions as to the most
successful long-term strategy are generated (Axelrod and Hamilton, 1981).
Such analysis predicts that even if absolute fitness is lower, the more
successful within-host strategy would dominate. This expectation agrees with
fitness changes observed during the experimental evolution of $6 in the high
moi treatment. Thus, this work provides both empirical evidence supporting
within-host competition model assumptions (Levin and Bull, 1994), and a
theoretical framework consistent with predictions of this model.

Infection of host cells by $6 is invariably fatal (Mindich, 1999). To a host cell,
the benevolence of a low-virulence (lower Ro) $6 is manifested simply as a
postponement of the inevitable. An analysis by Abedon (1989) nevertheless
suggests that it is reasonable to use phage reproductive rate as a measure of
virulence. Phage which take longer between adsorption and host cell lysis
(latent period) are better able to utilise host resources, therefore producing
more phage progeny (Abedon, 1989). In contrast, phage with shorter latent
periods sacrifice total burst progeny but over short time scales infect a
relatively higher number of new hosts (Ro) (Abedon, 1989). The relationship
between phage of high and low latent period is therefore analogous to that
between parasites of high and low virulence (Frank, 1996).

The study of Turner and Chao (1998) was originally conceived to observe the
effect of sexual recombination on the fitness of $6. The $6 genome consists
of three chromosomes. When a cell is infected by a single phage all progeny
necessarily contain copies of only a single parental genome. If a cell becomes
infected by multiple phage the three chromosomes present in progeny can
derive independently from any of the originally infecting phage. This
chromosomal shuffling is considered an analogue of eukaryotic sex. The a

priori expectation was that recombination would alleviate the accumulation of
deleterious mutations, decreasing the fitness cost associated with Muller's
ratchet. While this result was not observed, it remains possible that sex per
se, rather than within-host competition, could have influenced virulence

evolution in the high moi treatment. For example, sex might select efficiently
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packaged chromosomes, independent of the outcome of within-host
competition (and its concomitant effects on virulence). Also, as noted by the
authors, the nature of phage interactions occurring during phage-cell
adsorption steps which could potentially skew phage selection independent of
within-host competition, was not studied. These criticisms notwithstanding,
the results presented suggest within-host competition has been influential in
the evolution of $6 fitness. Furthermore, confirmation of the expected trade-off
between virulence, success in within-host competition and transmission,
suggests that virulence may have been the cause of within-host success,
though this hypothesis remains to be tested.

Iconoclastically, Turner and Chao (1999) end their discussion with the
warning that these observations " ... challenge the idea that natural selection
should always lead to a fitness increase.". This is not my interpretation of the
above observations. By definition natural selection always selects more fit
individuals over less fit individuals (measured within the context of a particular
environment), to be over-represented in the next generation. What it does not
do, is lay claim to prediction of the fitness values of the dominant organisms
either before or after this competition (Mahner and Bunge, 1997). Success of
a less fit individual over a more fit individual, rather than contradicting natural
selection, suggests that juxtaposition of competitors creates an environment
where previous measures of fitness are not relevant. For example, that a
slower-growing colicin-producing strain displaces a faster-growing colicinsensitive strain (Gordon and Riley, 1999; Tan and Riley, 1996) is explainable
by the detrimental effect of colicin action on sensitive cells, rather than as an
exception to natural selection.
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THE EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM
Plasm ids

Plasm ids are typically extra-chromosomal DNA molecules, able to replicate
autonomously within host cells (Summers, 1996; Turner et aI., 1998). Though
ubiquitous in natural populations of bacteria, they often provide no selective
advantage to their host (Summers, 1996). During times of 'dispensability'
plasm ids are formally parasitic, dependent on the host cell for replication
without providing any reciprocal advantage (Eberhard, 1990; but see Lenski
et aI., 1994). Plasmid carriage in most cases imposes a fitness cost relative to
plasmid-free hosts (Lenski et aI., 1994). Thus, plasm ids may be considered
virulent, measured as the magnitude of reduction in host fitness due to
plasmid carriage (Turner et aL, 1998).

Plasmids best able to ensure their reproduction (i.e. adapted to optimise Ro)
in environments in which they are not required for bacterial growth, will
become increasingly represented in future generations. Reproduction
strategies can be divided into two broad categories; those increasing plasmid
fitness by optimising vertical replication, and those favouring infection of new
hosts by horizontal transmission. Examples of mechanisms likely to influence
horizontal transmission include: surface exclusion (Haase et aI., 1996) and
fertility inhibition (Close and Kado, 1991; Ohlsen and Shipley, 1979; Santini
and Stanisch, 1998). Systems increasing the success of plasmids while
replicating vertically include: multimer resolution (Eberl et aI., 1994),
centromere-like true partitioning (Meacock and Cohen, 1980; MotallebiVeshareh et aI., 1990), maintenance incompatibility (Condit and Levin, 1990),
co-ordination of plasmid replication with the cell cycle (Nordstrom and Austin,
1989), loss of traits reducing host growth (Lenski et aI., 1994) and copy
number optimisation (Nordstrom and Austin, 1989). By analogy with other
host-parasite systems it is expected a priori that mechanisms contributing to
increased horizontal transmission will, by decreasing reliance on the current
host, increase plasmid virulence (Turner et aI., 1998). Mechanisms increasing
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the vertical reproduction of plasm ids can only be maintained if their cost is
countered by an increase in the likelihood both daughter cells will inherit a
copy of the plasmid (Le. plasmid stability) (Lipsitch et aI., 1995; Simonsen,
1991). Thus, between-host competition models predict a plasmid-borne
determinant imposing any cost to host fitness (additional to that of the plasmid
alone) to be maintained only if its virulence is countered by an increase in
plasmid transmission.

Postsegregational Killing Systems
In 1983, Ogura and Hiraga presented evidence for a novel function encoded
by the F plasmid which increased the representation of an unstable replicon
amongst viable cells during population growth. This fragment was uncovered
while searching for regions, other than those absolutely essential for
replication, which enhanced plasmid stability (Ogura and Hiraga, 1983a).
Such regions were hypothesised to exist because of a discrepancy in
apparent stability between wild type F plasmid and of mini-F replicons,
deletion derivatives of the F plasmid retaining all functions essential for
plasmid replication. To find accessory stability functions, fragments of the F
plasmid outside those known to be essential for replication were cloned into
unstable mini-F replicons and these constructs used to transform cells.
Resulting plasmid-containing cells were cultured in the absence of any known
selection pressure which might advantage plasmid-containing cells. If the
cloned piece of DNA encoded some stability factor, acting to increase plasmid
vertical inheritance, a relatively higher fraction of plasmid-containing cells was
expected to remain throughout the growth of the population. Two stabilising
fragments were found in this assay. One, encoding sopABC, was found to
represent a true partitioning system, increasing the fidelity of plasmid
inheritance (Ogura and Hiraga, 1983b). The second stabilising fragment was
assumed to couple host cell division to plasmid replication (authors personal
communication with other workers;Ogura and Hiraga, 1983a).
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To test this hypothesis, a recombinant pBR322 plasmid containing this
fragment was introduced into a po/Ats strain. In this strain plasmid replication
is inhibited at incubation temperatures above 42°C. Cells were grown at 30°C
using antibiotics to select for the plasmid, then diluted into fresh media and
transferred to 42°C, to observe the effect on population dynamics of plasmid
replication inhibition. If the fragment caused stabilisation by inhibiting cell
division at low plasmid copy number, it was expected that plasmid replication
arrest would lead to a cessation of cell growth. In agreement with this
prediction, cell division, monitored as change in culturable cell count, was
inhibited following transfer of cells to the non-permissive temperature. No
effect on cell reproduction was seen when replication of the progenitor
plasmid, pBR322, was halted. Interestingly, cessation of culturable-cell
increase coincided with the appearance of plasmid-free cells in the pBR322
bearing population. This coincidence was interpreted as evidence for
inhibition of growth of those cells in which plasmid copy number had been
reduced to one at the time of cell division (Ogura and Hiraga, 1983a). The
segment of F responsible for this phenotype was therefore named ccd
(coupling cell division) (Ogura and Hiraga, 1983a). Further genetic analysis
showed that ccd contained two functional genes, ccdA and ccdB. The
following mechanism was hypothesised to explain ccd action: CcdA
antagonises the effect of CcdB which acts to inhibit cell division. When
plasmid copy number decreases to one copy per cell, levels of CcdA are no
longer sufficient to suppress CcdB action (Ogura and Hiraga, 1983a).

This model is consistent with the reduction of increase in culturable cell count
after transfer of ccd+ plasmid-containing cells to the non-permissive
temperature. However, it is unable to explain an observed continual increase
in turbidity of the ccd+ culture at the non-permissive temperature (Ogura and
Hiraga, 1983a). A resolution to this quandary was suggested in 1985 by Jaffe
et al who proposed the non-viable segregant model (Fig. 2) (Jaffe et aI.,
1985). In this model cell division was inhibited only in those cells which had
lost the plasmid in the preceding cell division (Jaffe et aI., 1985). Cells
containing one copy of the plasmid were hypothesised to remain viable,
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dividing asymmetrically, to form one viable plasmid-containing cell and one
non-viable plasmid-free cell. The continued production of non-viable plasmidfree cells accounts for the increase in culture turbidity in the absence of an
increase in viable cell number.

Generation
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Figure 2. Non-viable segregant model of ccd action. Following plasmid
loss, three residual cell divisions can take place (white circles) before
remaining antitoxin (CcdA) becomes insufficient to protect against toxin
(CcdB) action (dashed circles). Despite 100% occupancy of viable
(capable of colony-formation) cells, the ccd+ plasmid does not increase
in number (grey circles).
(Adapted from Jaffe et al (1985»

Repeating the plasmid replication arrest assay described above, Gerdes et al
(1986a) observed a similar phenotype when a recombinant plasmid
containing the parB region of the plasmid R1 was lost from cells. Microscopic
examination of the arrested population revealed the presence of cells with an
unusual translucent 'ghost' appearance together with those having
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characteristic E. coli morphology (Gerdes et aI., 1986a). Centrifugal
separation of these cell types and subsequent microscopic examination
revealed that ghost cells were non-viable and plasmid-free (Gerdes et aI.,
1986a). From the coincidence of ghost cell formation and appearance of
plasmid-free cells in a control population, it was inferred that ghost cells were
the non-viable result of the postsegregational killing (PSK) of plasmid-free
segregants. Analysis of the segment of R1 responsible for this phenotype
revealed the presence of the hok (host killing) and sok (suppression of killing)
genes. Consistent with predictions of the non-viable segregant model, the
expression of Hok toxin alone induced cell death unless Sok antitoxin was
supplied in trans (Gerdes et aL, 1986a).

Subsequent to the discovery of hok/sok and ccd, PSK systems have been
described on many other low copy number conjugative plasm ids as well as on
the chromosomes of all Gram-negative bacteria currently tested (Gronlund
and Gerdes, 1998; Poulsen et aL, 1989). Other PSK systems include:
flm/stm and smB of plasmid F (Golub and Panzer, 1988; Loh et aL, 1988),
par of pAD1 0JVeaver et aL, 1996), pnd of plasmid R483/R16 (Nielsen et aI.,
1991), phd/doc of plasmid P1 (Lehnherr et aL, 1993), parDE and psa of

RK2/RP4 (Jovanovic et aL, 1994; Roberts et aL, 1994), pas of pTF-FC2
(Smith and Rawlings, 1998; Smith and Rawlings, 1997), re/BE of P307
(Gronlund and Gerdes, 1998) and pem/parD of R100 and R1, respectively
(Bravo et aL, 1987; Tsuchimoto et aL, 1992). As well, all type II
restriction/methylase pairs tested to date (ecoR1, bsp61 and paeR7) have
been found to function as PSK systems (Kulakauskas et aI., 1995; Kusano et
aL, 1995; Naito et aI., 1995). Also, several PSK-like systems have been found
on the E. coli chromosome (mazEF (Aizenman et aI., 1996), chpNchpB
(Masuda and Ohtbsubo, 1994), kicNkicB (Feng et aI., 1994), gefand relF
(Poulsen et aI., 1989». Probes derived from either gefor relF genes
hybridised to the chromosomes of Agrobacterium spp., Rhizobium spp.,
Pseudomonas putida, Salmonella typhimurium and Proteus vulgaris

(Gronlund and Gerdes, 1998; Poulsen et aL, 1989).
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In all these cases a similar genetic organisation has been found (reviewed in
Gerdes et aI., 1997; Gerdes et aI., 1990; Jensen and Gerdes, 1995). Action of
the toxin is repressed by either the antitoxin alone or a toxin/antitoxin
complex. Expression of the antitoxin inhibits toxin action at either the posttranscriptional level by antisense binding (e.g. hok/sok, Gerdes et aI., 1986b),
or at the post-translational level either by binding to the toxin itself or to its
target site. If a PSK-encoding plasmid is lost from the cell, dilution or
differential degradation of the antitoxin allows a relative increase in toxin
levels and consequent toxin action. The target site of most toxins has not yet
been identified. Those that have include Hok, which encodes a transmembrane protein causing collapse of the membrane potential and
concomitant arrest of respiration (Gerdes et aI., 1986b), and the CcdB and
ParD/Pem toxins which effect DNA gyrase and DnaB, respectively (Jensen
and Gerdes, ,1995).

Why Encode PSK?

No experimental studies have directly addressed the question of whether, as
a trait, PSK is virulent. However on two counts it might be considered there is
a prima facie case that this is so. Plasmids impose a fitness cost to their host
(Boe, 1996; Lenski et aI., 1994), this cost is likely composed of both
replication of the plasmid molecule itself, and of the expression of the genes it
encodes. Therefore, each gene can likely be considered to uniquely confer
some fitness cost (Le. virulence). Directly, the PSK-mediated killing of
plasmid-free segregants is not likely to impose any additional fitness cost to
plasmid-containing cells, relative to the non-killing of plasmid-free segregants.
In both cases the number of plasmid-containing cells is the same. However,
this killing abrogates potential recolonisation by horizontal transmission,
reducing the number of plasmid-containing cells in the environment (Mongold,
1992; Sia et aI., 1995). This reduction might be considered to constitute a
measure of PSK virulence.
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Because of the dynamic nature of the plasmid genome (Boyd and Hartl, 1998;
Boyd et aI., 1996; Levin, 1995; Rajakumar et aI., 1996; Sesma et aI., 1998), it
is likely no plasmid determinant can be maintained if it does not increase
either vertical or horizontal transmission in at least one environment (e.g. Bull
et aI., 1991; Turner et aI., 1998). The widespread inclusion of PSK on diverse
plasmids therefore suggests these systems have been positively selected.

PSK and Vertical Transmission

A consensus model, seeking to explain the selective value of a PSK system
to the host plasmid, has emerged from the work described above. This model
proposes that a plasmid encoding a PSK system (psk+) will reproduce
vertically more often than an otherwise isogenic non-PSK encoding (psk-)
plasmid. PSK systems are thought to mediate this advantage either as a
consequence of the postsegregational killing of daughters per se or by
ensuring that growing populations consist predominantly of plasmidcontaining cells (Feng et aI., 1994; Gerdes et aI., 1986a; Jaffe et aI., 1985;
Jovanovic et aI., 1994; Kulakauskas et aI., 1995; Lehnherr et aI., 1993;
Roberts et aI., 1994). Variations on these proposals have in common the
tenet that psk+ plasm ids will exhibit increased vertical replication relative to
psk- competitors (Jacobs, 1991; Kobayashi, 1998). That is, PSK systems
justify their existence by increasing, through vertical transmission, the number
of new host cells infected sufficiently to offset the cost of their presence
(virulence).

In the experiments outlined above, plasmid stability was inferred as the cause
of an increased fraction of culturable cells containing plasmids. Whilst this
observation is certainly consistent with expectations of a stability phenotype,
other mechanisms can be imagined that are able to reproduce this phenotype
without conferring a concomitant increase in plasmid stability. Ironically, one
such mechanism is exactly that proposed for the action of PSK systems (Fig.
2). That the postsegregational killing of plasmid-free cells decouples the
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ostensibly causal relationship between plasmid stability and plasmid
occupancy within a population can be demonstrated by a simple thought
experiment. Imagine a plasmid arrest assay in which only one plasmid is
available for inheritance prior to each cell division. After cell division, both the
daughter cell which inherits the plasmid, and the newly formed plasmid-free
missegregant, remain viable. At the time of the next cell division still only one
plasmid is available for inheritance. Ultimately, only one of many cells will be
plasmid-containing. In a parallel population, composed instead psk+ plasmidcontaining cells, the plasmid-free segregant arising after each cell division is
non-viable. The culturable fraction of this population will therefore be
composed entirely of plasmid-containing cells. However, in both populations
the fidelity of plasmid inheritance, the measure of vertical stability, was 0.5,
i.e. only one daughter cell will inherit the plasmid. Therefore, despite an
apparent increase in plasmid stability, PSK does not increase the probability
of plasmid inheritance. For this reason, a more appropriate assay of plasmid
stability is the comparison of the number of plasmid inheritance events
occurring after an equal number of cell divisions in putative stability-encoding
and control populations. Practically, this entails measurement of the number
of plasmid generations (as a doubling of population size) undergone. Such an
assay would correctly deduce equivalent plasmid stability in the experiment
described above.

In every previous study describing PSK systems, the percent of culturable
cells remaining plasmid-containing was considered as an indicator of stability.
However, in two studies the total number of plasmid-containing cells in psk+
and control populations was also reported (Lehnherr et aI., 1993; Tsuchimoto

.

'

and Ohtsubo, 1989). These studies undertook plasmid replication arrest
assays to determine the effect of loss of pem (Tsuchimoto and Ohtsubo,
1989) or phd/doc (Lehnherr et aI., 1993) PSK systems had on cells. In both
cases, loss of the psk+ plasmid was fatal to missegregants (daughter cells not
inheriting the plasmid), therefore the majority of culturable cells in the psk+
population remained plasmid-containing. In a control population,
missegregation of an otherwise isogenic psk- plasmid caused the
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accumulation of plasmid-free cells. That PSK increased plasmid vertical
stability was inferred from this observation. However, in contrast to
expectations of a stability mechanism (but consistent with predictions from the
non-viable segregant model), an equal number of plasmid-containing cells
(Le. instances of plasmid inheritance) were seen in both psk+ and control pskpopulations.

The second suggestion present in the literature to explain PSK selection
proposes that PSK systems advantage plasmids by ensuring growing
populations consist exclusively of plasmid-containing cells (Jovanovic et aI.,
1994; Mongold, 1992). By eliminating the most fit competitor (plasmid-free
cells) from the environment, PSK effectively removes the cost of plasmid
carriage. That is, the death of plasmid-free segregants in a psk+ population
leaves only

plasmid-containin~

cells to make up the total cell load an

environment can support. In a psk- plasmid-containing population the
environment can support the same number of cells, but only a fraction of
them will be plasmid-containing. By explaining selection for PSK at the
population level rather than through advantage to individual plasm ids, this
model invokes group selection (type 2 as described earlier).

Although an accurate account of monoculture competition, evidence that the
success of psk+ plasm ids in natural environments, in the face of constant
competition from other plasm ids, occurs at the group level has remained
experimentally untested. Mongold (1992) has presented a theoretical analysis
of this hypothesis, predicting that conditions for the establishment and
maintenance of psk+ and psk- plasmids in vertical competition will be
identical. This equality can be understood because of the equal accessibility
of those nutrients made available by the killing of plasmid-free cells to both
psk+ and psk- plasmid-containing cells.
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PSK and Horizontal Transmission

Alternatively, the inclusion of PSK systems within the genomes of plasmids
might have been selected by increasing the frequency of plasmid horizontal
replication. In environments where susceptible hosts are common, a plasmid
with a high horizontal transmission rate is expected to be favoured, even if
more virulent, according to the Ro equation determining parasite fitness.
However, a priori this possibility seems doubtful. For all characterised PSK
systems, the mechanism' of action appears unlikely to affect plasmid
horizontal transmission. Furthermore, the PSK-mediated killing of potentially
reinfectable hosts serves to reduce the advantage at the base of the
transmission-virulence trade-off (Sia et aI., 1995). If parasite virulence is
tolerated because of potentially increased horizontal transmission, to also
decrease opportunity for transmission seems at best unhelpful. Perhaps for
these reasons no study has yet sought to determine the effect of PSK on
plasmid horizontal transmission frequency.

Coincidental Selection of PSK

With reference to PSK, coincidental models of virulence selection require that
neither any effect of killing plasmid-free daughters on potential recolonisation,
nor reduction of host growth rate, is directly coupled to selection for PSK.
Instead, these manifestations of virulence are incidental to the selected PSK
phenotype. For two PSK systems coincidental selection mechanisms have
been proposed.

(1) The hok/sok PSK system is encoded on the plasmid R1 (Gerdes et aI.,
1986a). Pecota and Wood (1996) found that the presence of this determinant
reduced the ability of phage T4 to productively establish an infection. In
hok/sok+ cells, T4 eclipse (time from adsorption till production of first intracellular mature phage) and latent (time from adsorption till cell lysis) periods
were increased by 50-100%, and the total number of phage released per cell
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was reduced by 50%, relative to hok/sok- control cells (pecota and Wood,
1996). Perturbation of hok/sok expression, causing toxin activation and cell
death, prior to T 4 maturation, is probably the cause of this exclusion (pecota
and Wood, 1996). In this way the action of HoklSok is reminiscent of abortive
infection systems (Duckworth et aI., 1981; Snyder, 1995). The authors
conclude that phage exclusion, rather than the killing of plasmid-free
daughters, may have been the phenotype by which the HoklSok PSK system
has been selected (pecota and Wood, 1996).

(2) The mazEF (also known as chpA) encoded PSK system is encoded by the

E. coli chromosome (Masuda and Ohtbsubo, 1994). Expression of mazEF is
inhibited under conditions of amino acid starvation through induction of 3' ,5'bispyrophosphate (Aizenman et aI., 1996). In a subset of inhibited cells, cell
death ensues following degradation of the less stable MazE antitoxin
(Aizenman et ai., 1996)~ Aizenman et al (1996) hypothesised that this
altruistic cell death enables the increased survival of neighbouring cells.
Although non-viability of chromosome-less cells would in any case render
selection of MazEF as a PSK system redundant, the likelihood that genes can
transfer freely between chromosomes and plasmids (Eberhard, 1990; Souza
and Eguiarte, 1997), suggests this mechanism of selection could be relevant
to plasmid-born PSK systems.

Stated in this way both proposed selections invoke type 2 group selection,
explaining how the hok/sok and mazEF genes can be maintained, but not
how they were initially viable. An altruistic trait is not likely to be successful in
individual level competition with a selfish alternative, reaping the rewards
(lower phage load and freed nutrients, respectively) without sharing in the
cost (death of a fraction of the population). For this reason, group selection
models must suppose that groups composed mostly, if not exclusively, of
individually less successful organisms can form independent of selection
(Wilson, 1975). Empirical studies which suggest rapid and frequent selective
clonal 'sweeps' amongst natural populations of bacteria warn such isolation
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should not be taken for granted (Hurtado and Rodriguez-Valera, 1999;
Milkman, 1997).

Within-Host Selection of PSK

Within-host selection models allow a trait to be selected by advantaging a
parasite in within-host competition, independent of effect on transmission. As
long as more than one secondary infection ensues 'from each host-parasite
system, a successful within-host competitor can be fixed within a population
by super-infection of already infected hosts (van Baalen and Sabelis, 1995).
Several recent studies can be interpreted to provide evidence for a withinhost competition origin of PSK.

The initial observation, leading Naito et al (1995) to consider looking at
restriction/methylase pairs as potential mediators of PSK, was the finding that
a strain containing a resident r+m+ (restriction-modification) plasmid was
transformed at a surprisingly low frequency by an incompatible r-m- plasmid.
The same incoming plasmid was able to transform a strain containing an
incompatible r-m+ plasmid at normal frequency (Naito et aI., 1995).
Successful establishment of the incoming plasmid was correlated to
displacement ofthe resident plasmid (Naito et aI., 1995; Naito et aI., 1998).
To explain these results Naito et al (1995) proposed that failure of r-mplasm ids to establish in cells containing an r+m+ plasmid was due to the
death of those cells from which the resident plasmid was displaced.
Consistent with this hypothesis, loss of an r+m+ plasmid from a cell caused
cell death (Naito et aI., 1995). In this respect, r+m+ systems are formally
equivalent to PSK systems (Kulakauskas et aI., 1995; Naito et aI., 1995).

Interpreting these results under the guidance of the canonical stability model,
the authors considered PSK to have been selected by increasing relative
between-host transmission. The death of cells from which the incoming r-mplasmid has displaced the resident r+m+ plasmid allows neighbouring r+m+
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plasmid-containing cells to exclusively utilise resources which would
otherwise be shared (Kobayashi, 1998; Kusano et aI., 1995; Naito et aI.,
1995; Naito et aI., 1998; Nakayama and Kobayashi, 1998).

Under this proposal, r+m+ gene pairs enforce their retention on host cells,
despite no contribution to cell reproduction. For this reason, Naito et al (1995)
have dubbed this explanation of PSK selection the "selfish gene" hypothesis,
after models explaining the evolution of maternal-effect selfish genes
(Beeman et aI., 1992; Hurst, 1993). Similarly to these models, the selfish
gene hypothesis proposes that although success of PSK is mediated through
within-host competition, selection is for increased between-host transmission
(Hurst et aI., 1996; Kobayashi, 1998). Thus, though differing in form, the
selfish gene and stability hypotheses agree that PSK selection occurs at the
cell-plasmid level.

In my view this conclusion is an artefact of the failure to regard plasmids as
autonomous replicons, evolutionary independent of the host cell. Plasmids
are able to be transmitted horizontally even under conditions not allowing cell
replication (Heinemann and Ankenbauer, 1993a; Heinemann et aI., 1996;
Heinemann, 1999b; Peters et aI., 1996; Peters and Benson, 1995), thereby
dissociating them from the evolutionary fate of their one-time host cell. The
nature of the conflict between a plasmid (as parasite) and its host, is therefore
one of parasitism rather than selfishness (Hurst et aI., 1996). Consideration of
,

this distinction allows predictions able to differentiate between-host (plasmidcell level), from within-host (plasmid level), competition, being responsible for
PSK system selection. For example, within-host competition models uniquely
expect PSK-mediated cell death to be advantageous only when accompanied
by the 'death' of a competing plasmid. Though not testing this expectation
explicitly, the work described above is consistent with this proposal.

Also supporting within-host selection as the mechanism of PSK success is
the observation that PSK systems tend to accumulate on plasm ids (Gerdes et
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aI., 1997; Gerdes et aI., 1990; Jensen and Gerdes, 1995)1. If PSK systems
have been selected by virtue of their effect on the plasmid-host relationship
there is no a priori reason by which to explain this biased distribution.

A theoretical model analysing the conditions under which within-host
competition might lead to selection for PSK has been presented by Mongold
(1992). This model finds that as long as PSK-mediated cell death is
accompanied by the death of a competing plasmid, a psk+ plasmid can be
selected. However, the conditions under which this can happen are
considered restrictive (Mongold, 1992). The psk+ plasmid must: impose only
a small additional burden on host cells, transfer into cells containing the
competing psk- plasmid type at high frequency, and be present at a high
initial ratio (Mongold, 1992). Simply, the occurrence of within-host competition
must be high enough to counter any PSK-associated virulence. Mongold
(1992) considers this threshold unlikely to be reached in natural bacterial
populations. This pessimism is due largely to discrepancy between
frequencies of plasmid transfer experimentally observed, and those required
theoretically to allow psk+ plasmid success. Whereas the model predicts that
a rate constant of transfer minimally in the order of 1x1 0-10 is required for PSK
selection, empirical studies show rates of 1x10-11_1x10-14 (Levin et aI., 1979;
Simonsen et aI., 1990). Observations of plasmid transfer in natural
populations suggest rates may be even lower in the environment (Freter et
aI., 1983; Sandaa and Enger, 1994; Simonsen, 1991). Although transitory
derepression of transmission might be expected to lessen the stringency of
psk+ plasmid establishment (Lundquist and Levin, 1986), it is likely to be
countered by lower transfer to cells already containing a like plasmid (a
phenomenom known as surface exclusion) (Achtman et aI., 1980; Haase et
aI., 1996).

1 While PSK systems are present on bacterial chromosomes these systems either may not be
active (Bech et aI., 1985; Gerdes et aI., 1997) (though some are active when plasmid-borne
(Gotfredsen and Gerdes, 1998), be encoded on integrated horizontally mobile elements (e.g.
Billington et aI., 1996), or may have been selected for other reasons (e.g. Aizenman et aI.,
1996).
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This analysis is however subject to some important caveats, most notably the
assumption that psk+ vs psk- plasmid competition will be played out in a well
mixed environment. As Mongold (1992) herself points out, there is precedent
for environment structure to have a dramatic effect (e.g. Chao and Levin,
1981; Iwasa et aI., 1998). More insidious though, are other indirect
assumptions. Measurement of plasmid transfer rate constants are based on
formulae estimating the number of transfer events per cell division (Simonsen
et aI., 1990). Plasmid transfer occurring independently of cell replication is
likely to be underestimated. Yet there is overwhelming evidence transfer can
occur in this situation (Hayes, 1952; Heinemann et aI., 1996; Peters et aI.,
1996). Furthermore, efficacy of plasmid surface exclusion might be reduced
under these conditions (Achtman et aI., 1972; Peters et aI., 1996; Peters and
Benson, 1995).

SUMMARY
From the above it is clear that no unified view as to the nature of selection for
virulence has yet been forthcoming. Tests of specific models have been
bedevilled both by the slew of assumptions needed for model tractability, and
by the failure to anticipate or recognise elements of experimental systems
discounting them from the auspices of a particular model. Perhaps key
among these has been the failure to consider the potential for within-host
competition within particular host-parasite systems (e.g. Bull et aI., 1991;
Turner et aI., 1998). A vicious circle exists: without a complete knowledge of
the natural history of the host-parasite system under study, direct test of
model assumptions is not possible. Without a discrete model to test,
interpretation of observation is meaningless. Further complicating matters is
the difficulty in generating unique model predictions without the introduction of
ad hoc assumptions. An example of this is the requirement of within-host
competition models that increased virulence necessarily follows from
increased within-host competitive success. Where within-host competition
without concomitant increase in virulence is suspected, no unambiguous
resolution is possible (e.g. Herre, 1993). Though some correlation between
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these two parameters is necessary to endow within-host selection models
with heuristic power, there presently seems to be little more than intuition
guiding the nature of the relationship.

In the study I have undertaken, I attempted to circumvent the need to make
such assumptions by setting out initially not to explicitly test the predictions of
any model, but to compare the fates of more or less virulent parasites during
competition in different environments. This approach required primarily an
understanding of the extent of replication type within a particular environment
rather than a priori expectation as to how a parasite's success will be
selected. For example, to distinguish within-host selection from between-host
selection, current models must assume a positive coupling between withinhost success and virulence, resulting in the prediction that the influence of
within-host competition is always to increase virulence (Levin and Bull, 1994;
Nowak and May, 1994; van Baalen and Sabel is, 1995). From my alternative
perspective, that within-host competition is influential in the selection of a
virulent parasite, is inferred from success being contingent on the presence of
within-host competition. Whereas traditional models assume the nature of
success, I need assume only the (readily testable) presence or absence of
within-host competition in particular environments.

Specific predictions of selection-type discernible from manipulation of
environmental constraint of parasite competition strategy are shown in figure

3.
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Within-host
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Co-incidental
selection
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Between-host
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Ratio of within-host between-host competition allowed

Figure 3. Effect of relative within-host competition allowed on different
parasite virulence selection models. Between-host selection (hollow arrow):
The relative fitness of vir+ (virulent) and vir- (avirulent) parasites decreases as
the relative contribution of between-host transmission to parasite replication
reduces. Within-host selection (grey arrow): vir+ parasites become relatively
more successful as the amount of within-host competition increases.
Co-incidental selection (dashed arrow): Change in the relative fitness of vir+
and vir- parasites is not correlated to parasite opportunity for either betweenhost or within-host competition.

The approach championed here is ecological. Thus, while aspiring to predict
which of various differently virulent organisms might be most successful in a
particular environment, no attempt is made to predict the course likely to be
followed by de novo evolution. This distinction limits application to
determination of the relative fitness of parasites differing only in the presence
or absence of a known virulence determinant. The frequency with which such
variants might arise, and the effect of other variants on determination of
relative fitness, information essential to enable prediction of parasite
evolution, are not considered. That evolution can proceed along different
paths despite environments differing only in factors contingent on evolution
itself not only justifies but perhaps necessitates this omission (but see Bull et
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al.. 1997; Sniegowski et aI., 1997; Travisano et al.. 1995; Vulic et al.. 1999).
Notwithstanding these restrictions, I believe that the approach employed in
this study can make a valuable contribution to our understanding of the
processes and mechanisms underlying the ecology of virulence. Such an
understanding will be vital, in combination with evolutionary studies, to the
creation of any model seeking to create a unified paradigm to explain those
selective forces determining the evolution of virulence.
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Chapter 2: Transfer of IncF and IncP Plasmids and
Bacteriophage A Occurs in the Presence of Antibiotics
That Prevent

novo Gene Expression 2

ABSTRACT

Conjugal transfer of IncF- and IncP-derivative plasmids was detected
between bacteria prevented from expressing genes by the presence of
bacteriostatic antibiotics. It has long been known that de-novo gene
expression is not required in donor cells for conjugation. The observations
reported here extend autonomy of plasmid transfer to the early events of
establishment in recipients. The generality of this phenomenon was extended
to phage A.. These findings support evolutionary models dissociating the
evolution of plasm ids and phage from their cellular hosts.

INTRODUCTION

Bacterial conjugation of the type typified by IncF and IncP plasmids is a
donor-controlled and uni-directional transfer of DNA from donor to recipient
cells during contact (Heinemann, 1992). The process requires many plasmidencoded genes, usually collectively called tra for transfer, most of which act in
trans. Also required are plasmid-encoded mob genes, the products of which
prepare plasmid DNA for mobilization. These and possibly other gene
products may be required to reverse the mobilization process in the recipient
cell (Heinemann, 1992). However, only indirect evidence has been available
to suggest what plasmid-encoded functions are necessary in the early stages
of plasmid establishment (repliconation) preceding the first round of

The work described in this chapter has been accepted for publication in the journal
'Plasmid'.
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vegetative replication in recipient cells (Clark and Warren, 1979; Heinemann,
1992; Lanka and Barth, 1981; Rees and Wilkins, 1990). At least for IncP
plasmids, no chromosomally-encoded gene must be routinely activated for a
cell to donate or receive a plasmid and then convert it into a genetically active
form (Heinemann and Ankenbauer, 1993a, b). Here we address the question
of whether de-novo expression of any plasmid or chromosomal gene is
required for repliconation using the bacteriostatic antibiotics rifampicin (Rf)
(Fenwick and Curtis II, 1973), chloramphenicol (Cm) and tetracycline (Tc)
(Gurgo et aI., 1969) to reversibly inhibit transcription (Rf) or translation (Cm,
Tc) in donor and recipient cells prior to and during mating.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Conjugation Procedures. The bacterial strains and plasmids used in this
study are listed in Table 1. Conjugation was carried out on solid (pRK2013
transfer) or in liquid media (pRS2405 transfer) as described previously
(Achtman et aI., 1971; Heinemann and Ankenbauer, 1993a). Conjugations
were performed for three hours at 3rC in the presence of streptomycin (Sm;
100 ~g/mL) alone or in combination with Rf (100 ~g/mL), Cm (20 ~g/mL) or
Tc (20

~g/mL).

Donor and recipient cells were separately incubated at 37°C in

LBH supplemented with Rf, Cm or Tc for two hours prior to mating to ensure
that all cells were fully inhibited by the antibiotic. No antibiotic was added to
control recipient cells during this incubation. The bactericidal antibiotic Sm
was included during donor cell incubation and in all mating environments to
ensure consistent inhibition of de-novo protein synthesis in donor cells. Smkilled cells have previously been shown to remain active donors of both IncF
and IncP conjugative plasmids (Hayes, 1952; Heinemann and Ankenbauer,
1993a). After mating, cells were pelleted and washed in Tf\lB before plating to
allow enumeration of transconjugant cells.

Phage A Infection Assays. To test for dependence on de-novo gene
expression of phage A infection, recipient E. coli RR1 cells were treated with
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each of the three bacteriostatic agents as above. Cells were then mixed with
phage instead of donor cells. Phage were mixed with treated and control cells
for 20 minutes at 37°C at an estimated ratio of 0.1 to minimize the number of
free phage. The mixture was pelleted and washed to remove unadsorbed
phage. Washed cells were resuspended in LBH and then split into two
different groups. Dilutions of the first group were overlaid on LBH plates
immediately. Dilutions of the second group were overlaid on LBH plates after
a further 20 hours incubation in LBH supplemented with the appropriate
antibiotic. All plates were incubated for the first hour at 45°C to inactivate the
cl repressor and induce the lytic pathway (Sambrook et aI., 1989), then
incubated at 37°C for the remainder of the assay.

Table 1. Characteristics of E. coli strains, plasmids and bacteriophage used in
this study.
Strain or HME'

Relevant Genotype

Relevant Phenotype

RR1

rpsL hsdR

Sm

HB101

RR1 recA13

Sm

JB377

!l(srlR-recA) 306::Tn10

Tc

JB3?9

JB377 (pRK2013)

Tcr (IncP Tra+, Kmr)

~IB566

JB377 (pRS2405)

Td (IncF Tra+, Apr)

JB459

HB101 (pT JS133)

JB445

HB101 (pMS2260)

JHC510
JB709

rpsL, rpoB

2

JHC510, Cm

K802
DE1661

r

r

Source (reference)

(Boyer and RoullandDussoix, 1969)

r

(Boyer and RoullandDussoix, 1969)

r

(Heinemann and
Ankenbauer, .1993a)

This work

r

Sm (IncP Mob+, Td)
Smr (IncP Mob+, Apr, Cmr)
r
Sm , Rf
Rf, Smr, Cmr
r

rpsL

Sm

K802 !l(srIA-recA)::Tn10

r
r
Sm , Tc

(Heinemann and
Ankenbauer, 1993a)
This work
This work
(Heinemann et aI., 1996)
This work
D. Ennis
(Heinemann, 1999a)

Plasmids
IncP Tra+, Kmr

pRK2013

(Figurski and Helinski, 1979)
r

pMS2260

IncP Mob+, Apr, Cm

pTJS133

IncP Mob+, Td

(Schmidhauser et aI., 1989)

pRS2405

I ncF Tra+, Apr

(Ray et aI., 1986)

ts el repressor

J. Klena

(Pansengrau et aI., 1990)

Bacteriophage
el 857
A e185?
I HME: Horizontally mobile element.
2JB709

is a spontaneous Cm-resistant mutant of JHC51 O.
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RESULTS
To determine if de-novo gene expression in recipient cells is required for
repliconation of incoming plasmid DNA, matings were carried out in the
presence of bacteriostatic antibiotics. In matings involving transfer of either
IncF (..IB566xHB101) or IncP (..IB379xHB101) plasmids, recipients incubated
in bacteriostatic antibiotics were revived as transconjugants at similar
frequencies to untreated recipients (Table 2, rows 2-4 vs. 1). The absence of
both plasmid and chromosomal de-novo gene expression therefore had no
lasting effect on plasmid transfer or subsequent conversion of plasmid
recipients into transconjugants once the antibiotic was removed. The small
difference observed in transmission frequency in bacteriostatic antibiotics
may have been due to their reducing subsequent rounds of DNA transfer, as
noted by others (Fenwick and Curtiss, 1973).

Table 2.

Effect of inhibition of donor and recipient gene expression on
plasmid tra nsfer.

Incp1
Mating Conditions
Transmission Frequencl.4
Sm

3x10-1± 1x10-1

2x1 0-2 ± 1x1 0-2

Sm/Rf

1x10-2 ± 4x10-3

6x10-3 ± 4x10-4

Sm/Cm

2x1 0-2 ± 1x1 0-2

2x1 0-2 ± 4x1 0-3

SmlTc

8x1 0-2 ± 2x1 0-2

1x10-2 ± 4x10-3

1 ..IB379 x HB1 01
JB566 x HB1 01
3 Frequencies reported as transconjugants per recovered recipient.
Transconjugants were enumerated on LBH containing Sm and either
kanamycin (40 Ilg/mL) (IncP) or ampicillin (100 Ilg/mL) (lncF).
4 Average value (and standard deviation) of at least two independent
matings.
2
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Two alternative explanations able to account for these results were tested.
First, could the bacteriostatic agents have failed to completely inhibit gene
expression? Second, could plasmid transfer have occurred after the mating
mix was transferred to transconjugant enumeration plates, as these were free
of the bacteriostatic agents?

The first of these concerns was addressed by monitoring the effects of the
antibiotics on recipients. Cells ceased dividing almost immediately after
addition of the antibiotics, and the culture titre remained constant for the
entire period of incubation in the presence of the antibiotic (data not shown).
The possibility remained that gene expression was not completely inhibited in
some or all cells even though these cells were prevented from dividing. These
agents have been extensively investigated by others and found to eliminate
any detectable new gene expression under conditions similar to those used
here (Fenwick and Curtiss III, 1973; Gurgo et aI., 1969). Whereas some small
amount of gene expression could escape detection by any assay, the
following triparental cross (Fig. 1) removed the possibility that gene
expression was occurring at a level that would complicate interpretation. In
this assay, we monitored the ability of a newly donated self-transferable (Tra+
Mob+) plasmid to transfer a mobilizable but non-self-transferable (Tra- lVIob+)
plasmid from an intermediate recipient/donor to a terminal recipient. Transfer
of a mobilizable plasmid by an incoming self-transferable plasmid has
previously been shown to require de-novo protein synthesis (Heinemann and
Ankenbauer, 1993a). Therefore, in the presence of antibiotics effective in
inhibiting transcription (Rt) or translation (Cm, Tc), transfer of the mobilizable
plasmid from susceptible intermediate recipient/donor cells was not expected
to occur. As predicted, transmission of mobilizable plasmids was not detected
following mating on LBH supplemented with Sm and any of Rf, Cm or T c
(Table 3). Transmission frequency was at least 104-fold higher in the
presence of Sm alone (Table 3). Thus the level of de-novo gene expression in
the presence of Rf, Cm or Tc is below the level necessary for conjugative
processes.
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A.
Donor

Intermediate

Terminal

recipient/donor

recipient

Tra-

QeJQ

Tra+
Mob+

B.
Rf assay:
JB379
Cm assay:
JB379
Tc assay:
JB379

x

JB459

x

JHC510

x

JB459

x

JB709

x

JB445

x

DE1661

Figure 1. Triparental cross used to detect low-level gene expression.
(A) Expression of tra genes encoded by the self-transferable plasmid (large
circle) is required for transfer of the mobilizable plasmid (small circle) from
intermediate donor (rectangle) to terminal recipient (oval) cells. Transfer of
the mobilizable plasmid to terminal recipient cells is therefa~ not expected to
occur in the presence of bacteriostatic antibiotics effective in inhibiting
expression of plasmid tra genes within intermediate recipient/donor cells.
(8) Strains used as donor, intermediate recipient/donor and terminal recipient
in each antibiotic efficacy assay.
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Table 3. Efficacy of antibiotics in inhibiting plasmid mobilization.

Mating Conditions 1

Transmission Frequency5,6
4x10-3 ± 1x10-3

Sm/Rf

s4x10-7 , s1x10-7 , s8x10·6

Sm/Cm

4x10- 3 ± 2x10-3
S4x 10-6, s2x 10-7 , s1 x1 0- 7

Sm 4

3x10-2

SmlTc

S 2x10-6, s3x10-6

1 LBH supplemented with antibiotics as indicated.
2JB379xJB459xJHC510
3JB379xJB459xJB709
4 JB379xJB445xDE1661
5 Frequencies reported as terminal transconjugant per recovered
intermediate donor. Terminal transconjugants were enumerated on LBH
containing Sm, Tc and either Rf (Rf assay), Cm (Cm assay) or Ampicillin (Tc
assay).
6 Average value (and standard deviation) of at least two independent
experiments where determinable, otherwise each number represents an
individual experiment.

The following reconstruction experiment eliminated the second possibility,
that plasmid transfer occurred during selection of transconjugants rather than
in the mating environment. Donor and recipient cells were treated as before
except incubated independently until rnixing on transconjugant enumeration
plates. Under these conditions, no transconjugant colonies were seen despite
plating at the densities used to enumerate the transconjugants reported in
Table 2. Taken together, these and similar assays (Heinemann et aI., 1996)
provide convincing reason to accept that newly transferred plasm ids enter a
genetically stable state in antibiotic treated recipients unable to support de-

novo gene expression.
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We sought to extend the study to assess the dependence on recipient cell
gene expression of another manifestation of horizontal DNA transfer, phage
infection, as typified by bacteriophage A. Susceptible

coli RR1 cells were

treated with each of the three bacteriostatic agents as before but were then
mixed with phage instead of donor cells. The phage plated with equivalent
efficiency on host cells incubated in Rf, Cm or Tc and the untreated control
(Table 4 row 1 vs. rows 3-5). Thus, as with plasmids, the phage genome
attained a genetically stable state in cells prevented from expressing genes
during or immediately after DNA transfer.

Table 4. Effect of inhibition of gene expression on phage A infection.

Phage Titre2
Adsorption Media 1

Hours post-absorption 3

0

20

No Antibiotic

5x108± 1x108

1x108

Km

1x105± 5x104

3x103 ± 2x103

Rf

5x1 08 ± 2x1 0 8

3x107 ± 1x107

Cm

8x108± 1x108

5x107 ± 2x107

Tc

9x 108 ± 1x 108

2x107 ± 1x107

1 LBH

supplemented with antibiotics as indicated.
value (and standard deviation) of at least three independent
experiments.
3Additional time cells incubated in antibiotic after removal of free phage.

2 Average

To exclude the possibility that unadsorbed free phage were responsible for
plaques observed on antibiotic treated host cells, the bactericidal antibiotic
kanamycin, an irreversible inhibitor of translation (Franklin and Snow, 1981),
was used as a control treatment. Phage that inject their genome into a cell
incapable of initiating gene expression are unable to cause productive
infection (Ripp and Miller, 1997). Therefore, plaques forming after plating of
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uninfected live RR1 cells with washed, phage adsorbed, kanamycin-killed
cells, are caused by free phage. There was at least a 5x10 3-fold decrease in
phage titre when kanamycin was substituted for the bacteriostatic agents
(Table 4, row 2). Free phage were therefore responsible for less than 0.02%
of the plaques observed in Table 4 (rows 3-5).

DISCUSSION
The autonomy of plasmid transfer from cell replication was first demonstrated
by the transmission of genetic information from 8m-killed donor cells to live
recipient cells (Hayes, 1952). 8ince that time, biochemical evidence has
accumulated in support of the suggestion that plasmid transfer and
subsequent repliconation can occur in the absence of de-novo gene
expression (Fenwick and Curtiss 111,1973; Heinemann, 1999b; Hiraga and
Saitoh, 1975). However, because genetic analysis of plasmid transfer usually
depends upon the detection of transconjugant cells (Clark and Warren, 1979),
assessing the dependence of transfer and establishment on processes
essential for recipient cell replication has not been simple. Here we have used
bacteriostatic antibiotics to reversibly inhibit transcription or translation in
recipient cells. We found that transfer and subsequent genetic stabilisation of
IncF and IncP plasmids could occur under these conditions, suggesting no
new gene products are required for the successful completion of these
processes. Trivial explanations also able to explain these findings have been
ruled out. We next sought to extend the generality of this phenomena to
phage A. Here also transfer and subsequent genetic stabilization occurred in
the absence of de-novo gene expression.

The post-transfer stability of the A genome in the absence of host cell de-novo
gene expression may be analogous to the phenomenon of pseudolysogeny, a
state of post-infection phage dormancy, observed in revivable but starved
Pseudomonas aeruginosa cells (Ripp and Miller, 1997). Ripp and Miller
(1997) suggest that pseudolysogeny may contribute to the stability of phage
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populations in environments hostile to hosts. The findings reported here
suggest that some antibiotics can similarly create safe havens for both phage
and plasmids.

Plasmids and phage are examples of horizontally mobile elements (HMEs),
genetic elements able to replicate horizontally by transferring between hosts
in the absence of cell division. The finding that transfer of these elements is
independent of de-novo gene expression strengthens their case to be
considered as autonomous from the host cell (Hayes, 1952; Heinemann and
Ankenbauer, 1993a, b), further supporting warnings not to assume that
selective forces affecting HME and chromosome evolution are co-incident
(Eberhard, 1990; Mongold, 1992; Souza and Eguiarte, 1997). Indeed, the
ability to spread horizontally under conditions not allowing cellular replication
may make models assuming all but the weakest host-HME associations
misleading. The genomes of HMEs commonly harbour virulence and
antibiotic resistance determinant genes (Ali and Pallen, 1998; Eberhard,
1990; Mazel et aI., 1988). Attempts to predict and control the spread of these
genes will require an understanding of the selective forces to which they are
subject, and in particular, where these forces differ to those affecting their
cellular host (Foster and Rosche, 1999; Foster and Trimarchi, 1995;
Heinemann, 1998).
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Chapter 3: Plasmid-Borne

K Systems Mediate the

Exclusion of Competing Plasmids: Test of the
Stability and Competition Hypotheses

ABSTRACT
Postsegregational killing (PSK) systems consist of tightly linked toxin-antitoxin
pairs. Antitoxin must be continually produced to prevent the longer lived toxin
from killing the cell. PSK systems are believed to benefit plasm ids by
ensuring the stable 'vertical' inheritance of the plasmid. However,
experimental tests of key predictions of this 'stability' hypothesis were not
consistent with expectations. We report here that a plasmid-encoded parDE
PSK system mediates the exdusion of an isogenic ~parDE plasmid. The
presence of a chromosomal psk system abrogated this affect. This finding
supports an alternative hypothesis to explain the evolution of PSK: that PSK
systems have evolved to benefit host plasmids in environments where
plasm ids must compete for horizontal replication. In this 'competition'
hypothesis, success of PSK systems results from plasmid-plasmid
competition, rather than from furthering the plasmid-host relationship. An
understanding of how PSK systems influence plasmid success may provide
insight into the evolution of other determinants (e.g. antibiotic resistance and
virulence) also rendering a cell 'addicted' to an otherwise dispensable
plasmid.

INTRODUCTION

Postsegregational killing (PSK) systems are likely ubiquitous amongst both
bacteria and conjugative plasm ids (Gronlund and Gerdes, 1998; Loh et aI.,
1989; Poulsen et aI., 1989). If a plasmid encoding a PSK system fails to
segregate to both daughter cells during cell division ('vertical' reproduction),
then the fate of the siblings is dramatically different. The plasmid-containing
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daughter remains viable, courtesy of continued expression of the antitoxin
gene. In contrast, the cell not inheriting the plasmid becomes vulnerable to
the effects of the toxin because it, or its synthesis, is more stable than the
antitoxin (Gerdes et aI., 1986a; Jaffe et aI., 1985; Thisted et aI., 1994;
Tsuchimoto et aI., 1992). The effect of PSK is therefore to ensure that the
majority of cells in a population remain plasmid-containing (Ogura and Hiraga,
1983a; Sia et aI., 1995). It is widely held that this apparent contribution to
plasmid vertical stability has driven the evolution of plasmid-born PSK
systems (Gerdes et aI., 1986a; Naito et aI., 1995; Nordstrom and Austin,
1989).

Plasmid stability is a measure of the frequency at which a plasmid is inherited
by daughter cells at cell division (Nordstrom and Austin, 1989). Plasmids
having the highest stability will accumulate when cell division is the primary
means of plasmid reproduction (Nordstrom and Austin, 1989), providing a
mechanism for the selection for such systems. However, unlike true stability
systems, PSK is not predicted to increase the likelihood of plasmid
inheritance (Mongold, 1992). It is therefore unclear how the stability
hypothesis explains either the evolution or the maintenance of psk-encoding
(psk+) plasm ids.

Recently, Naito et al (1995, 1998), compared a series of psk+ and pskplasmids during competition for host cells. They found that plasrnids with a
PSK system, in this case a restriction-modification (rm) toxin-antidote pair,
were able to inhibit establishment of a competing plasmid within cotransformed host cells (Naito et aI., 1995; Naito et aI., 1998). The mechanism
suggested to account for this observation was the PSK-mediated death of
those cells from which the r+m+ {psk+} plasmid was displaced. psk+ plasmids
were thus successful not because of increased stability, but because of the
death of those cells from which the competing psk- plasmid had displaced
them. This phenomenon, reminiscent of the suicidal death of bacterial and
eukaryotic cells following viral infection, was termed 'apoptotic mutual
exclusion' (Nakayama and Kobayashi, 1998). PSK systems (and by linkage
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the encoding plasmid) were considered selfish genetic entities, sacrificing
potential hosts in order to ensure competition-free residence in host cells
(Kobayashi, 1998; Naito et aI., 1995; Naito et aI., 1998; Nakayama and
Kobayashi, 1998).

Systems similar to PSK are carried by both plasmids and bacteriophage
(Snyder, 1995; Yu and Snyder, 1994), suggesting that PSK function is
relevant to the success of elements that reproduce horizontally, that is, by a
process of infectious transfer. An understanding of the nature of the selection
of PSK systems may therefore be instrumental to an understanding of the role
of plasmids and viruses in the evolution of bacteria (Lawrence and Roth,
1996), virulence (Bull et aI., 1991; Hayes, 1998; Levin and Svanborg Eden,
'1990) and antibiotic resistance (Eberhard, 1990).

Here I test the mechanisms proposed by the 'stability' and 'selfish-gene'
hypotheses to explain the evolution of PSK systems. I also present additional
evidence showing that psk+ plasmids can displace resident psk- plasmids
from host cells. In accord with theoretical analysis (Mongold, 1992), I
conclude that the stability model is unable to explain the success of PSKencoding plasmids. While these results are consistent with expectations of
the selfish-gene hypothesis, I consider them to better support the
'competition' hypothesis of PSK evolution (Heinemann, 1998). In this view,
psk+ plasm ids are successful not because they better protect the hostplasmid relationship, but because they kill competing plasmids per se. Other
examples of traits which may have evolved by contributing to success in
horizontal competition are discussed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacteria. Bacteria used in this study are listed in Table 1. Escherichia coli
strain RR1 has been described previously (Boyer and Roulland-Dussoix,
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1969). TC102 and TC103 differ from RR1 by an insertion of a mini-Tn10
element encoding resistance to gentamicin only, or together with the parDE
PSK system, respectively. rnini-Tn10 elements were mobilised on pBSL
vectors from S17.1-Apir as described previously (Alexeyev and Shokolenko,
1995).

Plasmids. Plasmids used in this work are listed in table 1. pRK21526 and
pRK2526 have been described previously (Sia et aI., 1995). pTP100 differs
from pRK2526 by an insertion of a mini-Tn10 element encoding resistance to
chloramphenicol (Kleckner et aI., 1991). These plasmids are self-transferable
and are driven by the IncPa. replicon. pBSL 182 has been described
previously (Alexeyev and Shokolenko, 1995). pBSL 182-parDE differs by the
insertion of a BaniHllEcoRI fragment encoding the parDE PSK system of
pOU82-parDE into the multiple cloning site of pBSL 182.

Table 1. Bacteria and plasmids used in this study
Strain or Plasmid

Relevant description

Reference or source

RR1

rpsL, hsdR, lacY1

(Boyer and Roulland-Dussoix, 1969)

TC102

RR1::aac2 (Gmr)

This work

TC103

RR1::aac2-parDE (Gmr, psk+)

This work

S17.1-Apir

::TraP +

(Alexeyev and Shokolenko, 1995)

pRK21526

IncP, I).parDE, ant3/1 (Spr), lacZYA

(Sia et aI., 1995)

pRK2526

(Siaetal.,1995)

pTP100

IncP, parDE (psk+), lacZYA
r
pRK2526::cat(Cm )

This work

pBSL 182

Tn10::aac2 (Gmr)

(Alexeyev and Shokolenko, 1995)

pBSL 182-parDE

Tn10::aac2-parDE (Gmr, psk+)

This work

pOU82-parDE

parDE (psk+)

(Jensen et aI., 1995)

Plasmids

Media. Liquid and solid media were supplemented with antibiotics at the
following concentrations: chloramphenicol, (Cm) 20 Ilgmr 1; gentamicin, (Gm)
5llgmr1; spectinomycin, (Sp) 150 Ilgmr1 and streptomycin, (Sm) 100 Ilgmr1 .
X-Gal was used at 40 Ilgmr1 to distinguish plasmid-containing from plasmid-
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free cells. Cells were grown to saturation in LBH medium (Herskowitz and
Signer, 1970) supplemented with antibiotics as appropriate to maintain
plasm ids, diluted 100-fold in fresh media and grown to mid-log prior to all
assays.

Mating conditions. Matings were performed for two hours on solid media as
described previously (Heinemann et aI., 1996). 'Resident' plasmids were
those introduced in TC 102 or TC 103. These cells were introduced in 100-fold
excess to donor RR1 cells containing 'incoming' plasmids. Following mating,
cells were resuspended in LBH media. To measure plasmid transfer
frequency, an aliquot was plated immediately on media supplemented with
antibiotics to select TC 102 or TC 103 recipient cells having received the
incoming plasmid. To form colonies on this media, the incoming plasmid need
only be inherited at a frequency greater than 0.5 per cell division. Therefore,
this enumeration gives a measure of plasmid transfer to recipient cells robust
to imperfect transmission to daughter cells. Transfer frequencies are reported
as transconjugants per limiting parent.

To measure incoming plasmid transmission frequency, remaining cells were
grown with vigorous shaking (250 rpm) for approximately 10 generations in
LBH media in the absence of external plasmid selection, and then plated onto
selective media to enumerate incoming plasmid-containing recipient cells as
above. Under these conditions, de novo plasmid transfer is not observed (Sia
et aI., 1995). In this environment, the number of recipient cells containing the
incoming plasmid is dependent on both transfer to recipient cells and
subsequent transmission to daughter cells during division. Transmission
efficiency is expressed as the ratio of observed incoming plasmid-containing
recipients to that expected if the resident plasmid had no effect on posttransfer transmission of the incoming plasmid, i.e. the number of recipient
cells containing incoming plasmids increased at the same rate as total
recipient cells.
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Plasmid stability assays. Plasmid-containing cells were diluted 106 -fold
into 10 ml LBH media, grown with shaking (250 rpm) until the cell titre was
approximately 108 cfumr 1 , then diluted 104-106 fold into fresh media. This
cycle was repeated to allow cells to complete 200 generations of unsaturated
growth. At the time of each dilution the fraction of cells carrying a plasmid was
measured by comparing the number of blue Lac+ (plasmid-containing) and
white Lac- (plasmid-free) colonies on LBH agar plates supplemented with
X-Gal. This comparison gives a measure of apparent plasmid stability. To
estimate actual plasmid stability, the number of plasmid inheritance events
occurring between each dilution was measured. The vertical competition
assay was performed similarly except known numbers of RR1 containing
either pRK21526 or pTP100 were co-incubated and allowed to reach
saturation densities before dilution. Plasmid-containing cells were measured
as above. pRK21526 and pTP100 containing cells were enumerated on
media supplemented with Sp or Cm respectively.

RESULTS
Evaluation of the effect of PSK on plasmid stability. Plasmid stability is a
measure of the fidelity with which a plasmid is inherited vertically during cell
division. If PSK contributes to plasmid stability, a psk+ plasmid is expected to
reproduce more frequently than an otherwise isogenic psk- plasmid during
vertical replication. To test this prediction, I monitored plasmid dynamics in
two parallel monocultures of RR1, harbouring either a psk- (pRK21526), or a
psk+ (pTP100) plasmid. Monocultures were incubated under conditions
previously shown to constrain these plasm ids to vertical replication (Si\3. et aI.,
1995). Cultures were periodically diluted to ensure cells never reached
saturation density.

The monoculture grown from cells containing the psk- plasmid quickly
accumulated plasmid-free cells. In the second mono-culture, started from
psk+ plasmid-containing cells, a higher percentage of cells retained the
plasmid throughout growth (Fig. 1a). These results are consistent with
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previous observations of these and other psk+/psk- plasmid pairs (Jensen et
aI., 1995; Sia et aI., 1995). Previously this increased frequency of occupancy
has been used to infer a contribution by PSK to plasmid reproductive
success. However, the death of those daughter cells not inheriting the psk+
plasmid is likely to obscure the relationship between plasmid stability and
frequency of plasmid occupancy. For this reason, a second corollary of
plasmid stability, accumulation of plasmid-containing cells, was also
measured. A comparison of plasmid-containing cells in the populations
described above reveals that the number of psk+ and psk- plasmids remained
similar throughout 200 cellular generations (Fig. 1b). Therefore, it would
appear that different occupancy rates do not indicate different rates of
plasmid reproduction.
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Figure 1. Effect of PSK on apparent and actual plasmid stability_ (A)
Apparent stability of psk+ and psk- plasm ids measured in
coli RR 1 in the
absence of selection. The fraction of cells carrying a plasmid was measured
at approximately 20 generation intervals as described in Materials and
Methods. RR1 containing pRK21526 (psk-) are shown as empty symbols,O ,0
,6.; RR1 containing pRK2526 (psk+) are shown as filled symbols ,e ,.,•.
Each line represents a single experiment. (8) Actual stability of psk+ and pskplasmids in the absence of selection. The total number of cells inheriting psk+
and psk- plasm ids in (A) was estimated by extrapolating the number of cell
generations between each dilution. Shown is the average ratio (and standard
deviation) of psk+:psk- plasmid generations.
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Freed resource model for stabilisation. It has been suggested that PSK
may advantage encoding plasmids by freeing nutrients, otherwise shared with
plasmid-free segregants, for use by plasmid-containing cells (Kobayashi,
1998; Naito et aI., 1998). This 'freed resource' model differs from the stability
model in predicting PSK to increase only relative, not absolute, plasmid
vertical reproduction.

T~lis

mechanism requires the biased allocation of freed

resources to psk+ plasmid-containing cells if they are to be advantaged over
a competing psk- plasmid (Mongold, 1992). If psk+ outcompete psk- plasmids
because of an increase in relative reproduction rate, then in mixed
populations of plasmids, those encoding PSK systems should ultimately
dominate. To test this prediction, equal numbers of cells containing either a
psk+ (pTP100), or psk- (pRK21526) plasmid were placed in direct competition
during 120 generations of clonal growth. The ratio of psk+:psk- plasm ids
should have increased if PSK allowed greater resource utilisation by psk+
plasmid-hosts. However, neither plasmid was more successful during this
competition (Fig. 2).
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Figure
Vertical competition between psk+ and psk- plasm ids contained in
RR1. Cells containing either pRK21526 (psk-) or pTP100 (psk+) were coincubated at 3r in LBH broth with shaking as described in Materials and
Methods. Relative success of the two plasmid types is expressed as the ratio
of pTP100-containing cells to pRK21526-containing cells. Values reported are
the average (and standard deviation) of three independent experiments.
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Demonstration of PSK-mediated apoptotic mutual exclusion. Recent
work by Kusano et al (1995) has described the 'apoptotic mutual exclusion' of
competing plasmids from cells occupied by a r+m+ encoding (psk+) plasmid.
In their model, two incompatible plasm ids compete for vertical reproduction
(Kobayashi, 1998; Kusano et aI., 1995; Naito et aI., 1998; Nakayama and
Kobayashi, 1998). I sought to extend the generality of this phenomenon to
elements that reproduce naturally by horizontal transfer by comparing the
ability of self-transferable, incompatible psk- (pRK21526), and psk+ (pTP100)
plasmids, to become established in host cells previously occupied by the
other.

Consistent with the results of Kusano et al (1995), I found that the presence
of a PSK system on a resident plasmid reduced establishment (plasmid
transmission) of a psk- plasmid within recipient cell populations containing a
psk+ plasmid (Fig. 3a, row 4). In contrast, the establishment of a psk+
plasmid was not affected by the presence of a resident psk- plasmid (Fig. 3a,
row 3). pTP100 (psk+) and pRK21526 (psk-) were equally able to establish
within a plasmid-free host population (Fig. 3, rows 1 and 2). These findings
suggest that PSK affects only relative, not absolute, plasmid transmission
frequency.

To explain the inability of pRK21526 (psk-) to establish within cells containing
pTP100 (psk+), I hypothesized the following. When pRK21526 (psk-)
transfers to a cell already containing pTP100 (psk+), replication
incompatibility results in a high frequency of missegregation (Condit and
Levin, 1990). Because it is likely that the cytoplasm of all daughter cells will
contain the ParE toxin, only those cells capable of de-novo ParD (antitoxin)
production (Le. containing pTP100 (psk+» will remain protected. Inability of
incoming pRK21526 (psk-) plasmids to establish is thus not due to failure to
transfer to, or displace pTP1 00 (psk+) from, host cells, but to the death of
cells in which displacement has occurred.
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Effect of host-cell immunity on PSK-mediated plasmid exclusion.
Although the above mechanism seems the most likely explanation for
apoptotic mutual exclusion, it is also possible that failure of psk- plasm ids to
establish was caused by the death of psk+ plasmid-containing cells
immediately following psk- plasmid transfer. Perturbation of PSK expression,
e.g. as occurs following phage infection, exposure to the antibiotic rifampicin,
or when cells are being starved, has previously been observed to cause PSK
activation (Aizenman et aL, 1996; Nielsen et aI., 1991; Pecota and Wood,
1996). This suggestion makes two predictions unique from the mechanism
proposed above. Firstly, that transfer of a psk- plasmid to cells occupied by a
psk+ plasmid will be lower than vice-versa. Secondly, that the presence of a
chromosomal PSK system, allowing continued ParD (antitoxin) production
following loss of a psk+ plasmid, will not prevent PSK-mediated exclusion of a
psk- plasmid. In contrast to the first of these predictions, transfer of pskplasmids was not significantly effected by the presence of a psk+ plasmid
within recipient cells (Fig. 3).

To test the second prediction, the parDE PSK system was inserted into the
RR 1 chromosome using the mini-Tn 10 encoded by pBSL 182-parDE (to give
TC103). The presence of this chromosomally-borne PSK system rendered
the cell immune to death following the loss of the psk+ plasmid (data not
shown). When a psk+ plasmid was resident in this strain prior to psk- plasmid
transfer, the incoming plasmid was able to establish (Fig. 3b). Therefore, it
seems likely that PSK-mediated exclusion depends on death of host cells
following psk+ plasmid loss. The ability of psk- plasmids to establish
correlated with a reduced frequency of psk+ plasmid co-inhabitance. The
psk+ resident plasmid was present in all (400/400) psk- plasmid-containing
cells in toxin-sensitive hosts, but in less than 0.1 % when the host cell
encoded a chromosomal antitoxin gene. This decrease in co-inhabitance is
expected if the incoming psk- plasmid is no longer dependent on the
continued presence of the resident psk+ plasmid for host cell viability.
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Figure 3. Effect of PSK on the transfer and transmission of incoming
plasmids. (A) Transconjugant number was measured immediately after
conjugation and after 10 generations non-selective growth in LBH broth with
vigorous shaking to give initial transfer frequency and final transmission
frequency, respectively (as described in Materials and Methods).
Transmission efficiency is the ratio of observed transmission to that expected
if the resident plasmid had no effect on stability of the incoming plasmid. (8)
The experiment was repeated in a host background immune to the effect of
PSK. Values reported are the average (and standard deviation) of at least
four independent experiments
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DISCUSSION
The canonical hypothesis to explain the evolution and maintenance of
plasmid-borne PSK systems proposes that the action of killing plasmid-free
daughter cells increases the stability of linked plasm ids (Gerdes et aI., 1997;
Jensen and Gerdes, 1995; Nordstrom and Austin, 1989). In this 'stability'
model, plasmid stability is a corollary of high plasmid occupancy in viable
daughter cells. To test this, I monitored the effect of PSK on both vertical
plasmid reproduction (stability), and on relative vertical reproductive success
in competition with an otherwise isogenic psk- plasmid. In neither case did the
presence of a PSK system increase plasmid vertical reproduction (figs. 1b
and 2). Therefore, it would appear that different plasmid occupancy rates do
not indicate different reproductive potential. These experimental observations
agree with a previous theoretical analysis (Mongold, 1992).

Alternatively, it has been proposed that PSK systems have been selected
because of their effect on plasmid competition during horizontal replication
(Heinemann, 1998). The results presented here demonstrate the inability of
psk- plasmids to establish in cells occupied by a psk+ plasmid. The presence
of a resident psk+ plasmid did not significantly affect psk- plasmid transfer,
but did affect subsequent transmission to transconjugant daughter cells (Fig.
3a, row 4). Both psk+ and psk- plasmids were equally well able to establish in
plasmid-free cells (Fig.3a, rows 1 and 2). Therefore PSK increases relative,
but not absolute, plasmid horizontal reproduction.

To account for these results, I proposed the following model. After transfer of
pRK21526 (psk-) to a cell containing pTP1 00 (psk+), replication
incompatibility results in a high frequency of missegregation (Condit and
Levin, 1990). In those cells losing pTP100, dilution/degradation of the ParD
antitoxin renders descendants increasingly vulnerable to the effect of the
ParE toxin (Jovanovic et aI., 1994). Exclusion is therefore not due to the
inability of psk- plasm ids to transfer to, or stabilise in, cells containing a psk+
plasmid, but to the death of those cells in which displacement does occur.
Consistent with this model, when host cells were made immune to the effect
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of psk+ plasmid loss, the exclusion phenomena disappeared (Fig. 3b, rows 3
and 4). That the presence of a chromosomal PSK system was able to
abrogate the advantage of psk+ plasm ids in the competition environment (Fig.
3b, row 4) also eliminates the possibility that an affect of transposon insertion
rather than the psk system per se, was the cause of psk+ plasmid success. It
is not known why plasmid transfer frequency was reduced approximately 10fold to recipient cells having a chromosomal PSK element, however this effect
is non-specific to psk+/psk- plasmid type and the relative differences between
transfer frequencies is not affected.

This mechanism is similar to that proposed as evidence for the 'selfish gene'
hypothesis of r+m+ (restriction-modification) system evolution (Naito et aI.,
1995; Naito et aI., 1998). Those authors hypothesised that the inability of a
plasmid to establish in cells containing an incompatible r+m+ plasmid was
due to the restriction endonuclease mediated death of cells in which the r+m+
plasmid had been displaced (Naito et aI., 1995; Naito et aI., 1998). In that
work, transformation was used to mediate plasmid horizontal transfer. The
work described here extends the phenomena of PSK-mediated plasmid
exclusion to include the exclusion of incompatible plasmids following conjugal
transfer. This type of transfer has the advantage of allowing direct comparison
of plasmid transfer and transmission frequencies, and of allowing the effect of
PSK to be assessed in situ on the plasmids upon which they have evolved.

The 'selfish gene' and 'competition' hypotheses agree on the mechanism by
which PSK systems are successful, but disagree on how to interpret this
mechanism to give insight to the evolution of PSK. Under the selfish gene
hypothesis, PSK systems are thought of as selfish entities because of their
detrimental effect on host cell populations. In this respect, PSK systems have
been viewed as analogues of maternal-effect selfish genes (Naito et aI., 1995;
Yarmolinsky, 1995), which are also subject to the apparent paradox of
success despite a detrimental effect on their host (Beeman et aI., 1992; Bull
et aI., 1992; Hurst, 1993). In both cases, it is an increase in vertical replication
due to resources freed by the death of competitors which is predicted to
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cause selfish gene success (Hurst et aI., 1996; Naito et aI., 1998). PSK is
thought to protect the cellular niche of a psk+ plasmid and increases its
frequency in the next generation (Kobayashi, 1998; Kusano et aI., 1995).
Therefore, like the stability hypothesis, the selfish gene hypothesis proposes
that it is competition for vertical replication at the cell-plasmid level at which
psk+ plasm ids are selected. This prediction is common to other plasmidselfish gene models (Eberhard, 1990).
I propose an alternative interpretation of the plasmid exclusion phenomena
wherein advantage in plasmid-plasmid horizontal competition has driven the
evolution of PSK. Under this competition hypothesis, psk+ plasmid mediated
death of host cells is incidental to the death of competing psk- plasm ids
(Heinemann, 1998).

Both the competition hypothesis and the selfish gene hypothesis are
consistent with the widespread occurrence of multiple, unrelated PSK
systems on genetic elements (Gerdes et aI., 1997; Gronlund and Gerdes,
1998; Holcick and Iyer, 1997). However, only the competition hypothesis is
consistent with the observation that psk+ plasm ids are only advantaged if cell
death is accompanied by the 'death' of a competing psk- plasmid (compare
Fig. 2, Fig. 3b). Thus, though PSK systems may be 'genetically' selfish, in that
they are maintained despite no contribution to cell reproduction (Doolittle and
Sapienza, 1980; Orgel and Crick, 1980), it seems unlikely that selfishness
has been the driving force for their evolution. In contrast, because the
success of maternal-effect killing systems depends directly on their
detrimental effect on the host (Smith, 1998) they represent true 'evolutionarily'
selfish entities (Hamilton, 1970). Moreover, that PSK systems are commonly
found·on horizontally mobile elements (HMEs) (Gerdes et aI., 1997; Jensen
and Gerdes, 1995), and that these elements can be directly involved in PSKmediated competition (e.g. Engelberg-Kulka et aI., 1998; Parma et aI., 1992;
Pecota and Wood, 1996) is consistent with the proposal that the autonomy
from host replication offered by a horizontal lifestyle (Heinemann and
Ankenbauer, 1993a; Peters et aI., 1996; Peters and Benson, 1995), is
influential in determining PSK system success.
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Additional support for the competition hypothesis comes from an experimental
study of evolution in populations of the bacteriophage

~6

(Turner and Chao,

1998). In this study, prediction of bacteriophage success was shown to
depend critically not on absolute rates of reproduction ( i.e. HME/hostHME/host competition), but on the outcome of phage-phage intra-host
competition (Le. HME-HME competition) (Turner and Chao, 1998). That the
evolution of HMEs is not predictable from knowledge of the host-HME
relationship alone, is a unique prediction of the competition hypothesis.

Systems rendering a cell addicted to carriage of an otherwise dispensable
plasmid are probably not limited to PSK. In the presence of the cognate intraor extra-cellular toxin, any antitoxin encoding gene can likely be thought of as
a PSK system. Examples of such systems include bacteriocins (Chao and
Levin, 1981; Tan and Riley, 1996), antibiotic resistance determinants (Shaw
et aI., 1993), and virulence determinants (Finlay and Falkow, 1997). The
HME-HME competition perspective outlined above may provide insight into
the selection and evolution of these systems. The observed bias in
accumulation of these potential addiction systems to replicons able to
reproduce horizontally is consistent with this interpretation (Eberhard, 1990;
Levin and Svanborg Eden, 1990).
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Chapter 4: Within-host Competition is Responsible
for the Widespread Inclusion of PSK Systems in
Plasmid Genomes

ABSTRACT
Conventional between-host models suggest that parasite virulence is an
adaption selected to optimise infection of new hosts. When new hosts are
scarce, virulence will be selected against; when common, virulent parasites
will be advantaged. Recent models have emphasised the need to consider
the nature of competition occurring between individual parasites in such
analyses. Faster replicating virulent parasites, better able to establish and
protect a current host, might be advantaged even if they are ill adapted to
infect new hosts. Here, I analyse the nature of selection for a plasmidencoded virulence deterrninant. In contrast to expectation of current betweenand within-host models, the presence of this determinant did not contribute to
the ability of a plasmid to reproduce either horizontally or vertically. Despite
this, virulent plasmids were more successful than avirulent derivatives when
within-host competition was allowed. To explain these findings I propose and
test a new model whereby virulent parasites can be selected by inhibiting the
reproduction of competitors. This model has implications for the evolution of
other plasmid-borne virulence determinants.

INTRODUCTION
Virulence, the negative effect of a parasite on host fitness, poses something
of a conundrum to evolutionary theory (Levin and Svanborg Eden, 1990;
Read and Schrag, 1991). How can a trait, by definition detrimental to a
parasites metabolic lifeline, be selected? Traditionally, virulence was
explained as an artifact of the recentness of a host-parasite association (e.g.
Palmieri, 1982; Wilson, 1975). Because virulence would ultimately lead to
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host, and thus parasite, extinction, avirulence was the only evolutionary stable
long term strategy. Such models are now generally considered untenable
(Frank, 1996; Levin and Svanborg Eden, 1990; Levin and Pimentel, 1981).
Not only are the prerequisites for their application thought prohibitive (Levin
and Svanborg Eden, 1990), but also recent experimental evidence has
contradicted the expectation that virulence will evolve towards commensalism
(Bull et aI., 1991; Messenger et aI., 1999; Turner and Chao, 1998; Turner et
aI., 1998).

Recent models have considered virulence an inevitable consequence of
parasite appropriation of host resources (Levin and Svanborg Eden, 1990;
Levin and Pimentel, 1981). Transmission and virulence exist as a trade-off:
increasing parasite transmission requires greater host exploitation, increasing
virulence. In turn, increased virulence decreases the longevity of the hostparasite association, decreasing potential parasite transmission. According to
this 'enlightened' view (Levin and Svanborg Eden, 1990), natural selection
acts to optimise the reproductive success of individual parasites. Parasite
strategies most efficiently exploiting their host so as to maximise betweenhost reproduction will be selected. Factors affecting this optimum alter the
degree of virulence selected (Lenski and May, 1994; Lipsitch et aI., 1995;
Lipsitch et aI., 1996). If horizontal transmission of parasites, from infected to
susceptible hosts, is common, the cost of harming the current host is
lessened and increased virulence is selected. If most parasite transmission
occurs vertically, from an infected host to its offspring, parasites least
affecting host replication will be selected.

A second factor likely to influence the selection of virulence has now become
recognised. Multiple host infection will select those parasites having a local
within-host advantage. If virulence influences this success, within-host
competition will select a level of parasite virulence different from that
predicted through consideration of between-host dynamics alone (Levin and
Bull, 1994; Nowak and May, 1994; van Baalen and Sabel is, 1995). The
relative influence of between- and within-host selection will thus determine the
level of parasite virulence selected.
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Here, models of between- and within-host selection are tested for their ability
to explain the evolution and success of a plasmid-borne virulence
determinant. Implications for the evolution of parasite virulence are discussed.

Experimental system: plasmids and postsegregational killing. Plasm ids
typically are circular, extra-chromosomal DNA molecules, able to replicate
autonomously within host cells (Summers, 1996; Turner et aI., 1998). Plasmid
replication can take place in either of two ways. Vertical transmission occurs
when plasmids are inherited by daughter cells following cell division.
Horizontal transmission occurs via the transfer of plasmid copies from
infected (donor) to susceptible (recipient) cells. Probably the most common
mechanism of plasmid horizontal replication is through a process known as
conjugation, a donor-controlled uni-directional transfer of DNA from donor to
recipient cells (Clark and Warren, 1979; Heinemann, 1992).

Though ubiquitous in natural populations of bacteria, in many environments
plasmids confer no selective advantage to their host (Eberhard, 1990). During
times of 'dispensability', plasm ids are formally parasitic, imposing a metabolic
burden on host cells, without conferring any reciprocal advantage (Boe, 1996;
Lenski et aI., 1994). Because of this, a plasmid can only be maintained within
a population if it is transmitted horizontally at a rate high enough to counter its
detrimental effect on host growth (Lips itch et aI., 1996; Simonsen, 1991).
Complicating this trade-off is the expectation that plasmid activities acting to
increase horizontal transmission will impose a further fitness cost to host cells
(Hardy, 1975; Turner et aI., 1998).

For this reason, models of plasmid virulence predict that the density of
uninfected hosts determines which replication strategy is most successful
(Lipsitch et aI., 1995; Lipsitch et aI., 1996). When uninfected hosts are rare,
low virulence plasmids, least disadvantaging their current host, will be
selected. When common, plasm ids able to transmit horizontally at high
frequency will be successful, despite reducing host growth. Between-host
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selection models also require the converse to be true, an increase in plasmid
virulence must be accompanied by an increase in transmission.

Here I test this prediction by evaluating the effect of a plasmid-borne virulence
determinant (postsegregational killing (PSK) system) on plasmid
transmission. PSK systems are commonly found on bacterial plasmids
(Gerdes et aI., 1990; Jensen and Gerdes, 1995; Loh et aI., 1989). They
consist of a tightly linked toxin-antitoxin pair. If a plasmid encoding a PSK
system (psk+) is not inherited by a daughter cell following cell division, the
less stable antitoxin degrades, allowing toxin action and consequent cell
death. PSK systems can be considered to contribute to plasmid virulence for
two reasons: cost of expression and possible toxin 'leakiness' are likely to
slow host growth (Mongold, 1992), and, killing of plasmid-free segregants
removes hosts otherwise available for re-infection (Sia et aI., 1995).

PSK systems effectively ensure that the majority of cells in a clonal population
remain plasmid-containing (Gerdes et aI., 1986a; Ogura and Hiraga, 1983a;
Sia et aI., 1995). It is widely held that this apparent contribution to plasmid
vertical transmission has been the selection responsible for the evolution of
plasmid-borne PSK systems (Gerdes et aI., 1986a; Naito et aI., 1995;
Nordstrom and Austin, 1989). However, recent observations have suggested
an alternative possibility. The finding that psk+ plasmids can effectively
exclude psk- competitors from host cells hints that within-host competition
may playa role in the success of psk+ plasmids (chapter 3, Kusano et aI.,
1995; Naito et aI., 1998; Nakayama and Kobayashi, 1998). In this view, PSK
systems are selected by virtue of their increasing plasmid within-host
competitiveness, despite imposing a cost to within-host reproduction. In the
work described here, predictions of between- and within-host models of PSK
system selection are tested. I propose a mechanism to explain my
observations and test predictions of this proposal.

Experimental overview. I monitored the effect of within-host competition on
the success of plasmids differing only in the presence or absence of a PSK
system. To do this, psk+ derivatives of the IncF plasmid Jp145, encoding
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either the hok/sok (Gerdes et aI., 1986a), or parDE (Jovanovic et aI., 1994;
Roberts et aI., 1994) PSK systems, were co-incubated with an otherwise
isogenic psk- derivative under conditions allowing horizontal transfer and thus
co-infection of host cells with both psk+ and psk- plasmids. hok/sok and
parDE are representatives of the two known families of PSK systems
(antisense RNA, and proteic, respectively) (Gerdes et aI., 1990; Jensen and
Gerdes, 1995). Although plasmid-encoded surface exclusion normally
reduces transfer to already infected cells by up to 2x1 04 fold (Achtman et aI.,
1980; Heinemann et ai, 1996), under the incubation conditions employed
here, exclusion is expected to be relaxed (Achtman et aI., 1972; Peters et aI.,
1996; Peters and Benson, 1995). Competitions were also carried out between
plasm ids contained in host cells not permissive for plasmid horizontal
transfer. Significant numbers of plasmid-free cells were not present during
incubation in the competition environment, therefore these two regimes
effectively differ only in whether plasmid co-infection of host cells can occur.
Because all plasrnids are incompatible (Le. share the same mechanisms of
replication) within-host competition is an inevitable consequence of cohabitation.

Between-host models predict the relative success of psk+ and psk- plasmids
in the competitions outlined above from knowledge of the effect of PSK on
plasmid virulence and transmission. PSK is expected to be advantageous
only if its cost to host cell (and thus also plasmid) fitness is compensated by
an increase in the rate of plasmid transmission. However, if selection of PSK
is mediated through within-host competition, the outcome of competition
would not follow from this knowledge alone. Instead, in environments where
within-host competition can occur, psk+ plasmids can be successful despite
not contributing to the ability of the plasmid to infect more new hosts.

The experimental design employed here differs fundamentally from that of
previous attempts to unravel the nature of the selection responsible for the
evolution of virulence. Previous studies have attempted to predict the
direction parasite virulence will evolve in particular environments (Bull et aI.,
1991; Herre, 1993; Messenger et aI., 1999; Turner and Chao, 1998; Turner et
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aI., 1998). In those studies, interpretation of results required faith that all
aspects of the environment potentially influencing virulence selection were
recognised. Moreover, discrimination of between- from within-host selection is
only possible when each model makes unique predictions as to the direction
evolution of virulence is expected to proceed. When the predictions made by
each model are not unique, subjectivity is called upon to decide the most
legitimate explanation (e.g Ebert and Mangin, 1997; Herre, 1993). In this
study, I have attempted to reconstruct environments where an already
evolved virulence determinant might have been selected. The relative
success of virulent and avirulent parasites is compared in these
environments. Analysis of types of parasite competition unique to
environments advantaging virulent parasites allows proposal and testing of
the mechanisms responsible for their selection. Thus, unlike traditional
evolutionary approaches to the investigation of the nature of the selection
responsible for virulence, this approach is ecological.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacteria and plasm ids. Pertinent features of the bacteria and plasmids
used in this study are listed in Table 1. ,JHC514a differs from "IHC51 0 by
supC and supF mutations, conferring the ability to suppress amber nonsense
codons (Heinemann et aI., 1996). TC1 04-1 06 differ from JHC514a by the
uncharacterised insertion of mini-Tn10 elements as follows: TC104 encodes a
mini-Tn 10 from pBSL 182 conferring resistance to gentamicin (Gmr); TC 105
encodes a mini-Tn10from pBSL 182-parDE conferring Gmr and expression of
the ParDE PSK system; TC106 encodes the mini-Tn10from pBSL 182-

hoklsok conferring Gmr and expression of the Hok/Sok PSK system. TC1 07 is
a spontaneous nalidixic acid resistant (Nxr) mutant of JHC514a. Creation of
insertion mutants using the pBSL vector series has been described previously
(Alexeyev and Shokolenko, 1995).

Plasmids pTP101-104 are derived from Jp145, an F plasmid derivative
encoding a tracam allele. Horizontal transmission of Jp145 (traCam ) is reduced
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by approximately 105-fold from a non-suppressing donor strain (Heinemann et
aI., 1996). pTP101-104 differ from the progenitor plasmid by the
uncharacterised insertion of mini-Tn 10 elements as follows: pTP101 encodes
the mini-Tn 10 from pBSL 181 encoding resistance to chloramphenicol (Cmr);
pTP102 encodes the mini-Tn10 from pBSL 182; pTP103 encodes the miniTn10 from pBSL 182-parDE; pTP104 encodes the mini-Tn10 from pBSL 182-

hok/sok. At least two other PSK systems are likely to be encoded by Jp145
plasmids (Golub and Panzer, 1988; Loh et aI., 1988). However, because both
are common to all the plasmids used, they are likely to effectively cancel the
effects of one another (chapter 3, Sia et aI., 1995). pBSL 182-hok/sok was
constructed by inserting a BamHIIEcoRI fragment encoding the hok/sok PSK
system of pTT820 into the multiple cloning site of pBSL 182.

Efficacy of PSK expression from these insertions was tested by monitoring
the ability of psk+ plasmids (pTP103 and pTP104) and psk+ chromosomes
(TC105 and TC106) to protect against cell death following the loss of a
compatible plasmid expressing a cognate PSK system (Fig. 8).

Plasmids pOU82-parDE and pTT820 are derivatives of pOU82 encoding

parDE and hok/sok PSK systems, respectively (Jensen et aI., 1995). pOU82
is an unstable mini-R1 derivative, encoding components necessary for
replication, but not any accessory stability determinants (Gerdes et aI., 1985).
Its copy number is 1-2 per chromosomal equivalent during growth at 30°
(Jensen et aI., 1995).

Media. The basic media employed in all experiments was LBH (Herskowitz
and Signer, 1970). All bacteria were grown and incubated in this media at 37°
unless specified otherwise. Dilutions were carried out in TNB (Heinemann
and Sprague, 1989). Antibiotics were added to media at the following
concentrations: Cm, 20 J..lg/ml; Gm, 5 J-tg/ml; Nx, 60 J-tg/ml; tetracycline (Tc) 20
J-tg/ml; ampicillin (Ap) 100 J-tg/ml and kanamycin (Km), 40 J-tg/ml. X-gal was
added to media at 40 J..lg/ml to distinguish plasmid-containing (lac+, blue),
from plasmid-free (Iac-, white), hosts. To minimise any physiological variation,
all experiments were started with cells in mid-exponential growth.
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Table 1. Bacteria and plasm ids used in this study.
Strain or plasmid

Relevant genotype

JHC510
JHC514a
TC104
TC105
TC106
TC107
S17-1/Apir

rpsL, 'rpoa, iac'Y1-----§m.'F~J
JHC510, supC, supF
amber suppressor
JHC514a::aacC1
Gmr
JHC514a::aaC1-parDE
Gmr, ParDE (psk+)
.IHC514a::aaC1-hokisok
Gmr, HokiSok (psk+)
r
r
Nx
JHC514a Sp. Nx
rpsL, ::RP4
Smr, IncPa tra+

Plasm ids
Jp145

traC , JacZYA

pTP101
pTP102
pTP103
pTP104
pOU82
pOU82-parDE
pTT820
pBSL181

Jp145::cat
Jp145::aacC1
Jp145::aacC1-parDE
Jp145::aacC1-hokisok
bJa, JacZYA
pOU82::parDE
pO U82:: hoklsok
mini-Tn 10-cat

pBSL182

mini-Tn 10-aacC1

pBSL 182-parDE
82-hoklsok

mini-Tn10-aacC1::parDE
mini-Tn10-aacC1::hokisok

1

am

Relevant phenotype

IncF, tra- in sup+ host
lac+, Kmr
r
Cm
Gmr
Gm r, ParDE (psk+)
r
Gm , HokiSok (psk+)
Apr, lac+, IncFII
ParDE (psk+)
HokiSok (psk+)
r
Cm

r
Gm , ParDE
Gmr HokiSok

Source 1
(Heinemann et aI., 1996)
(Heinemann et aI., 1996)

(Alexeyevand
Shokolenko, 1995)
(Heinemann et aL, 1996)

(Gerdes et aL, 1985)
(Jensen et aL, 1995)
(Jensen et aL, 1995)
(Alexeyev and
Shokolenko, 1995)
(Alexeyev and
Shokolenko, 1995)
chapter 3

This work unless stated otherwise

Experimental Treatments

Fitness assays. To measure their relative fitness, strains were competed
pair-wise in liquid media (Lenski et aI., 1991; Turner et aI., 1998). JHC510
host cells infected with either pTP102, pTP103 or pTP104, were competed
separately against ..IHC510 (pTP101). The two competing strains were
introduced at a 1:1 ratio at a dilution of 1:100 of the total medium volume (10
ml), and allowed to grow for 8 hours. In this environment, approximately 6.64
cell generations can occur (6.64=log2 100). Initial strain densities were
measured by plating aliquots from the cultures used to start the competition
onto medium supplemented with either Gm or Cm. To measure final
densities, samples were plated on medium supplemented with Km. On this
media only plasmid-infected cells were able to grow. Colonies forming after
inCUbation were replica plated to medium containing Gm. The density of
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pTP101 containing cells was calculated as: (colonies growing on Km
supplemented medium -colonies growing on Gm supplemented medium) I
colonies growing on Km containing medium x dilution factor. The density of
the competing strain is 1- frequency JHC510 (pTP101). Let the initial
densities of two competitors be N1(0) and N2(0), and their densities after 8
hours competition be M(1) and N2(1), respectively. The time-average rate of
increase (Malthusian parameter (MI» for each strian is then calculated as:
Mi = In [M(1) I M(O)] I (8 h)
The fitness of one strain relative to the other is expressed as the ratio of their
rates of increase (Lenski et aL, 1991; Turner et aL, 1998). Because JHC510
host cells do not support plasmid horizontal transmission, differences in
fitness represent the combined effect of PSK on the cost of plasmid carriage
and vertical transmission.

Horizontal transmission. Measurement of the frequency of plasmid
horizontal transmission was carried out as described previously (Achtl11an et
aL, 1971). To assess relative conjugation rates, .JHC514a cells containing
either pTP101 or pTP102 were mixed at a 1:1 ratio and added to TC107
recipient cells present at 10-fold excess. Donor and recipient cells were coincubated at 3r for 3 hours and then plated onto media supplemented with
antibiotics to allow discrimination of donor, recipient and plasmid-infected
recipient (transconjugant) cells. Conjugation frequency was measured as
transconjugants per limiting parent (Heinemann and Ankenbauer, 1993a).
The relative conjugation rate of the two plasmids is expressed as the ratio of
their individual rates. This assay was repeated substituting pTP103 (parDE,
psk+) and then pTP104 (hok/sok, psk+) for pTP102. To estimate the rate
constant of plasmid transfer (y), the density of transconjugants was divided by
(donor cell density x recipient cell density) (adapted from Simonsen et aL,
1990). This measurement gives a value of y specific to this experimental
environment.

Surface exclusion. The assay measuring plasmid horizontal transmission
was adapted to measure the effect of PSK on plasmid surface exclusion.
JHC514a (pTP101) and TC107 (pTP102) were co-incubated in the absence
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of uninfected recipient cells. Following co-incubation, cells were plated on
selective media to allow quantification of plasmid transmission (as
transconjugants per donor) occurring between infected cells (co-infection).
For example, colonies growing on Nx and Cm-supplemented medium
represent descendants of a pTP102-infected recipient cell to which pTP101
has transferred. Co-incubation was repeated, but introducing each plasmid in
the alternate host to account for any transmission difference due to the
different host background. Relative frequency of co-infection is calculated as
transmission of pTP101 to cells infected by pTP102 divided by the frequency
of pTP102 transmission to cells initially infected by pTP101. This method
combines measurement of both sensitivity to, and expression of, surface
exclusion. The assay was repeated substituting first pTP1 03 and then
pTP104 for pTP101.

Plasmid stability. To measure the frequency of pTP102 missegregation,
plasmid-infected cells were diluted 105 -fold into 10 mlliquid medium, grown
with shaking until cell density was approximately 108 cfu/ml, then diluted 104105 fold into fresh medium. This cycle was repeated to allow cells to complete
200 generations of growth. At the time of each dilution, the fraction of cells
carrying a plasmid was measured. This was done in either of two ways. For
assays monitoring the stability o'f pOU82 derivatives, cells were plated on
medium supplemented with Km to select cells containing the IncF plasmid,
then replica plated to medium supplemented with Ap to enumerate those cells
also containing the pOU82 (or derivative) plasmid. For assays monitoring the
stability of pTP102, cells were plated onto medium supplemented with X-Gal.
On this media, plasmid-containing cells form blue colonies while plasmid-free
colonies remain white. The segregation rate ('t) is calculated as

l' :: S

I g,

where s is the fraction of segregants and g is the number of generations
during the assay. This formula overestimates

l'

if plasmid-free segregants

outgrow plasmid-containing cells (Boe, 1996). This assay is not able to
estimate relative segregation rate between plasm ids differing in the presence
or absence of a PSK system (chapter 3).
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Competition assays. Equal volumes of JHC514a cells infected by either
pTP101 or pTP102 were added at a dilution of 1:10 to 9 ml fresh media in
glass McCartney jars. Cultures were incubated without shaking, except for a
daily 20 second agitation using an orbital vortex shaker. These conditions
were expected to maximise the amount of plasmid co-infection able to occur
throughout the competition assay (Achtman et aI., 1972). To measure the
initial frequency of pTP101 and pTP102 plasmid-infected cells, a sample was
removed at day 0 and plated on media supplemented with either Cm or Gm to
enumerate cells infected by pTP101 or pTP102, respectively. Further aliquots
were removed periodically and plated similarly to follow change in plasmid
frequency throughout the competition. Change in the ratio of pTP101:pTP102
occurring in this environment is attributable to the effect of the different
antibiotic resistance (Ab r) markers. This procedure was repeated but
substituting first JHC514a (pTP1 03) and then JHC514a (pTP1 04) for
JHC514a (pTP102), toassess,the effect of the ParDE and HoklSok PSK
systems, respectively, on plasmid competitiveness in this environment.

The above protocol was repeated, substituting JHC510 for JHC514a. In this
background horizontal plasmid transmission, and thus within-host
competition, can not occur.

At the final sample of some competitions, plasmids were examined for
change in plasmid antibiotic resistance (Ab r) characteristics. In several
previous studies, instability of plasmid Ab r markers in the absence of selection
has been observed (Bull et aI., 1991; Turner et aI., 1998). Such change could
invalidate inference of psk-:psk+ plasmid type from knowledge of the relative
frequencies of the Ab r markers they were originally associated with. To rule
out this possibility, two tests were performed: enumeration of co-inherited
Gmr-Cm r markers, and estimation of Gmr orCm r determinant loss from the
plasmid genome. To test for marker co-inheritance, cells were plated on
media supplemented with both Gm and Cm. Growth on this media requires
the presence of both Gmr and Cm r determinants. To test for loss of plasmid
Ab r markers, cells were plated onto medium supplemented with Km. Colonies
growing following incubation were then replica plated to medium containing
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either Gm or Cm. Colonies growing on the first medium not accounted for on
either of the second types would suggest the existence of plasmids having
lost the Gmr or Cm r marker. By comparison to estimates of Gmr:Cm r ratio
obtained by plating cells directly onto selective medium, this control also
addresses the possibility that prolonged incubation differentially affects
relative plating efficiencies of genotypically resistant strains on Gm and Cmsupplemented medium.

Horizontal transmission and cell turnover. Throughout some competition
assays, aliquots were removed and the current rate of plasmid horizontal
transmission estimated. Donor competition experiment cells and recipient
TC 107 cells were mixed at a ratio of 1: 10 and co-incubated for three hours in
glass McCartney jars to allow conjugation to occur. To ensure they were in an
equivalent physiological state, recipient cells were incubated identically to
competition assay cells prior to this co-incubation. Following mating, cells
were plated on appropriate selective medium to allow enumeration of donor,
recipient and transconjugant cells. The transmission rate of each competing
plasmid was estimated as transconjugants per donor cell.

Cell turnover occurring during the competition experiment was qualitatively
estimated by comparing the number of total culturable cells to culture 00 600 ,
a measure of cell density. Increase in 00 6 00 absorbance without a
concomitant increase in culturable cell titre was interpreted as an indicator of
cell turnover. Results of previous studies suggest cell turnover is likely to
occur under the competition assay incubation conditions (Finkel and Kolter,
1999; Zambrano et aI., 1993).
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RESULTS
Effect of PSK on the cost of plasmid carriage. Pair-wise growth
competitions were carried out between JHC510 (pTP101) and JHC510
(pTP102) to determine if Cm r or Gm r determinants imposed a differential cost
to host cells. Ten assays gave a mean fitness of ,JHC510 (pTP102) relative to
JHC510 (pTP101) of 0.968, which did not differ significantly from 1.0 (ts=
1.428, df=9,

0.187). To assess any cost to host fitness imposed by the

expression of a PSK system, competitions were carried out between JHC510
cells containing plasmid pTP101 and either pTP103, or pTP104. Ten assays
gave a mean fitness of JHC510 (pTP103) relative to JHC510 (pTP101) of
0.875 which did differ significantly from 1.0 (ts = 8.215, df=9, P= <0.001). In
competition between JHC510 (pTP101) and JHC510 (pTP104) the mean
fitness of the psk+ relative to the psk- plasmid was 0.934, which was
marginally significantly different to 1.0 (ts

=2.275, df=9,

0.049). Thus, in

the assay environment both the hok/sok and parDE PSK systems imposed a
fitness cost to host cells (Fig. 1a and 1c).

Effect of PSK on the rate of plasmid horizontal transmission. Relative
conjugation rates of pTP101 and pTP102 were measured to determine if Cm r
or Gmr determinants differently affected plasmid rate of conjugation. Ten
assays were performed in an environment where both pTP101 and pTP102
plasmids could be transmitted from separately infected JHC514a donor host
cells to TC107 recipient cells. The mean transmission rate of pTP101 relative
to that of pTP1 02 was 0.974, which did not differ significantly from 1 (ts =
0.205, df = 9, P = 0.85). Therefore, the Gm r and Cm r markers did not
differentially affect the rate of plasmid horizontal transmission. To assess the
effect of PSK expression on plasmid conjugation, the assay was repeated
substituting first pTP103 and then pTP104 for pTP102. Mean transmission
rates of these plasmids, relative to pTP1 01, were marginally not significantly
less than 1, being 0.703 and 0.633 respectively (ts= -2.428, df= 9, P= 0.072;

ts

=-4.05, df ::;: 9, p::;: 0.053, respectively). Therefore, in the assay

environment, encoding a PSK system did not contribute to plasmid fitness
during horizontal replication Fig. 1band 1c). The mean value of'Y calculated
in this assay was 4.9 ± 2.2 x 10-9 (data not shown).
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Figure 1. Effect of PSK on plasmid fitness. (A) Combined effect of PSK on
cost of plasmid carriage and vertical transmission was estimated as the
change in ratio of tested strains relative to JHC510 (pTP101) (psk-). (8)
Relative rate of plasmid conjugation was estimated as the ratio of
transconjugants receiving the tested plasmid to those receiving pTP101
(psk-). Shown is the median and 10%, 25%, 75% and 90% confidence
inteNals, representing ten independent experiments. (C) Correlation between
vertical and horizontal plasmid replication measured in (A) and (B). Mean
values (and standard deviation) are shown.
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Effect of PSK on surface exclusion. The effect of PSK on surface exclusion
was measured with four-fold replication. The ability of pTP101 to transfer to
cells infected by pTP102, relative to vice versa, was 0.9 ± 0.612, which was
not significantly different to 1.0 (ts= -0.941, df = 3, P = 0.987). Similarly, the
transmission frequency of pTP103 or pTP104 to cells already infected with
pTP101 did not differ significantly from that of pTP101 to hosts already
infected with either plasmid. Relative frequency of superinfection between
pTP101 and pTP103 was 0.54 ± 0.46, which was not significantly different
from 1.0 (ts = -0.993, df = 3, P = 0.359). Relative frequency of superinfection
between pTP101 and pTP104 was 0.75 ± 0.27, which again was not
significantly different to 1.0 (ts =-0.0174, df = 6, P

=0.587). Thus, PSK had no

significant effect on the ability of plasm ids to transfer to plasmid-containing
cells, or to exclude competing plasmids (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. Effect of PSK on plasmid surface exclusion. Mean (and standard
deviation) transmission of psk+ and control plasmids, relative to pTP101
(psk-), is shown.
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Influence of PSK on plasmid success in within-host competition. The
results presented above suggest that it is unlikely that increased betweenhost replication contributes to the success of psk+ plasmids. Therefore, I
sought to determine the effect of PSK on plasmid success in an environment
allowing within-host competition. To do this, equal numbers of JHC514a host
cells infected with either pTP101 or pTP102 were co-incubated. In this
environment no uninfected cells were present, therefore plasmid transfer
occurred only between already infected hosts. Figure 3a shows the change in
ratio of the two plasmid types. Again, relative to one another, the Cm r and
Gmr markers were selectively neutral in this environment (Slope = -0.0114, R2
= 0.06, P= 0.265). In contrast, when the competition was repeated between
either JHC514a (pTP101) X JHC514a (pTP103), or, JHC514a (pTP1 01) X
JHC514a (pTP104), the psk+ plasmid became dominant (Slope = 0.129, R2=
0.885, P<0.001 ; Slope = 0.138, R2 = 0.852, P<0.001, respectively).

The presence of a PSK system did not contribute to plasmid success when
the competition experiment was repeated between plasm ids contained in
JHC510 host cells (pTP101 x pTP102, Slope = 0.0209, R2= 0.124, P= 0.353;
pTP101 x pTP103, Slope = 0.0039, R2= 0.0012, P= 0.929; pTP101 x
pTP104, Slope = -0.0667, R2 = 0.623, P = 0.051) (Fig. 3b). In this host
background plasm ids are unable to undergo horizontal transmission. Thus,
within-host competition, caused by horizontal transfer, was necessary for the
success of psk+ plasmids.
No change in plasmid Ab r characteristics were observed during any
competition. Of 349 plasmid-containing cells (Kmr) tested all expressed one
or other of Gmr or Cm r. Co-inheritance of both markers was less than 1%,
suggesting plasmid recombination did not significantly reduce the effects of
incompatibility. Efficiency of plating on selective, relative to non-selective,
media remained constant throughout competition assay incubation (data not
shown).
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Figure 3. Competition between psk+ and psk- plasmids. (A) pTP1 03 (parDE)
or pTP104 (hok/sok) contained in JHC514a were separately co-incubated
with JHC514a (pTP101) as described in Materials and Methods. Competition
between pTP101 and pTP102 (psk-) was performed similarly to assess the
effect of the different Ab r markers on plasmid replication. (8) The competition
was repeated as before but using JHC51 0 as the host strain. This strain is
non-permissive for plasmid horizontal transfer. Results shown are the mean
(and standard deviation) of at least three independent experiments. Least
square regression lines (solid lines) and 95% confidence intervals are shown.
Results are plotted on log-linear plots to allow regression lines to best fit data.
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PART II: Mathematical Model to Explain the Success of
psk+ Plasmids in an Environment Allowing Within-host
Competition.

Introduction. In order to account for the success of plasm ids encoding a
PSK system in the above competition, a model must reconcile the following
phenomena: (1) Cells infected by psk+ plasm ids grow more slowly than those
infected by psk- plasmids, (2) psk+ plasmids do not transfer horizontally more
frequently than psk- plasmids, and (3) psk+ plasmid success in the
competition environment is dependent on horizontal transfer. The model
presented here is an extension of informal models proposed previously
(chapter 3, Kobayashi, 1998; Naito et aI., 1998), and is based on the
mathematical model constructed by Mongold (1992).

The 'competition' model. The fates of eight subpopulations of cells are
considered: plasmid-free cells, cells containing either psk+ or psk- plasmids,
and cells containing both psk+ and psk- plasmids, considered separately for
the host cells introduced initially containing psk+ or psk- plasmid types. Cell
turnover occurs through the combined action of cell death, '9', to which each
cell is equally susceptible, and cell division, which occurs dependent on the
effect of a cell's plasmid composition on growth rate. An equal number of cell
deaths and cell divisions occur between each time step, therefore total
density of viable cells remains constant throughout the competition. Cells
killed through the action of PSK are considered as sinks, freeing nutrients for
use by live cells.PSK-mediated killing is assumed to occur immediately
following loss of a psk+ plasmid and to be 100% efficient. psk- plasmids
remaining in PSK-killed cells are assumed to be unable to subsequently
transfer horizontally and thus are effectively dead. Host cells initially
containing a psk+ plasmid are denoted 'B', those initially containing a pskplasmid are denoted I-B'. The densities of the subpopulations are represented
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and '+/-', represent plasmid-free, psk+ plasmid-infected, psk- plasmidinfected, and co-infected host cells, respectively.

Plasmid copy number is two per cell. Following co-infection, with equal
probability one resident plasmid is displaced by the incoming plasmid. The
growth rate of plasmid-free cells is \V, which is equal to In2. Fitness
differences between plasmid-containing and plasmid-free subpopulations are
given by the proportionality terms '00+', '00_' and '00+ 1_', so that the growth rate of
a cell containing plasmid 'x' relative to a plasmid-free cell will be 1·oox . The
fitness of co-inhabited cells, 00+1_, is given by (00+ + oo_}/2. Each plasmid
present in a live cell is transferred horizontally at the same frequency.
Therefore, the transfer frequency of a psk- plasmid from R, containing two
psk- plasmids, is twice.that from B+I_, which contains only one psk- plasmid.
Plasmid transfer occurring between B+I_ cells results in either singly-infected
cell type at a frequency of 0.25 (probability with which either plasmid is
transferred x probability the opposite plasmid type is displaced in the recipient
cell). Rate of plasmid horizontal transfer to plasmid-free cells is given by y,
transfer to plasmid-containing cells is given by y'. The segregation rate of both
plasmids is equal and is given by,;. Missegregation of the psk+ plasmid
causes cell death, whereas missegregation of the psk- plasmid results in live
plasmid-free cells. When a cell is infected by both plasm ids together,
replication incompatibility increases individual, though not combined, plasmid
segregation to ,;'. Loss of the psk+ plasmid from co-infected cells converts
daughter cells to dead psk- infected cells, loss of the psk- plasmid converts
cells to B+. ,;' is set at 0.25 such that plasmids segregate randomly from coinfected hosts to give daughter cells of each type at the following frequencies:
dead psk- infected, 0.25; B+, 0.25; and B+1_, 0.5. Plasmid horizontal
transmission through conjugation and vertical transmission through cell
replication are considered as independent processes. Model simulation was
carried out using fourth order adaptive time step Runge-Kutta integration.
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With these assumptions and definitions, the rates of change in the densities
of the component cell populations are governed by the following set of
differential equations:
dBo = \jf<,cw.R + Bo) - OBo - yBo(B+ + R + B+I. + -B+ + -R + -B+I_)
dt

dB+
dt

\jfB+(w+ -1:00+) + \jf (00+ + w_)/SB+1_(1-1:) - OB+ + yBo«B+ + -B+)

(1)

(2)

+ (B+I_ + 'B+I_)/2) + y'(B+I_(B+ + -B+)/2 - B+(R + -B.) - B+(B+I_ + -B+I_)/2
+ B+I_(B+I_ + -B+I_)/4)

dB+I_
dt

\jfB+I_«w+ + 00_)(1-1:)/4 - 1:(wT + 00_)/2) - OB+I_ + y'(B+(B+I_ + -B+I_)/2

(3)

+ B_(B+I_ + -B+I_)/2 + B+(B. + -B.) + B.(B+ + -B+) - B+I_(B+ + -B+)12

dB.
dt

\jfB.(w_ - 1:00_) - OR + yBo«B_ + -B_)

(4)

d -Bo
dt

\jf(1:w:B. + -Bo) - 0 -Bo - y -Bo(B+ + B_ + B+I_ + -B+ + -B_ + -B+I_)

(5)

d -B+
dt

\jf-B+(w+ -1:00+) + \jf (00+ + w.)/S-B+I_(1-1:) - 0 -B+ + y-Bo«B+ + -B+)

(6)

+ (B+1. + -B+I_)/2) + y'(B+I_(B+ + -B+)/2 - -B+(B. + -R) - -B+(B+I_ + -B+1_)/2
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",-K(w_ - 'tWo) - e -K + '"(Bo«K + -K)

(8)

Population death rate was calculated using the formula:

e=

",«B o + -Bo) + w+(B+ + -B+)+ w_(K + -K)+ (00+ + w_)(I-'t)/2(B+l_ + -B+1-)

(9)

To simulate the outcome of competition between psk+ and psk- plasmids in
strains immune to the effect of PSK, equations 1, 4,5,8 and 9 were replaced
by equations 10-14, respectively, In these alternative equations, cells not
inheriting a psk+ plasmid behave identically to cells not inheriting a pskplasmid.

dBo = "'«'tw_R + Bo) + 'tw+(B+ + -B+) + 't(w+ + w_)/4(B+I_ + -B+I_))
dt

dB_
dt

=

",K(w_- 'two) + '" (00+ + w_)/8-B+I_(l-'t) - eB_ + yBo«K + -B_)/2
+ (B+I_ + -B+I_)/2) + y'(B+I_(K + -K)/2

(10)

(11)

B_(B+ + -B+) - B.(B+I_ + -B+1_)/2
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(12)

dt

d'R = \jf'B.(lO. - 'tlO,) + \jf (lO+ + lO,)/8"B+I,(1-'t)- 8 'B, + "(Bo((R + "B.)

(13)

dt

+ (B+I_ + 'B+I_)/2) + y'CB+I,(R + -R)/2 -R(B+ + -B+) - -R(B+1_ + -B+I_)/2

8=

(14)

Estimation of model parameters. Plasmid stability assays were carried out
to estimate the spontaneous rate of pTP102 missegregation ('t). Formation of
plasmid-free cells were monitored during growth of JHC510 (pTP102) cells
under non-selective conditions for 200 generations. Figure 4a shows the
percent of host cells remaining plasmid-bearing throughout growth. pTP102 is
extremely stable in this environment, greater than 99% of hosts remained
infected. The segregation rate is calculated as 4.98 x 10'4 per cell division.

The mathematical model presented above assumes that plasmid transfer and
cell turnover remain constant throughout the competition assay. To validate
this, I followed plasmid transmission frequency and total cell density
(measured as 00600), throughout the competition assay. As shown in figure
4b, though transmission frequencies showed some variation throughout the
competition assay, no consistent change for either psk- and psk+ plasmids
was seen.
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Cell density was followed during competition between pTP1 01 (psk-) and
pTP102(psk-). During 20 days of co-incubation, the 00600 value continued to
increase linearly despite an approximately 10-fold reduction in culturable cell
count (Fig. 4c). Thus cell turnover appears to be occurring at a constant rate
in the competition environment. It is also possible that the observed increase
in 00600 readings is due not to an increase in cell density, but to elongation of
existing cells. However, the similarity of the assay environment to others in
which phenomana consistent only with cell turnover have been observed
(Finkel and Kolter, 1999; Zambrano et aI., 1994), suggests at least that the
former is the more parsimonious interpretation.
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Figure 4 Estimation of model parameters. (A) Apparent stability of pTP102
(psk-) in the absence of selection. The fraction of cells carrying a plasmid was
measured at approximately 20 generation intervals as described in Materials
and Methods. Results shown are the average and standard deviation of three
independent experiments. (8) Change in transmission rate of competing
plasmids during competition between pTP101 (psk-) X pTP103 (ParDE), and
pTP101 X pTP104 (HoklSok). (e) Comparison of culturable cell count and
00600 density during competition between pTP101 X pTP1 02 (psk-). Values
reported are the average (and standard deviation) of at least two independent
experiments.
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Comparison of model simulation outcome with experimental
observation. In order to gain confidence in the ability of this model to predict
the dynamics of bacteria and plasmids during the competition assay, the
model was simulated using experimentally determined parameters. The
outcome of this simulation was compared to the observations presented in
figure 3a. In the comparison shown in figure 5, plasmid rate constant of
conjugation was allowed to vary between 1-2x10-1O , following a Poisson
distribution with mean 1.5x 10-10 . The initial ratio of competing plasmid
infected cells introduced was allowed to vary along a Poisson distribution to
give an initial frequency of psk+ infected cells of 0.45-0.55 (mean 0.5). The
relative fitness of psk- plasmid-containing cells to plasmid-free cells (w-) was
set arbitrarily to 0.975. Relative to this, w+ is 0.96

0.975 (average relative

fitness cost of PSK shown in Fig. 11 number of generations of fitness assay».
Other parameters are described, in the legend. A two-tailed t test for
parallelism was performed to compare the regression lines observed
experimentally with that generated through model simulation. When a cell
generation time of one hour was assumed this test showed that the slope of
the predicted and observed regression coefficients are not significantly
different at the a = 0.05 level (T = 0.951, df = 520, P = 0.684). The difficulty
of accurately determining cell turnover times in stationary phase populations
renders this assumption necessarily arbitrary. However, qualitative
predictions of all model simulations do not depend on the precise value
chosen.
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Figure 5. Comparison of theoretical model simulation and experimental
observation. The mathematical model was simulated using adaptive time step
fourth order Runge-Kutta integration . The simulated result shown is the result
of a 200 repeat monte-carlo simulatjon . Initial input psk+ frequency was varied
along a Poisson distribution with a mean value of 0.5 and a minimum and
maximum of 0.45 and 0.55, respectively. Rate constant of plasmid conjugation
was varied along a normal poisson distribution with mean 1.5 x 10-10 and a
minimum and maximum of 1 x 10-10 and 2 x 10-1 respectively. Other
parameters were kept constant at experimentally determined values of: "t = 5 x
10-4, w + = 0.96 and w - = 0.975. Total viable cell density was kept constant at
2 x 108 cfu/ml. Solid blue and solid black lines are least square regression
coeffi cients of simulated and average observed outcome of psk- vs psk+
plasmid competition, respectively. Dashed blue and dashed black lines show
95% confidence intervals of simulated and observed regression lines,
respecively. Dotted blue lines show 95% prediction intervals of model
simulation outcome. Also shown is the median , and 10%, 25%, 75% and 90%
confidence intervals, of model simulation outcome.
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PART III: Predictions and Tests of the Competition Model
Novel model predictions. The mathematical model developed in part II allows
formal presentation of predictions generated by the 'competition' model
explanation of psk+ plasmid success (chapter 3, Heinemann, 1998). Importantly,
these predictions are deductions of the model, not biased by (though still
dependent on) assumptions implicit in generating the differential equations
determining model component behaviour. The three key predictions of the
competition model are:

Prediction 1: A psk+ plasmid can displace a psk- plasmid from a cell lineage
but not vice-versa. Although frequency of transfer into cells
already containing a plasmid is identical for both plasmids, only
psk+ plasm ids will establish within the background in which the
competing plasmid was introduced.

Prediction 2: Host cell immunity to PSK action, conferred by a cognate
chromosomally encoded PSK system, will abolish psk+ plasmid
success. If success of psk+ plasmids depends on the death of
psk- plasmid-containing daughter cells following division of coinfected parent cells, rescuing psk+ segregants from this fate
should abrogate the advantage of plasmid-borne PSK.

Prediction 3: psk+ plasmid success is density-dependent. The higher the
initial psk+:psk- plasmid ratio, the relatively more successful
psk+ plasm ids will be.

Intuitively, these predictions can be understood as the result of plasmid withinhost competition. Horizontal transfer will result in occasional co-habitation of cells
by both psk+ and psk- plasm ids. Incompatibility between the two plasmid types
results in frequent missegregation (Condit and Levin, 1990; Nordstrom and
Austin, 1989). In daughter cells inheriting only the psk- plasmid, antitoxin
degradation causes cell death. Therefore, the result of horizontal competition for
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the same cellular niche between a psk+ and a psk- plasmid will be the biased
repl ication of the psk+ plasmid. A schematic representation of this model is
presented in figure 6.
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The first of these predictions allows discrimination between the competition
model and the possibility that success of psk+ plasm ids was caused by death
of psk- infected cells immediately following psk+ entry (see also chapter 3).
The second prediction distinguishes the competition model explanation of
psk+ plasmid advantage from the alternative hypothesis, that psk+ plasmids
either vertically or horizontally transmit to more new hosts from co-infected
cells. If the within-host success of psk+ plasmids was due to this mechanism,
perhaps as a consequence of a greater within-host growth rate, the presence
of a chromosomal PSK system would not be expected to have any effect on
the psk+ vs psk- competition dynamic. Prediction 3 derives from the proposal
that psk+ plasmids are successful not through intrinsically higher replication,
but through a relative advantage following from an average reduction in the
growth rate of psk- plasmids (caused by the 'death' of those lost from coinfected cells). The more frequently psk- plasmids are subject to co-infection
the greater the relative advantage to psk+ plasmids. This prediction is
relevant to analysis of the initial viability of PSK systems. Unless initially rare
psk+ mutants are able to invade stable populations of progenitor plasmids,
alternative scenarios for their success must be imagined.

Effect of PSK on plasmid invasion. To test the first prediction, that psk+
plasmids will be better able to establish in host cells initially infected with pskplasm ids than vice-versa, psk+ vs psk- plasmid competition was carried out
as before but introducing one or other plasmid in the TC1 07 (NXf) host
background. This allowed the extent of transmission occurring between
backgrounds to be monitored throughout the competition. Repeating the
experiment, but swapping the host background each plasmid was initially
introduced in, provided a control to assess the effect of the NXf marker. As
expected by the competition model, relatively more psk+ plasm ids were able
to establish in hosts initially infected by psk- plasmids than vice versa (Fig.
7a) (pTP101 x pTP103 Slope:: 0.257, R2= 0.881, P<O.001; pTP101 x
pTP104 Slope = 0.233, R2:: 0.901, P<0.001). Much less difference was seen
between psk- plasmids differing only in Ab f markers (Fig. 7a) (pTP101 x
pTP102
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Slope = 0.118, R2= 0.863, P<0.001). The reason for this difference is
unknown, but is clearly unable to account for the approximately 50-fold
greater difference in the ability of psk+ plasmids to colonise hosts initially
infected with pTP101 plasmids. Reconstruction experiments done as
previously (chapter 2), eliminated the possibility that plasmid transmission
occurred on selective plates (data not shown).
Figure 7b shows a comparison between model simulation and these empirical
results. Combining the results of competition between pTP101 x pTP103 and
pTP101 x pTP104 plasmids above, gives a regression line with slope = 0.245

=0.925, P =<0.001). A two-tailed t-test was used to compare the slope of
this line to that representing model prediction (slope =0.242, R2 =0.987, P =
(R2

<0.001). This test shows that the regression coefficients are not significantly
different at the a = 0.05 level (T

=0.312, df = 262, P = 0.756).
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Figure 7. Effect of PSK on plasmid invasion. (A) Ability of psk+ plasmids to
establish in cells initially infected with psk- plasmids, relative to establishment
of psk- plasm ids in cells initially occupied by psk+ plasm ids. pTPi03 (psk+,
parDE) or pTPi04 (psk+, hok/sok) plasmids contained in JHC5i4a cells
were co-incubated with the Nxr strain TCi07 containing pTPi0i (psk-) as
described in the text. Relative establishment in cells initially occupied by the
competing plasmid (transmission) is expressed as the ratio of psk+ plasm ids
infecting TCi07 to psk- plasm ids infecting JHC5i4a. The experiment was
repeated introducing plasm ids in the alternate host background to control for
any effect of the Nxr marker. Competition between pTP101 and pTP102
(psk-) plasmids is shown as a control for possible effects of the different
plasmid resistance markers on plasmid fitness. Results shown are the
average and standard deviation of four independent experiments (two
replicates of each alternative initial host cell background). Solid lines are
least squares regression lines. 95% confidence intervals are shown as
dashed lines. (8) Comparison of experimental results with those generated
by the mathematical model. Parameters simulated were those described in
figure 5. Solid blue and solid black lines are least square regression lines of
simulated and average observed outcome of psk- vs psk+ plasmid
competition, respectively. Dashed blue and dashed black lines show 95%
confidence intervals of simulated and observed regression lines. Dotted blue
lines show 95% prediction intervals of model simulation outcome. Also shown
is the standard deviation of model simulation outcome.
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Effect of host immunity on psk+ vs psk plasmid competition. I tested
w

the dependence of psk+ plasmid success on the death of both psk- plasm ids
and their hosts (prediction 2). Host cells were rendered immune to the effect
of psk+ plasmid loss by the insertion of an identical PSK system into the
bacterial chromosome. Efficacy of this single copy PSK system in protecting
cells from loss of a psk+ plasmid was demonstrated by monitoring loss of
unstable mini-R 1 derivative plasm ids, encoding a cognate PSK system, from
cells. If the chromosomal insertions were effective at preventing death
following loss of a psk+ plasmid, psk+ plasmid-free cells were expected to
accumulate as quickly as psk- plasmid-free cells. The chromosomal PSK
system insertions were as effective as PSK insertions expressed from a
second, compatible plasmid, in rescuing cells from PSK-mediated death
following psk+ plasmid loss (Fig. 8). To assess the effect of host immunity on
psk+/psk- plasmid dynamic, competitions were repeated using strains
encoding appropriate chromosomal PSK system insertions. As shown in
figure 9a, psk+ plasmids were not more successful than competing pskplasmids in this environment (TC105::parDE (pTP101) x (pTP103) Slope:::::
0.0189, R2::::: 0.079, p::::: 0.429; TC106::hok/sok (pTP101) x (pTP104) Slope =
0.0114, R2::::: 0.0197, p::::: 0.699). In control competitions using hosts having
psk- Gmr insertions (TC104) no qualitative change from the previous
competition outcome (Fig. 3a)was observed (TC104 (pTP101) x (pTP103)
Slope::::: 0.196, R2::::: 0.89, P <0.001; TC104 (pTP101) x (pTP104) Slope:::::
0.18, R2::::: 0.867, P<O.OO 1) indicating that reduction in effective psk+-pskplasmid incompatibility caused by plasmid-chromosome recombination was
probably not responsible for this change.
Figure 9b shows a comparison of 'competition' model prediction and these
empirical results. Combining the results of competition between TC105
(pTP101) x (pTP103) and TC106 (pTP101) x (pTP104) gives a regression
line with slope::::: 0.0151 (R2 0.0326, p::::: 0.446). A two-tailed t-test for
parallelism was used to compare this line to that generated by simulation of
the mathematical model. This test shows that predicted and observed
regression coefficients are not significantly different at the a : : : 0.05 level ( T :::::
0.777, df::::: 42, p::::: 0.442).
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(pTP103), or chromosomal (TC105), ParDE expression on the apparent stability of
pOU82-parDE (psk+, parDE). (C) Effect of plasmid (pTP104), or chromosomal
(TC106) HokiSok expression on the apparent stability of pTT820 (psk+, hoklsok).
Results shown are the average of two independent experiments.
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Figure 9 Observed and predicted effect of a chromosomally-borne PSK
system on psk+ vs psk- plasmid competition. (A) pTP103 (parDE) or pTP104
(hok/sok) plasm ids contained in JHC514a were co-incubated with
TC1 05::parDE (pTP1 01)(psk-), or TC106::hok/sok (pTP1 01), respectively.
Relative success of the competing plasmid types is expressed as the ratio of
psk+ plasmid-infected cells to psk- plasmid-infected cells. Competition assays
were repeated but introducing pTP101 in TC1 04::Gm r to control for the effect
chromosomal insertion of DNA having a sequence identical to a region on the
psk+ plasmids may have. Results shown are the average and standard
deviation of three independent experiments. Solid lines show least squares
regressions. (8) Comparison of experimental results with those generated
through model simulation. Parameters simulated are those described in figure
5. Solid blue and solid black lines are least square regression lines of
simulated and average observed outcome of psk- vs psk+ plasmid
competition, respectively. Dashed blue and dashed black lines show 95%
confidence intervals of simulated and observed regression lines, respectively.
Dotted blue lines show 95% prediction intervals of model simulation outcome.
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PSK initial viability. Pair-wise competitions were carried out at different
initial ratios of psk+:psk- plasmid-infected cells to determine the effect of initial
frequency on selection. The competition model predicts a positive correlation
between psk+ plasmid success and increasing initial frequency (prediction 3).
To test this, separate competitions introducing psk+ plasmid-infected cells at
frequencies of (approximately): 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9 of total plasmid-containing
cells, were initiated. Competitions were incubated for 10 days. Each
competition was done with four-fold replication. Competition was repeated,
substituting the control psk- plasmid, pTC102, for the psk+ plasmids above.
Consistent with competition model prediction, increasing initial frequency was
positively associated with the success of psk+ plasmids (slope

=0.576, R2=

0.231; slope= 1.077, R2= 0.987, for ..IHC514a (pTP101) x (pTP103) and
"IHC514a (pTP101) x (pTP104), respectively) (Fig.10a). No effect of initial
frequency was seen on the outcome of competition between pTP101 X
pTP102 (slope = -0.0652, R2= 0.018) (Fig. 10a).

Figure 10b shows a comparison of model prediction to these empirical
results. The outcome of competition between JHC514a (pTP101) x (pTP104)
was compared to the outcome of model simulation (Fig. 10b). A two-tailed

t-

test for parallelism shows that the regression coefficients are not significantly
different at the ex = 0.05 level (to.05

=-1.32, df = 17, P = 0.204). The same test

was used to compare experimental and predicted y intercept values. This test
showed that y intercepts are significantly different at the ex
2.046, df = 17, P = 0.047).

=0.05 level (T =
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Figure 10. Effect of initial frequency on the fitness of psk+ plasmids. (A)
Plasmid fitness is measured as change in the ratio (relative to initial) of
competing:pTP1 01 (psk-) plasmids after 10 days co-incubation in the
competition environment. Results reported are the average and standard
deviation of four independent experiments. Least square regression lines are
shown. (8) Comparison of empirical observation with model prediction.
Parameters used in model simulation are as for figure 5. Solid blue and solid
black lines are least square regression lines of simulated and observed (pskvs psk+ (pTP1 04)) outcome of psk- vs psk+ plasmid competition,
respectively. Dashed blue and dashed black lines show 95% confidence
intervals of simulated and observed regression lines.
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DISCUSSION
From the ashes of group selectionist explanations of virulence evolution,
alternative models, emphasising individual-level selection, have risen (Lenski
and May, 1994; Lipsitch et aI., 1995; Lipsitch et aI., 1996). The cornerstone of
these 'between-host' models is the existence of a trade-off between the ability
of a parasite to infect new hosts and its virulence. The basis of th is trade-off is
the assumption that virulence is an inevitable consequence of parasite
reproduction within a host (Levin and Svanborg Eden, 1990; Messenger et
aI., 1999). Thus, virulence acts simultaneously to improve parasite fitness
through increasing transmission, while diminishing it by reducing host
longevity. Parasites most efficiently exploiting this trade-off to infect the most
new hosts, are expected to be selected.

In this study, I have tested the ability of a between-host model to explain the
apparent success of a plasmid-borne virulence determinant (PSK). Betweenhost models predict that a virulence trait can be successful only if it
contributes to parasite transmission. Therefore, the detrimental effect of PSK
on host (and thus also plasmid) reproduction must be countered by a
concomitant increase in plasmid transmission. I have also proposed and
tested the 'competition' model. In this model, virulence can be selected as an
adaption relevant to success in parasite-level, 'within-host', competition. The
competition model differs fundamentally from previous models in explaining
the success of traits without their need to augment parasite transmission.

PSK systems are encoded by perhaps all conjugative plasm ids (Gronlund
and Gerdes, 1998; Loh et aI., 1989). Because of the fluid nature of plasmid
genomes, evidenced by their mosaic structure (Boyd et aI., 1996; Rajakumar
et aI., 1996), and the rapid spread of new variants (Bogdanova et aI., 1998), it
seems likely that the widespread inclusion of PSK systems is the result of
selection. Between-host selection models predict parasite success according
to their ability to infect new hosts. Therefore, the apparent success of psk+
plasmids is explained as a consequence of PSK systems contributing to
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plasmid transmission. This proposal has previously been termed the 'stability'
model (chapter 3, Heinemann, 1998). To test this model, I measured the
effect of the ParDE and HoklSok PSK systems on plasmid transmission. As
shown in figures 1 and 2, the presence of a PSK system either did not
advantage, or marginally disadvantaged, plasmids during both vertical and
horizontal transmission. That the presence of a PSK system imposed an
increased cost to plasmid carriage (Fig. 1a) qualifies it as a virulence
determinant. This finding is consistent with previous observation of psk+:pskplasmid transmission, using different psk+ plasmid/host combinations
(chapter 3). As a successful virulence trait which does not contribute to
parasite transmission, PSK represents a paradox to between-host model
explanation of virulence evolution.

I next considered if PSK systems played a role in plasmid-level, within-host
parasite competition. Supporting this possibility, previous work has
demonstrated that transmission of a psk- plasmid is inhibited by the presence
of a resident psk+ plasmid in the host cell (chapter 3, Naito et ai., 1995; Naito
et ai., 1998). If PSK systems are selected by advantaging their host plasmid
in within-host, cell-level competition, and not by contribution to the ability of
plasm ids to infect new hosts, no a priori correlation between virulence and
between-host transmission can be predicted.

To test this proposal, psk+ and psk- plasmid-infected cells were incubated
together under conditions allowing hosts to become infected by both plasmid
types. In this environment, psk+ plasmids became dominant (Fig. 3a). When
the competition was repeated using host cells not permissive for plasmid
horizontal transmission, no significant change in plasmid ratio was observed
(Fig. 3b). Because very few uninfected cells were present (Fig. 4a), the two
environments effectively differed only in the availability of within-host
competition. Success of psk+ plasmids in the competition environment was
therefore dependent on within-host competition. Trivial explanations also able
to account for these observations were excluded.
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To explain the success of psk+ plasmids, despite the apparent cost of PSK to
plasmid fitness, I proposed the following competition model (Fig. 6): after
transfer of a plasmid to a cell already infected by a plasmid of the opposite
PSK type, replication incompatibility allows inheritance of only one plasmid
type to each daughter cell. Daughter cells retaining the psk+ plasmid remain
viable due to continued PSK expression. Daughter cells inheriting only the
psk- plasmid are killed by the action of PSK. Because from co-infected host
cells, only psk+ plasmids are contained in viable daughter cells, the result is a
relative increase in replication of psk+ plasm ids. psk+ plasmid success is
therefore not due to the inability of psk- plasm ids to transfer to, or stabilise in,
cells infected by a psk+ plasmid, but to the death of those cells in which
displacement does occur. In support of this model the presence of a PSK
system had no effect on transfer of psk- plasmids to psk+ plasmid infected
cells (Fig. 2; see also chapter 3).

To formalise this proposal, a mathematical model was written. Model
parameters were measured to be specific to the experimental system used
here. This model generated three key novel predictions. First, during withinhost competition, psk+ plasmids will become established in host cell
backgrounds initially infected by psk- plasmids, more often than vice-versa.
Secondly, that insertion of a chromosomal PSK system, rendering host cells
immune to the effect of psk+ plasmid loss, will abolish psk+ plasmid
advantage. Thirdly, that the success of psk+ plasmids in competition with pskcompetitors will be density-dependent. The higher the initial frequency of psk+
plasmids the relatively more fit they are expected to be. Results of
experimental tests were consistent with the first two of these predictions (Fig.
7b and 9b). Furthermore, that the presence of a chromosomal PSK system
was able to abrogate the advantage of psk+ plasm ids in the competition
environment (Fig. 7a), suggests that the psk system per se rather than any
affect of the transposon insertion was the cause of psk+ plasmid success.

Experimental test of the third prediction differed from competition model
prediction (Fig. 10b). The competition model predicts a density-dependent
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effect on psk+ fitness during within-host competition. When psk+ plasmids are
rare, advantage mediated by within-host competition is not expected to be
sufficient to compensate for their decreased absolute 'fitness (Fig. 1). During
competition, a threshold frequency (O.135) of psk+ plasmid-infected cells is
predicted to be required for psk+ plasmid success; below this threshold PSK
imposes a fitness cost (Fig. 9b). Evolutionarily, the existence of such a
threshold has major consequences. Simply, as a rare individual mutant, a
psk+ plasmid is not expected to survive when forced to compete with more
common progenitor psk- plasmids. Therefore, to explain the evolution of PSK,
the competition model must propose either an alternative selection, effective
in advantaging PSK systems when initially rare, or posit that PSK systems
were able to locally reach the requisite threshold 'frequency independent of
selection. Whilst plausible, both proposals are clearly ad hoc. However,
experimental test of this prediction shows that the evocation of such rescues
is not necessary. While consistent with the theoretical prediction that psk+
plasmids are more successful when more common, at no initial frequency
was the ratio of psk+:psk- plasmid fitness less than one (Fig. 9a). Therefore, a

posteriori, an initially rare psk+ mutant plasmid is expected to be successful in
the competition environment.

The reason underlying this discrepancy is not clear, though perhaps the most
likely reason is that measurement of model parameters was not strictly
transitive between measured and competition environments. For example, the
effect of the relatively slower psk+ plasmid vertical replication, apparent in the
growth rate assay, may have been lessened in the competition environment
by the effect of conjugation in slowing cell division (Clark and Warren, 1979).
Further, that the assumptions directing model outcome could be inappropriate
for generation of this prediction can not be discounted. Agreement between
simulated and empirical outcome on other predictions is not evidence that the
assumptions used are correct; instead, it might be that these predictions were
not sensitive enough to resolve any difference between model and empirical
mechanism (e.g Wood and Thomas, 1998).
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Notwithstanding this disparity, agreement between the first two competition
model predictions and experimental observation strongly implicate within-host
competition as the cause of psk+ plasmid success within the competitionassay experiment environment. That the third prediction is not fully consistent
with experimental test implies that the conditions and mechanisms by which
this increased fitness is achieved have not yet been fully described by the
formal model.

The mechanism of within-host competition proposed here differs from those
proposed previously (Levin and Bull, 1994; Nowak and May, 1994; van
Baalen and Sabelis, 1995). In those models, increased within-host growth
rate is the cause of increased within-host success. Increased virulence is
seen as a consequence of a higher parasite growth rate and therefore of
increased within-host success. In the mechanism proposed here, psk+
plasm ids do not have an intrinsically higher reproductive rate than pskplasm ids. Instead, PSK systems advantage plasmids only relatively, by
slowing the effective growth rate of competitors. Unlike alternative
explanations of PSK selection (e.g Kobayashi, 1998; Naito et aI., 1998),
competition is expected to occur between individual parasites, rather than at
the host-parasite level. Though different in form, both proposals agree that
within-host competition can select a level of parasite virulence greater than
that predicted through consideration of between-host transmission alone
(Levin and Bull, 1994; Nowak and May, 1994; van Baalen and Sabelis, 1995).

Supporting the view that within-host success can be achieved by means other
than an increased within-host growth rate, are observations of P element
selection in Drosophila spp. (Emery et aI., 1999; Gloor et aI., 1993). Mutant P
transposable elements, no longer able to transpose due to the presence of
internal deletions, are widely distributed amongst natural populations of
Drosophila spp .. Emery et al (1999) propose that such elements have been
selected by acting to inhibit the deleterious effect of transposition of complete

P elements. Individual hosts, in populations exposed to high levels of P
element transposition, are advantaged if they encode mutant 'repressor' P
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element copies. Thus, the selection of less-fit non-transposing mutants is the
result of their relative success during P element within-host competition.

The analysis presented in this work is ecological. The outcome of
competitions are interpreted as a result of interactions occurring between
introduced organisms and the environment. Evolution, the de-novo generation
of selectable traits (Mahner and Bunge, 1997), is ignored. Initially this view
was justified by the assumption that during the time scales over which
competition experiments were carried out, little opportunity for evolution would
be available. Indeed, during the course of a much longer study, in an
ostensibly similar environment, Turner et al (1998) found no consistent
change in several measured plasmid reproductive parameters. A recent
report by Finkel and Kolter (1999) challenges this assumption. In that study,
equal numbers of bacteria, marked with different antibiotic resistance
markers, were co-incubated for up to four weeks in rich medium. During this
time the ratio of the two resistance markers varied dramatically and
inconsistently both over time, and between cultures (Finkel and Kolter, 1999).
Furthermore, cells derived from old cultures were consistently more
successful than those from young cultures when cornpeted together (Finkel
and Kolter, 1999). From these results, Finkel and Kolter (1999) infer the
frequent generation of 'growth advantage in stationary phase' (GASP)
mutants, causing the continual succession of dominant cell sub-populations
within the once clonal population (Finkel and Kolter, 1999). That the results
reported in my study are consistent between replicates and between
experiments suggests that while perhaps contributing to uncertainty,
'GASPing' was not responsible for the trends observed. l\Ievertheless, that
PSK could act to influence evolution (e.g. through mutation) can not be
d iscou nted.

Relevance of findings to previous work. Several recent studies have
experimentally tested the influence of environment on the evolution of
virulence (Bull et aI., 1991; Bull and Molineux, 1992; Turner and Chao, 1998;
Turner et aI., 1998). Turner and Chao (1998) monitored virulence evolution in
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passaged in environments varying in the amount of

co-infection allowed. These authors observed that

~6

selected in

environments enforcing high levels of co-infection also exhibited a decrease
in between-host transmission (Turner and Chao, 1998). This decrease was
considered a result of the relative effects of hard and soft selection (Turner
and Chao, 1998). Hard selection occurs as a result of the constraining
conditions an organism must meet in order to reproduce (Wallace, 1970). Soft
selection is the fitness-dependent filling of available positions in the following
generation (Wallace, 1970). When co-infection was common, the authors
considered soft selection to be most influential in sorting those competing

~6

progeny most likely to be represented in the viral burst. When co-infection
was uncommon, soft selection was thought less likely to be important and
hard selection was expected to favour those

~6

most adept at infecting new

hosts. Soft selection of traits improving within-host competition was presumed
to occur at the expense of traits moulded by hard selection (Turner and Chao,
1998). The results of subsequent work were consistent with this interpretation
(Turner and Chao, 1999). In this context, the concepts of soft and hard
selection are analogous to those of within-host and between-host selection,
respectively.

Both in the work reported here, and in that of Turner and Chao (1998), withinhost selection acts in opposition to optimisation of between-host competition.
The success of competing parasites in an environment therefore depends on
the relative influence of within-host and between-host replication.
Mathematical models attempting to predict the effect of within-host
competition on selection of parasite virulence assume an increased withinhost growth rate is the cause of within-host success. Because virulence is
seen as a consequence of a higher parasite growth rate, within-host
competition is expected to select higher parasite virulence (Levin and Bull,
1994; Nowak and May, 1994; van Baalen and Sabelis, 1995). However,
neither in my model, or in that proposed by Turner and Chao (1998, 1999), is
parasite within-host success simply a reflection of increased within-host
growth. If this finding is generally, or even sometimes, true of mechanisms
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contributing to within-host success, then no a priori correlation between
parasite within-host success and degree of virulence can be anticipated.
Therefore, though virulence evolution can be attributed to within-host
selection when it proceeds in a direction counter to that expected by betweenhost models, the converse is not true. Agreement between the direction of
virulence evolution and between-host model prediction, can not justify the
conclusion that between-host selection alone was responsible for virulence
selection.

Consideration of two recent studies serve to illustrate this point. Bull et al
(1991) and Turner et al (1998) manipulated the ratio of parasite vertical to
horizontal transmission and monitored the effect on virulence evolution. In
both studies the expected trade-off between virulence and transmission was
observed. That is, higher-virulence parasites evolved to be transmitted more
often. However, only in the study of Bull et al (1991) was it possible to
correlate this change to a particular environment. In that study, virulence
evolved as expected by between-host models, i.e. decreasing in
environments enforcing vertical transmission, and increasing in environments
allowing horizontal transmission. These observations provide strong evidence
that parasite virulence evolved according to opportunity for horizontal
transmission. However, the nature of this selection is less clear. If, as
suggested by the work described in this report, and in that of Turner and
Chao (1998), assumptions made by current within-host models are
unwarranted, the direction in which within-host competition may guide
parasite virulence can not be predicted. For example, if within-host success
was correlated with reduced, rather than increased, growth, within-host
competition would select parasites having lower virulence. Indeed, the
observation of Bull et al (1992), that parasites having evolved in environments
where within-host competition was common exhibited increased surface
exclusion, suggests within-host selection may have been influential in
determining parasite success through lowering virulence.
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With this in mind, elucidation of the role of within-host competition in the
selection of parasite virulence may best be judged by attempting to reconcile
the success of parasites in environments differing only in the extent of coinfection. The finding that relative parasite success is not predictable through
knowledge of between-host transmission parameters alone, would suggest
within-host competition influences selection. For example, if the outcome of
competitions between evolved parasites in the study of Turner et al (1998)
differed from expectations based only on virulence and frequency of
transmission, a role for within-host competition in parasite selection would be
supported.

Ostensibly, the observed success of colicin-producing (col+) plasmids in
competition with otherwise isogenic non-producing (col-) plasmids, might
appear to contradict this proposal. When otherwise isogenic col+ and colplasm ids are incubated together under conditions allowing the production of
the colicin toxin, provided the col+ plasmid is initially present above some
threshold frequency, it comes to dominate the environment (Chao and Levin,
1981; Gordon and Riley, 1999; Tan and Riley, 1996). This result is explained
by the detrimental effect of colicin action on sensitive (col- plasmid-infected)
cells. According to this view, success of col+ plasmids is a between-host
phenomenon; cells containing col+ plasmids, and therefore the col+ plasmid
itself, are able to reproduce vertically more often than col- plasmid-containing
competitors (Tan and Riley, 1996). Colicin production is expected to provide
no benefit to plasm ids in horizontal reproduction, and probably a
disadvantage in vertical reproduction in a mono-culture environment (Chao
and Levin, 1981). Does the success of col+ plasmids, despite having no
intrinsic reproductive advantage, constitute evidence that within-host
competition mediates col+ plasmid success? Probably not. Success of col+
plasmids instead exposes an important qualifier to the above proposal of how
to identify the influence of within-host competition: the environment betweenhost replication is measured in must be essentially similar to the competition
environment, ideally differing only in the amount of within-host competition
occurring. Failure to meet this condition renders measure of the relative
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contribution of between-host fitness, to competition environment fitness,
meaningless. In studies of colicin plasmid competition, exposure of sensitive
cells to colicin only in the competition environment obscures the relationship
between plasmid fitness in individual and competition environments. To
counter this, the colicin toxin could be introduced to growing sensitive cells at
a rate simulating that produced by the number of colicin producing cells
present in the competition environment. Between-host selection models
predict that the growth rate of colicin sensitive cells in this environment should
explain the outcome of col+ vs col- competition in the mixed environment.

CONCLUSION
The results reported in this study suggest that within-host competition is the
cause of psk+ plasmid success in the competition environment. This
conclusion derives from two key observations. (1) PSK systems do not
increase absolute between-host reproduction of encoding plasmids. (2) psk+
plasmid success is dependent on the availability of within-host competition. If
co-infection is common, it seems likely that contribution to within-host
competition between plasm ids themselves may be responsible for the
widespread inclusion of PSK systems in plasmid genomes.

This finding has relevance to hypotheses seeking to predict the effect of other
plasmid-borne determinants on plasmid success. For example, many
virulence and antibiotic resistance determinants are encoded by plasm ids
(Eberhard, 1990; Levin and Svanborg Eden, 1990; Shaw et aI., 1993). Such
elements may be considered de facto PSK systems in that in certain
environments they render loss of an otherwise dispensable plasmid lethal. If
so, success of such elements may not be determinable without knowledge of
their influence on parasite-parasite level within-host competition. This
interpretation cautions against the casual assumption of trait selection
through those cell-level phenotypes most obvious to us. Bacterial virulence
may be an adaption selected by aiding the success not of cells, but of the
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elements encoding the trait. If so, there is little hope that predictions of the
evolution of such traits will be given heuristic insight by recourse to the effect
of the trait at the cell-level. For this reason I agree with the views of those
such as Bull (1994) and Frank (1996), calling for caution in adopting the
proposals of Ewald and others, to promote the evolution of avirulence through
altering opportunities for cell-level success (Ewald, 1993; l\Jesse and
Williams, 1998).
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Chapter 5: Within-host Competition is Responsible for
the Accumulation of PSK Systems on Plasmid
Genomes

ABSTRACT
Horizontally mobile elements (HIVIEs) are the likely purveyors of widespread
horizontal transfer of genetic information between organisms. However,
despite apparent one-time occupancy by genes encoding a broad array of
traits, the genomes of HMEs tend to accumulate specific types of traits. Traits
commonly encoded by genes found on HMEs include: antibiotic resistance,
virulence determinants, novel catabolic pathways and production of anticompetitor toxins (e.g. bacteriocins). Current theories explain the apparent
success of HME-borne copies of these traits as the result of selection
optimising the relationship between trait and bacterial host. Loss of the HME
minimises the cost of carriage in environments where the trait is not useful,
while the ability to reproduce horizontally allows rapid repopulation when the
trait is of selective value. In this work, a trait previously shown to contribute to
success in competition at the HME-Ievel, was observed to accumulate on
plasmid genomes. Accumulation did not occur in an environment where HMEHME competition could not take place. This finding demonstrates that HMEborne traits can be selected despite not contributing to the fitness of their
bacterial host. Implications for the evolution of similar HME-borne traits are
discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Increasingly, it is becoming recognised that movement of genetic material
between organisms occurs at evolutionarily relevant rates (reviewed in
Doolittle, 1999). Plasticity has long been expected for the smaller,
'dispensable' genomes of plasmids (Boyd et aI., 1996; Broda, 1979; Brunder
et aI., 1999; Sesma et aI., 1998), phage (reviewed in Hendrix et aI., 1999) and
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transposons (Recchia and Hall, 1997). However, that the genomes of cellular
organisms are not sacrosanct from the dynamism of such gene flux has, and
indeed continues to, surprise (Jain et aI., 1999; Kolsto, 1997; Kolsto, 1999;
Wolf et aI., 1999) (reviewed in Doolittle, 1999). Recent findings suggest that
operational and informational genes (encoding 'housekeeping', and
transcriptional and translational processes, respectively) can and have been
transferred between organisms (Asai et aI., 1999; Jain et aI., 1999; Nelson et
aI., 1999; Rivera et aI., 1998; Wolf et aI., 1999; Yap et aI., 1999). That
transferred genes encoding apparently redundant traits of no imaginable
selective value, nevertheless spread to fixation within recipient genomes,
portends to previously unimagined rates of gene transfer.

Three mechanisms capable of facilitating the transfer of genes horizontally,
between organisms are currently recognised; conjugation (Heinemann, 1992),
transduction (Replicon et aI., 1995) and transformation (Kroll et aI., 1998).
Freedom from constraints of sequence similarity in determining the fate of the
transferred DNA suggests the first two of these to be of particular significance
in the transfer of DNA between dissimilar organisms. Why then, despite a
barrage of apparent one-time occupants, do the likely vectors of these
processes (plasmids, bacteriophage and transposons- known collectively as
HIVIEs), exhibit a marked bias in the types of genes which they accumulate
(Eberhard, 1989; Eberhard, 1990; Levin and Svanborg Eden, 1990)? Three
general categories of genes cornmonly accumulate on the genomes of HIVIEs:
(1) Resistance to/ability to catabolise unusual or xenobiotic compounds e.g.
heavy metals, antibiotics or environmental pollutants (Bogdanova et aI., 1998;
Kellogg et aI., 1981; Shaw et aI., 1993); (2) production of toxic compounds
e.g. bacteriocins (Hardy, 1975); and (3) virulence determinants (Ahmer et aI.,
1999; Cheetham and Katz, 1995).

The most commonly cited explanation for this bias is that those traits 'optional'
to the host cell will accumulate on HME genomes (Eberhard, 1990). Because
an HIVIE-encoded trait can be lost during growth in environments in which the
trait is not advantageous, the burden of carrying a useless gene is borne only
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by those few cells retaining the HME. Following exposure to an environment
in which the trait is useful, HME-containing cells can repopulate (e.g.
Campbell, 1981). Eberhard (1989, 1990) criticises this hypothesis on two
grounds, for its reliance on population-level selection, and because judged by
their ubiquity, it seems untenable to describe some commonly HMEassociated traits as 'optional' (e.g the sym plasmid of Rhizobium spp.
(Downie, 1997». Instead, Eberhard (1989, 1990) proposes an alternative
'local adaptation' hypothesis. Under this hypothesis, particular traits
accumulate on HME genomes if they are useful only in localised
environments. The biased success of some traits when HME-borne is
explained by two main mechanisms: (1) When an environment changes from
one in which HME-carriage imposes a fitness cost to one in which HMEcarriage is advantageous, it is likely that the previous competitive
disadvantage will mean few cells will contain the HME. Where the rate of
HME horizontal transmission is significant relative to growth of host cells, an
HME-encoded gene would be expected to be more successful than a cognate
chromosomally-encoded gene; (2) Transmission of HMEs to neighbouring,
perhaps dissimilar, cells means that HME-encoded genes are expected to
inhabit a variety of genetic backgrounds. Therefore, because HME-borne
genes have a greater opportunity to associate themselves with other
advantageous genes, they are expected to be more successful than their
chromosomally-encoded counterparts. Cells losing an HME which encodes a
trait useful in all environments are unlikely to accumulate. For this reason,
such genes are expected to forego the advantage horizontal transmission
confers to their locally adaptive counterparts (Eberhard, 1990; Eberhard,
1989).

Current evolutionary theory predicts the outcome of competition from
knowledge of the fitness of the competitors (Mahner and Bunge, 1997;
Williams, 1970). In the local adaptation hypothesis, genes localising to HMEs
are selected by virtue of increasing the fitness of the HME-cell entity over
competitors encoding the same trait chromosomally. I have previously
presented evidence for the 'competition' hypothesis (chapters 3 and 4).
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According to this hypothesis, traits advantaging HMEs in competition directly
with other HMEs can be selected, even if they confer no benefit to their
cellular host (chapters 3 and 4, Heinemann, 1998). Here, I test whether
within-host, HME-Ievel competition, can explain the greater success of a
particular trait when plasmid-borne, and thus its apparent accumulation on
plasmid genomes. As in the local adaptation hypothesis, the competition
hypothesis explains this accumulation as the result of increased reproduction
of HME, relative to chromosomally-encoded genes. However, unlike the local
adaptation hypothesis, increased reproduction occurs through success in
competition with other HMEs, rather than between cells. Thus while the local
adaptation hypothesis predicts the success of HME-borne traits only if they
contribute to cell-level fitness, the competition hypothesis requires traits only
to contribute to HME fitness. '-

Experimental system. In this study I compare the ability of the local
adaptation and competition hypotheses to explain the relative success of
plasmid- and chromosomally-borne postsegregational killing (PSK) systems.
PSK systems consist of a tightly linked toxin-antitoxin pair. If a PSK-encoding
(psk+) plasmid is not inherited by a daughter cell following cell division, the
less stable antitoxin degrades, allowing toxin action and consequent cell
death. Commonly, PSK systems are found on bacterial plasm ids (Gerdes et
aI., 1990; Jensen and Gerdes, 1995; Loh et aI., 1989), though PSK-like
systems are also present on bacterial chromosomes, in this context they are
not thought to be active (Gerdes et aI., 1997).

Traditionally, PSK systems have been thought of as contributing directly to
plasmid replication (Gerdes et aI., 1986a; Nordstrom and Austin, 1989). As a
'plasmid-selfish' trait (Eberhard, 1990), their accumulation on plasmid
genomes was not considered surprising. However, recent observations have
cast doubt on this interpretation of PSK function, suggesting instead that
plasmid-borne PSK systems have been selected through advantaging psk+
plasmids during competition occurring within host cells (chapters 2 and 3,
Heinemann, 1998). Unlike traditional models, the result of such competition is
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decided not at the plasmid-cell level, but as the outcome of plasmid-plasmid
competition. The relationship between the winning plasmid and the host cell is
secondary to the outcome of such competition. In this way psk+ plasmids can
be selected despite not acting to increase the fitness of their host cell
(chapters 3, 4).

The plasmid used in this study is Jp145 (Heinemann et aL, 1996), a derivative
of the prototypical F plasmid (Lederberg, 1951). F is a 100 kb selftransferable plasmid, able to replicate either vertically, through inheritance by
daughter cells during cell division, or, horizontally, by conjugation (Frost et aL,
1994). Many conjugative plasmids encode repression systems, serving to
inhibit further conjugation when a high frequency of neighbouring cells are
infected. The insertion of an 1820 element in the finO gene renders Jp145
unable to establish this repression (Cheah and 8kurray, 1986). F plasmid also
encodes a surface-exclusion system, functioning to reduce the efficiency of
transfer to already infected cells (Achtman et aL, 1980). Under the conditions
employed in this study, the efficiency of this exclusion is expected to be
greatly reduced (chapters 3 and 4, Achtman et aL, 1972; Peters and Benson,
1995).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacteria and plasmids. Pertinent features of the bacterial strains and
plasm ids used in this study are listed in table 1. Construction of plasmids
pBSL 182::parDE and pBSL 182::hoklsok has been described previously
(chapter 3 and chapter 4, respectively).

Table 1. Bacteria and plasmids used in this study.
Strain or

Relevant

Sourcea

JHC514a

rpsL, rpoB, supC, supF

(Heinemann et aI., 1996)

.IB377

b. (srIR-recA)306::Tn10 (Td)

(Heinemann and Ankenbauer,
1993a)

S17.1 Apir

(Alexeyev and Shokolenko,

R6K 1T protein

1995)
plasmids
Jp145
pBSL 181

IncF, Kmr

(Heinemann et aI., 1996)
r

mini-Tn10::psk-, Cm , ats1, ats2

(Alexeyev and Shokolenko,
1995)

pBSL 182

r

mini-Tn10::psk-, Gm , ats1, ats2

(Alexeyev and Shokolenko,
1995)

pBSL 182::parDE

r

mini-Tn10::psk+ (parDE), Gm ,

Chapter 3

ats1, ats2
pBSL 182::hok/sok

r

mini-Tn10::psk+ (hok/sok) , Gm ,

Chapter 4

ats1, ats2
a

This work unless stated otherwise.

Media. Liquid and solid media were supplemented with antibiotics at the
following concentrations: ampicillin (Ap), 100 j.!gmr1; chloramphenicol (Cm),

20 J-tgmr1; gentamicin (Gm), 5 J-tgmr1 and kanamycin (Km), 40 j.!gmr1.
Isopropyl-~-D-thiogalactopyranoside

(IPTG) was added to 2 mM to induce

expression of the Ptac controlled transposase gene. Cells were grown to
saturation in LBH medium supplemented with antibiotics as appropriate to
maintain plasmids, diluted 1DO-fold in fresh media and grown to mid-log prior
to all experiments.
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Mating and transformation conditions. Matings were carried out for three
hours in liquid media as described previously (Achtman et aI., 1971). Bacterial
transformation was carried out using standard molecular biological protocols
(Sambrook et aI., 1989).

Experimental overview. I sought to monitor the success of PSK elements
located on plasmid genomes, relative to those on the bacterial chromosome.
To do this, mini-Tn10 transposon cloning vectors, encoded by a suicide
plasmid-vector (unable to replicate in transformed cells) (Alexeyev and
Shokolenko, 1995), were constructed to contain either the parDE PSK system
or no PSK system. These transposon-encoding vectors were separately used
to transform host JHC514a cells containing the plasmid Jp145. The psk+
transposon conferred resistance to Gm, the psk- transposon conferred
resistance to Cm. Following transformation, transposon transposition was
induced by exposure to IPTG, causing expression of the plasmid-vectorencoded transposase protein. Because the plasmid-vector was rapidly lost
from host cells after this initial transposition event (confirmed by loss of
plasmid Apr marker), transposons were unable to transpose further. The
transposons used required no sequence identity for transposition, therefore
the initial ratio of chromosomal-borne:plasrnid-borne transposons was
expected to be determined by the relative size of the two targets (Kleckner et
aI., 1991). Following transposition, the two bacterial populations were
enriched for transposon-containing cells by exposing cells to antibiotics to
which only cells containing a transposon were resistant. From these
populations two competition experiments were initiated. In one, equal
numbers of cells containing either the psk+, or psk-, transposon were mixed
and incubated as described previously (chapter 4), to allow plasmid
competition. In the second competition, psk+ transposon-containing cells
were incubated alone.

Throughout incubation of the competition experiments, aliquots of cells were
periodically removed, and the relative number of plasmid and chromosomallyborne transposons assayed. To do this, removed cells were co-incubated with
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recipient cells to allow conjugation to take place. Transconjugants recovered
were of two sorts; recipients having received the plasmid Jp145 (Km r), and
those receiving Jp145 into which a transposon copy had inserted (Km r, Cm r/
Gmr). The frequency of transposon-encoding plasmids was calculated as
transposon-containing transconjugants / total transconjugants. The ratio of
plasmid to chromosomally-borne transposons in the competition assay is the
frequency of transposon-encoding plasmids x total plasm ids / ((total
transposon-containing cells) - (cells containing plasmid-encoding
transposons)). Because the number of plasmids containing a transposon is
calculated as a frequency, this measurement is insensitive to variation in
mating efficiency. The relative fitness of plasmid to chromosome encoded
transposons was measured as change in the frequency of plasmid encoded
transposons.

The competition assay was repeated substituting first the transposon
encoded by pBSL 182::hoklsok (Hok/Sok, psk+), and then the psk- transposon
in pBSL 182, for that in pBSL 182::parDE (ParDE, psk+). A schematic
representation of this experiment is shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Test of conditions favouring localisation of PSK systems to the
genomes of HMEs. (A) Transposons encoding either: Gmr and hok/sok
(psk+ ), parDE (psk+), or no PSK system (blue circles); or Cm r and no PSK
system (red circles), were introduced to cells containing a conjugative
plasmid. Following transposition and enrichment for transposon-containing
cells, Gmr transposon-containing cells (blue lines) were incubated either with
an equal number of Cm r transposon-containing cells (red lines), or alone (8).
W ithin-host competition between psk+ and psk- plasmids (black doubleheaded arrows), can happen only in the absence of an exogenous PSK
system. The ratio of plasmid:chromosomally-borne transposon markers
(coloured line on small black circle, and on black rectangle, respectively) was
monitored throughout incubation.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The 'competition' hypothesis expects that genes encoding traits advantaging
plasmids in plasmid-level competition will accumulate on plasmid genomes,
even if the traits confer no fitness benefit to the host cell. In contrast, the 'local
adaptation' hypothesis requires all successful plasmid-encoded traits, other
than those essential for plasmid replication per se, to be of potential selective
advantage to the host cell. To test these hypotheses, two populations of
plasmid-containing cells, containing either psk+ or psk- transposons randomly
inserted in either the bacterial chromosome, or the plasmid genome, were
mixed. These populations were then incubated under conditions known to
allow plasmid within-host (HME-Ievel) competition (chapter 4). We have
previously shownjhat PSK systems confer no direct fitness advantage to
either the plasmid or the host cell when encoded on a plasmid reproducing
through vertical replication only (chapters 3 and 4). Therefore, the local
adaptation hypothesis predicts that PSK systems will not accumulate on
plasmid genomes. In contrast, the competition hypothesis expects that by
contributing to plasmid within-host competition success, PSK systems will
localise to plasm ids.

At the start of the competition experiment, the ratio of plasmid:chromosomeborne transposons was similar to expectation based on the relative size of the
two target genomes (4 Mb:100 Kb ::: .025). After seven days incubation, in
competitions including both the psk+ (parDE or hok/sok) transposon and the
Cm r psk- transposon, plasmid-borne psk+ transposons had increased in
frequency relative to chromosome-borne counterparts by 50-fold (Fig. 2a). In
the same competitions, the psk- transposon replicated an equal number of
times whether on the chromosome or on a plasmid (data not shown).

To exclude the possibility that the success of plasmid-borne psk+
transposons was an artefact of the Gmr marker encoded by the psk+
transposons, a control competition was carried out as before, but substituting
a Gmr psk- transposon in place of the psk+ transposon. In this competition,
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plasmid and chromosomally-borne transposons were equally successful (Fig.
2a).
In the environment described above, both plasmid-level and cell-level
competition can occur. I sought to test if the success of plasmid-borne PSK
systems was dependent on the existence of plasmid within-host competition.
To do this, the experiments described above were repeated but in the
absence of any psk- transposon containing cells. In these populations, all
cells contained either a plasmid or chromosomal PSK-encoding transposon.
Stable expression of a chromosomal PSK system protects against cell death
following loss of a psk+ plasmid (chapters 2 and 3, Kusano et aI., 1995; Sia et
aI., 1995). Plasmids harbouring the psk+ transposon are therefore not
expected to be advantaged during within-host competition with original pskplasmids. Instead, any change in the frequency of plasmid-borne PSK
systems derives from the effect of PSK on cell-level competition. As shown in
figure 2b, in this environment the plasmid-borne PSK systems were not
relatively fitter than chromosomally-borne systems. Hence, it seems unlikely
that contribution to fitness at the cellular level was responsible for the success
of plasmid-borne psk+ transposons when in an environment allowing withinhost competition.
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Figure 2. Effect of competition availability on the relative success of plasmid
and chromosomally-borne PSK systems. (A) Equal nurnbers of cells
containing either psk+ (or control), or psk- transposons, randomly inserted in
either the plasmid or chromosome, were co-incubated as described in
Materials and Methods. Both cell-level and plasmid-level competition can
occur in this environment. (8) Cells containing psk+ (or control) transposons
were incubated alone. Only cell-level competition can take place in this
environment. Results shown are the average (and standard deviation) of four
independent experiments . . . JHC514a (Jp145) + Tn10-182 (control);
.A JHC514a (Jp145) + Tn10-patOE (psk+); D,. JHC514a (Jp145) + Tn10hoklsok (psk+), together with JHC514a (Jp145) + Tn10-181 (psk-) in (A) or
alone in (8).
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The local adaptation hypothesis predicts that only those traits which confer a
fitness advantage to the host cell will be successful. When the environment in
which this fitness advantage is evident is encountered sporadically, the ability
to be transferred horizontally is predicted to advantage plasmid, over
chromosomally, -borne copies of the gene responsible for the trait. In the
work presented here, PSK systems are shown to replicate more often, and
thus to be more fit, when encoded by the genome of a conjugative plasmid
(Fig. 2a). This success is contingent on the existence of plasmid-plasmid
competition (compare figs. 2a and 2b). Because PSK systems do not
contribute to cell-level fitness (Fig. 2b, chapters 3 and 4), the local adaptation
hypothesis is unable to explain their apparent success. Instead, I interpret
these results as support for an alternative, competition hypothesis,
explanation of localisation of traits to HME genomes. Under this hypothesis,
genes encoding traits contributing to success in plasmid-level competition are
expected to localise to plasmid genomes, without obligation to concurrently
augment host cell fitness.

In determining the selection responsible for the preponderance of plasmidborne PSK systems, the local adaptation and competition hypotheses make
unique predictions. This exclusivity depends on the observation that PSK
systems make no contribution to cell fitness (Fig. 2b, chapters 3 and 4). In the
case of traits, also usually encoded by plasmid-borne genes, but which do
contribute to cell fitness, distinction between the two hypotheses is more
problematic. For example, genes conferring resistance to bacteriophage
infection are predicted to be advantaged when encoded by elements able to
move horizontally (Feldgarden et aI., 1995). In agreement with the local
adaptation hypothesis, selection of plasmid-borne genes results from both the
ability to move horizontally and increased fitness of resistant cells in the
presence of phage (Feldgarden et aI., 1995). However, plasmid dependent
conferral of resistance to phage infection can also be thought of as a
mechanism of plasmid within-host competition. As for PSK systems, a toxinantidote pair is created; phage representing the toxin, resistance to infection
the antidote. Following co-inhabitation of cells by competing plasm ids, one of
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which confers phage resistance, within-host competition will result. Only
daughter cells subsequently inheriting the plasmid encoding the phage
resistance trait will survive. If this analogy is true, selection of plasmid-borne
phage resistance genes (Duckworth et aI., 1981) might be expected to derive
not only from their contribution to cell level fitness, but also through their
contribution to plasmid within-host competition success. The analogy between
PSK systems, and phage resistance, as mediators of plasmid within-host
competition can be extended to other traits commonly encoded on the
genomes of HMEs. For example, toxin-antidote pairs as: heavy metal
resistance-heavy metals (Bogdanova et aI., 1998), bacteriocin productionbacteriocins immunity (Dykes, 1995), immunity conferring virulence
determinants-immune system (Guan et aI., 1999; Hong and Payne, 1997),
and antibiotic resistance-antibiotics (Baquero and Blazquez, 1997). If
selection of these traits is indeed influenced by within-host competition, a full
explanation of their ecology will not be possible without consideration of
HME/HME level competition.

In the cases above, localisation of certain genes to HIVIE genomes can be
explained by both the local adaptation and competition hypothesis. However,
the two hypotheses can differ in their expectations of the likely evolution of
these traits. Examples of such divergences are listed below.

HME ecology. Commonly, estimates of relative fitness are made indirectly
between organisms by comparison to a reference strain (Lenski et aI., 1991;
Travisano et aI., 1995; Turner and Chao, 1998). At times when within-host
competition influences HME selection, estimates of relative fitness are
unlikely to be transitive (chapter 4, Turner and Chao, 1999). Thus, the effect
of this type of competition further highlights warnings that measures of fitness
are environmentally specific (Mahner and Bunge, 1997); the individually fittest
competitor should not be presumed to be the beneficiary of competition.
Under the local adaptation hypothesis, the winner of HME competition is
decided solely by cell-level consideration.
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Ecology of HME-bome antibiotic resistance determinants. The local
adaptation hypothesis predicts the demise of HME-borne antibiotic resistant
determinants (Ab r) following withdrawal of relevant antibiotics due to their
"fitness cost in the absence of selection ( but see Schrag and Perrot, 1996;
Stewart et aI., 1998). Indeed, their very tendency to localise to the genomes
of HMEs becomes proof of their fitness cost. If other mechanisms are
responsible for the localisation and success of Ab r , this corollary dissolves. As
well, success through within-host competition predicts the spread of Ab r under
some conditions where cell-level selection is redundant. Horizontal transfer,
and therefore within-host competition, may be able to occur in environments
inhibiting cell-level competition (e.g. during exposure to bacteriostatic
antibiotics)(Heinemann, 1999b).

Ecology of HME-bome virulence determinants. The local adaptation
hypothesis predicts the success of virulence determinants by reference to the
cell-level. Success of HMEs encoding virulence traits depends not only on
their ability to move 110rizontally, but also on their effect on the host cell.
Those HMEs best optimising this relationship are expected to be selected
(Lipsitch and Moxon, 1997; Lipsitch et aI., 1995; Lipsitch et aI., 1996). If
virulence determinants playa role in HME-Ievel competition, the generality of
the assumption that cell-level competition will direct the success of HME
elements becomes questionable. For example, in an attempt to abrogate
conditions causing selection of resistant organisms, some current strategies
have attempted to directly target virulent cells (Kerbel, 1997; Lee, 1998). If
success of HME-borne virulence traits is not determined by their relationship
with the host, optimism over the promise of such a strategy may be
misplaced.

The local adaptation and competition hypotheses represent complementary
explanations for the localisation of certain traits to the genomes of HMEs. In
the former model, though the ability to move horizontally is crucial to the
increased success of plasmid, relative to chromosomally, -borne traits, genes
can only become successful if they contribute to cell-level fitness. In the
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alternative competition hypothesis, traits need only serve HME fitness to be
selected. Thus, despite imposing a fitness cost to the host cell, a trait can be
selected by advantaging the host HME genome in HME-Ievel competition. In
the case of PSK systems this advantage manifests indirectly through the
differential inhibition of competitor replication, rather than an increase in
absolute fitness of the encoding HME. This proposal is consistent with the
widespread inclusion in HME genomes of traits influencing HME-HME
competition, but not expected to contribute to cell-level fitness (e.g.
Engelberg-Kulka et aI., 1998; Gautier and Chopin, 1987; Pecota and Wood,
1996; Santini and Stanisch, 1998).

From the above, it is clear that the relative contributions made by cell and
HME-Ievel competition, to HME reproduction, are not easily dissociated.
Where predictions of the two hypotheses are unique, experiments can be
designed to identify the most influential selection, where predictions
converge, little more than empirical and hypothetical consistency can be
sought. It seems certain that consideration of both hypotheses will be
required to endow descriptions of HME biology with heuristic insight.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion

The theory of natural selection is to many biologists that theory most
sacrosanct of all. An inviolable tenet, written not merely in stone but in the
genes of billions. The aspiration of any trait to be adaptive is overseen by this
theory. Natural selection is judge, jury and final arbiter in the sentencing of
fitness. A weighty task, but one for which it is capable.

In the 'Origin of the Species' (Darwin, 1859), Darwin summarised his theory of
natural selection as follows:
" As many more individuals are produced than can possibly survive,
there must in every case be a struggle for existence, either one
individual with another from the same species, or with individuals of
distinct species, or with the physical conditions of Iife .... Can it, then, be
thought improbable, seeing that variations useful to man have
undoubtedly occurred, that other variations useful in some way to each
being in the great and complex battle for life, should sometimes occur
in the course of thousands of generations? If such do occur, can we
doubt (remembering that many more individuals are born than can
possibly survive) that individuals having any advantage, however
slight, over others, would have the best chance of surviving and
procreating their kind? On the other hand, we may feel sure that any
variation in the least degree injurious would be rigidly destroyed. This
preservation of favourable variations and the rejection of injurious
variations I call natural selection."
(Taken from Ayala and Fitch, 1997)
In essence, this definition has remained unchanged since its formulation
(Mahner and Bunge, 1997; Rosenberg, 1985; Williams, 1970). Literally, -fittest
individuals are considered those having the ' ... best chance of surviving and
procreating their kind'. The observations described within this thesis (chapters
3, 4 and 5), that traits which act to harm, or even kill, hosts (Le. are virulent),
can be selected, might therefore be thought at best (euphemistically)
paradoxical. How can a trait whose raison d'etre appears expressed solely as
injury to those which it needs to live, be successful?
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Conventional theories of virulence solve this paradox by interpreting virulent
traits as long-term adaptions, selected by increasing the number of new hosts
infected, at the expense of current host fecundity (between-host selection)
(Lenski and May, 1994; Levin and Svanborg Eden, 1990; Levin and Pimentel,
1981; Turner et aI., 1998). The net result: a positive effect on 'procreation'. To
the mechanism of within-host selection championed in this work as
explanation for the success of PSK systems, this resolution is not available.
Short-term procreation is expected to occur at the expense of total
reproduction. psk- plasmids replicate more often than their psk+ counterparts.
Again, how can it be that PSK systems (and those like them) can be
successful?

I suggest that tile paradox augurs from a misrepresentation of the spirit, if not
the letter, of Darwin's theory. Too often, the 'favourable' of Darwin's definition
is considered as a synonym of 'increased rate of replication' (but see Mahner
and Bunge, 1997). Hence, surprise follows the finding that organisms with
lower absolute replication rates can succeed in the struggle against faster
replicating competitors (e.g. Turner and Chao, 1999). I argue that evidence
presented within this thesis suggests that the measure of what constitutes
'favourable' should instead be determined by the relative reproduction of
organisms. Where the effect of a trait in slowing absolute replication is
countered by a greater detrimental effect on a competitor, the trait should be
considered 'favourable' by the theory of natural selection.

Almost since the time of its appearance the charge of tautology has been
leveled at the theory of natural selection (Hull, 1974; Mahner and Bunge,
1997; Rosenberg, 1985). Indeed, if the theory decides competitive success
based on relative replication, a quality determinable only by competition, how
can it ever be wrong? If we can only recognise the winner, as the winner,
because it won, surely little new knowledge is gained. In my view, the work
and interpretations described in this thesis combine to expose this position as
being unnecessarily defeatist.
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I argue that the theory of natural selection has value by virtue of allowing the
identification of traits potentially important in determining an organism's
'favourability'. The hypothesis that the organism having the most favourable
variation will survive, may be unfalsifiable (due to our inability to identify
winners independent of the success of most favourable organisms). However,
tests that a particular trait increases an organism's success in a particular
environment can and are done (chapters 4 and 5, Cook et aI., 1999). In this
thesis, PSK systems have been shown to be responsible for the success of
psk+ plasmids in environments allowing within-host competition. While not
constituting a test of the general theory, a contribution to a more specific
experience base is made. Knowing the types of traits that in the past have
been responsible for success of organisms against similar competitors, in
similar environments, allows at least educated guesses as to the outcome of
like competitions. If scale is not important, the outcomes of laboratory
competitions can at least give indications of likely environmental results.
Though retrospective, that psk+ plasmids were found to be successful in
environments allowing within-host competition is at least consistent with their
widespread inclusion on the genomes of horizontally mobile elements,
provided horizontal transfer, and thus within-host competition, is common in
natural habitats. The competition model provides not only a mechanism to
explain this success but also a framework to predict the outcome of
competition between like competitors.

To enable such extrapolations, an intimate knowledge of relevant organismal
life history and the ecology of relevant environments is clearly essential.
Concerning PSK systems and conjugative plasmids, the work presented in
this thesis represents an attempt to further this end. Traits can be related
either as 'kind' or 'class'. Within the former, members share biology other than
that which qualified them for membership, the grouping thus reveals some
true relationship. In contrast, conformity to some, often anthropocentric,
arbitrary definition, without regard to biology, is sufficient to confer
membership to the same class. Specific knowledge of the life-history of any
member is not transitive to any other. Without detailed ecological information
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just when two systems are members of the same 'kind', similar enough that
the results of one may reasonably become the prediction of another, can not
be known. That both PSK systems and other traits, identified here as potential
de facto 'addiction' systems (e.g. antibiotic resistance and virulence
determinants), localise to the genomes of HMEs suggests that their selective
fates may be joined not only by analogy, but also by biology.
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